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1 Professor livre-docente em 
Endocrinologia da Faculdade 
de Medicina da Universidade 
de São Paulo (FMUSP). 
Diretor da Sociedade Brasileira 
de Diabetes (SBD)

Prof. Dr. Bernardo Leo Wajchenberg

Antonio Carlos Lerario1

T he responsability of writing a memorial honoring a great friend and master is 
always considered an arduous and sad task. But, in this case, I could realize that 

it was actually an honor to have the opportunity of sharing with the community of 
endocrinologists, particularly the younger ones, a little bit of the biography from one 
of the most prestigious and famous clinical Endocrinologist in our country. 

Born in São Paulo, Bernardo Leo Wajchenberg has shown since childhood to have 
a “brilliant mind”, starting at the first years of his elementary education, when he was 
considered the best student of his class. During medical school at São Paulo University 
(USP), he was distinguished as one of the best students, being awarded with 11 of 
13 prizes granted by São Paulo Medical School. And, in 1950, at the conclusion of 
the medical course, he received the Rockefeller Foundation Prize as the outstanding 
graduate in this medical school. After completing residency in Internal Medicine at 
Clinics Hospital, School of Medicine, University of São Paulo (FMUSP), he ventured to 
USA to become a Research Fellow at Lilly Lab, at the University of Minnesota, followed 
by a WK Kellogg Fellowship at the University of Michigan. He returned to his alma 
mater (FMUSP) where he has progressed from Junior staff to Chief of Diabetes and 
Adrenal Unit, then to Chair of Endocrinology and Metabolism Division, posteriorly to 
Chief of the Laboratory of Medical Research and, finally, he became Vice-Chairman of 
the Medicine Department. In 1971 in parallel to his activities at Clinics Hospital, Dr. 
Wajchenberg organized and became responsible of a Laboratory of Radioimmunoassay 
in Brazil at the Nuclear and Energy Research Institute, University of São Paulo, a new 
technique recently developed in United States for quantification of several hormones 
(not available at this time), with the assistance of Dr. Rosalyn Yallow, who was later 
awarded with the Nobel Prize in Medicine. Despite the administrative load during his 
long academic career, Dr. Wajchenberg continued working in medical care with his 
assistants, directing clinical rounds, teaching residents and medical fellows, mentoring 
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post graduating doctors and acting incessantly as an 
active researcher in different areas of endocrinology, such 
as diabetes, adrenal, obesity and calcium metabolism, 
thyroid and steroid hormones metabolism. 

During his career he published more than 250 
papers in peer reviewed publications in three different 
languages. From research perspective, Dr. Wajchenberg 
has moved seamlessly from bench to bedside, 
contributing to the improvement of knowledge of the 
physiopathology and the treatment of metabolic and 
endocrinological diseases. Some of his accomplishments 
are the use o,p’-DDD for treating adrenocortical 
carcinoma, in the metabolic effects of sulphonylureas, 
unraveling the mechanisms of phenformin and on the 
physiopathology of visceral fat and metabolic syndrome. 

The quality of his research can be attested by the 
impressive number of 11,124 citations observed in 
peer-reviewed publications of other authors. Two of 
his review articles published in the Journal Endocrine 
Reviews in 2000 and 2007, respectively, were cited 
over 3,200 times in papers of other authors. Other 
publications signed by Dr. Wajchenberg includes 
several chapters in medical books and his position as 
Editor for two editions of the book entitled “Tratado 
de Endocrinologia Clínica” (Treatise on Clinical 
Endocrinology; 1992 and 2014). 

Recognizing the breadth, depth and longevity of 
his illustrious career (over 50 years), The American 
Endocrine Society distinguished Dr. Bernardo Leo 
Wajchenberg with the Distinguished Physician Award. 
The other prizes that he was granted include: Francisco 
Arduino Prize (from Brazilian Diabetes Society, in 
2003), José Scherman Prize (from State Institute of 
Diabetes and Endocrinology; IEDE, in 2011). 

After his retirement of the São Paulo University 
Medical School and after becoming Professor of 
Medicine, Dr. Wajchenberg continued working as 
Coordinator of the Diabetes and Cardiology Service 
of the Heart Institute, at Clinics Hospital. In 2010 
he assumed the role of Principal Investigator of the 
The  BARI 2D Study  Group in Brazil, a multicenter 
trial (sponsored by the National Institute of Health) 
evaluating the relative safety and efficacy of an insulin-
providing vs. insulin-sparing regimen in the treatment 
of type 2 diabetes complicated by coronary heart 
disease. At that time he also returned to his passion 
of teaching new students and fellows, participating in 
rounds and, mainly, coordinating patient care in the 
outpatient clinic. 

Besides academic activities Dr. Wajchenberg also 
promoted a great contribution for the development 
of Diabetes and Endocrinology specialties in Brazil 
and in Latin America, participating actively in the 
foundation and management of several associations, 
serving as President of Brazilian Endocrine Society, 
Brazilian Diabetes Society and Latin American 
Diabetes Association. He was also part of the Executive 
Committee of the International Diabetes Federation.

As a master, mentor and a physician, Dr. Wajchenberg 
was described by most of his subordinates as a tireless 
worker, an enthusiastic leader, a perfectionist and 
a man of principles and integrity. At the time of his 
retirement we counted more than 200 endocrinologists 
from different parts of Brazil that initiated their 
medical education with him in São Paulo, and are now 
disseminating the new advances in the physiopathology 
and treatment of endocrinology in different medical 
centers of the country.  
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Is the 18F-FDG PET/CT the definite 
resource to detect the recurrence on 
high-risk thyroid cancer patients? 

Carlos Alberto Buchpiguel1

T hyroid cancer is the most common endocrine neoplasm (1). Besides its good 
prognosis and indolent clinical course, more aggressive stages pose some 

challenges and may impair the morbidity/mortality rate in high-risk patients. So 
in those cases, is mandatory to optimize the diagnostic work-up in order to detect 
recurrences and metastases as early as possible for an effective therapeutic planning (2). 

High-risk patients and undifferentiated tumors loose the capacity of trapping 
iodine-131, making not only the diagnosis but also the treatment of those patients 
a challenge. Even when conventional imaging is not able to localize the recurrence 
besides the rise of the serum thyroglobulin (Tg) levels, it is clinically valuable to pursue 
other alternatives to localize the sites of recurrent disease. Actually, neck ultrasound 
and chest computed tomography are efficient to detect the most common sites of 
recurrent thyroid tumor (3). However, it is not rare to see high-risk patients with 
elevated Tg and no signs of recurrence on conventional imaging, including iodine-131 
whole body survey (WBS) (4). 

PET-CT emerged as a molecular imaging tool, where the disease is detected more 
due to the molecular profile and/or metabolic cellular signaling than structural or 
functional abnormalities. The high rate of anaerobic glycolysis is one of the main 
features of various malignant tumors, and that is the reason for using fluordesoxyglucose 
labeled with fluoride-18 (FDG), a common positron emitter produced on Cyclotrons (5). 
Dedifferentiating thyroid tumors overexpress GLUT (glucose transporter proteins 
located on the cellular membrane) and also hexokinase-II (HK-II) that are the two 
major conditions for promoting and facilitating glucose uptake in the malignant cells. 
A reasonable number of publications are seen in the literature showing the value of 
FDG-PET in the evaluation of patients with thyroid carcinoma. A recent meta-analysis 
published by Haslerud and cols. (6) showed a pooled sensitivity and specificity of 
79.4% for detecting recurrent well-differentiated thyroid carcinoma (WDTC). After 
the year 2000, the majority of PET scanners were shipped with a CT integrated to the 
equipment (PET-CT). That technological advance brought an increase of specificity 
since it was possible to correlate the molecular findings with the exact anatomical 
location and structural abnormality seen on CT. That’s why the more recent systematic 
reviews evaluating the use of PET-CT in thyroid cancer showed better accuracy values 
as compared to “old” meta-analysis (7). 

A very interesting paper published in this issue of Archives of Endocrinology and 
Metabolism (AE&M) by Yang and cols. (8) is the first series enrolling a reasonable 
number of Brazilian patients to be evaluated by PET-CT in detecting recurrent 
thyroid cancer. It is really an interesting contribution since it divided the patients in 
three different groups. The third group was the one where we wouldn’t expect great 
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performance for PET-CT, as shown by the authors, 
since they included differentiated tumors with elevated 
serum Tg and positive WBS (2). The first group 
was divided in two, 1A (elevated Tg and negative 
conventional imaging and WBS) and 1B (elevated TG, 
and WBS not compatible with conventional imaging 
finding or level of Tg). Here we can make some 
comments. The greater impact would be detecting 
foci of recurrence where no other test is able to do. 
We would expect to see better incremental diagnostic 
value of PET-CT in those cases where no abnormalities 
are seen on US, CT or MRI. However, in that group 
the authors could only include nine patients, a very 
small number that precludes stronger conclusion 
regarding the value of the method tested in this article. 
Also the authors did not comment in that particular 
group how many patients had the PET-CT scans done 
under TSH stimulation or not. They stated that in 
significant percentage of patients it was not applied 
TSH stimulation for the PET scans. It is true that it is 
controversial the value of TSH stimulation in increasing 
the accuracy of PET in thyroid cancer, however, there 
has been no enough evidence in the literature yet to 
rule out any value of that stimulation for difficult and 
small-size disease detection. So we could conclude 
that in this small group of patients the PET did not 
add any clinical value and in a worst scenario lead to 
unnecessary biopsy caused by false-positive findings in 
cervical lymph nodes in three patients.

In the group IB, many patients showed alterations 
on conventional imaging at the same location seen of 
FDG-PET. If the location was the same of FDG-PET, 
and not compatible with the WBS, could we assume 
that the CT or MRI finding was enough to confirm 
the recurrence? Moreover, it is very well know that CT 
has a better detection rate of lung metastasis compared 
to PET, since size of the nodule is a limitation factor 
for the resolution of the modern PET scanners (9). 
Even though the small nodules detected by CT might 
be unspecific or indeterminate only by anatomical 
analysis, under the circumstance of rising Tg and high-
risk profile of the patient for recurrence, it would be 
fair to consider those findings at least suspicious for 
recurrent disease. Moreover, to be detected by PET, 
those findings in the lungs must be large or the lung 
nodules numerous enough to be depicted by PET. The 
authors stated very well the limitations of the study, 
and then, in this group 1B could the CT/MRI alone 
be effective enough to change the clinical management 
in certain number of those thirteen patients, with 

no incremental information provided by PET? The 
question regarding that comment concerns the cost-
effectiveness of doing PET-CT in all patients, including 
those with abnormalities already seen on conventional 
structural cross-sectional imaging. 

The same issues can be discussed for the Group 2. 
Many patients showed abnormalities on lungs by 
CT and also by PET. Has PET also provided real 
incremental value towards the CT findings or just 
confirmed the CT abnormalities as related to the 
thyroid cancer recurrence? 

Another limitation is the small number of patients 
regarding each group with unfavorable histology, 
a limitation that is expected considering the low 
prevalence of those histological types. There is no 
data in the literature evaluating the GLUT and  
HK-II expression in the various aggressive histology 
thyroid tumors. So, some conclusions must be taken 
with caution regarding the power of sample and 
considering some methodological aspects inherent to 
a retrospective study. Nevertheless, this is the first large 
cohort Brazilian study evaluating the clinical value of 
PET-CT in high-risk thyroid cancer patients, and 
hopefully will stimulate other groups to replicate that 
study to confirm the very interesting findings published 
in this issue of the AE&M. 

Disclosure: no potential conflict of interest relevant to this article 
was reported.
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Biochemical diagnosis of 
acromegaly without a typical clinical 
phenotype: what are the concerns?

Antonio Ribeiro-Oliveira Jr.1, Ariel Barkan2

T he importance of early diagnosis and prompt treatment of acromegaly is beyond 
question (1). In this issue of Archives of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Rosario 

and Calsolari (2) report the results of a five year follow-up investigation of patients 
with a suspicious clinical scenario of acromegaly coupled to mildly to modestly elevated 
IGF-1 but with questionable glucose-suppressed GH. It included 16 women and one 
man aged 30 to 55 years who were found to have some clinical findings potentially 
attributable to acromegaly (glucose intolerance, headaches, arthritic pains, etc.) but 
no acromegalic phenotype. They had circulating IGF-1 levels 1.08 to 1.53 times the 
upper limit of the normal range for age in two measurements outside puberty or 
pregnancy, but their glucose-suppressed GH went down below the currently agreed 
cut-off point of 1 µg/L but was still higher than the strictest criterion of 0.4 µg/L. 

All the 17 selected patients had a pituitary MRI performed and non-pituitary 
acromegaly was excluded through chest and abdominal contrast-enhanced 
tomography. All of them were not treated for acromegaly (either surgically or 
medically) but were just followed for up to 5 years and dynamic facial changes was 
evaluated through longitudinal comparison of photographs. Initially, just one patient 
had a visible pituitary microadenoma that did not change on follow-up. After five 
years of follow-up, these patients remained without an acromegalic phenotype and 
IGF-1 spontaneously returned to normal in 5 out of 17 patients, as confirmed by two 
measurements. Regarding the other 12 patients with persistently elevated IGF-1, none 
of them showed an increase of IGF-1 higher than 20%, and 2 of them suppressed GH 
in oGTT to lower than 0.4 µg/L, while no tumor was further detected. Therefore, 
after a follow-up of five years, we are still uncertain of the diagnosis in the remaining 
10 patients, which means ~60% of the cohort of patients with elevated IGF-1 levels 
without GH suppression in oGTT to below 0.4 µg/L.

Importantly, in this population without a clinical phenotype of acromegaly, the 
oGTT cut-off of 1 µg/L, as suggested by the current Endocrine Society consensus 
(3) would have ended up further investigation at the initial presentation, although 
high IGF-1 levels would still be without an explanation. The five years follow-up 
was able to confirm that there was no appearance of facial acromegalic changes or 
further deterioration of biochemical parameters in these patients. Conversely, over one 
third of the patients were able to normalize either IGF-1 or reach GH suppression 
levels < 0.4 µg/L during an oGTT after five years of first assessment. Although quite 
unlikely, these patients should always be evaluated in the context of genetic syndromes 
associated with acromegaly, when alteration of biochemical parameters may be subtle (4). 
Another possibility discussed by the authors, is that these patients may have had 
slightly elevated IGF-1 level expected in 2.5% of normal population due to statistical 
distribution of “normalcy”.
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The authors suggest that the oGTT criterion of GH 
< 1 µg/L may be optimal for excluding acromegaly in 
patients without convincing clinical findings and with 
only mildly elevated IGF-1. However, the combination 
of comorbidities of acromegaly found in these patients 
still raises suspicion that a mild form of the disease 
might have been present. 

First, it relates to purely technical issues. There 
had recently been a lot of concerns as related to GH 
and IGF-1 assays (1). For example, we still do not 
have glucose suppression criteria that are specific for 
age, gender and body mass index. For the IGF-1, the 
authors are to be congratulated for using normative 
parameters derived from a large population (4,350 
adults) from the same locality. However, although the 
authors seem to be aware of the assay overestimation 
drift with the Siemens IGF-1 assay, the observed 
normalization of IGF-1 in the subsequent assessment 
five years later in 30% of patients could be related to the 
correction of the assay overestimation drift instead of a 
true normalization. 

However, the most important is the realization that 
the classical diagnostic criteria of acromegaly no longer 
apply. Recent technical refinements have demonstrated 
that a significant proportion of patients with acromegaly 
differ dramatically from “classical” clinical, biochemical 
and radiological presentations. Indeed, patients with a 
typical clinical phenotype coupled to high IGF-1 levels, 
but with plasma GH in the “normal” range may have 
glucose-suppressed GH below 1 µg/L in ~50% of the 
cases and below 0.4 µg/L in as many as 30% of the 
cases (5). Although rare, these cases of “micromegaly” 
are usually, albeit not necessarily, coupled to the 
presence of microadenomas (5,6). In these cases 
when pituitary MRI confirms the presence of the 
tumor, neurosurgical approach is usually followed 
by amelioration of the signs and symptoms as well as 
confirmation of the somatotroph tumor by pathological 
analysis and immunohistochemistry. Occasionally, 
cases of acromegaly without a visible tumor have been 
reported (7). In these cases, the best approach is yet 
to be defined, although neurosurgical successes have 
been reported (7). Perhaps, the most difficult is the 
situation where biochemically and immunochemically – 

confirmed somatotropinomas are “silent”, i.e. found in 
patients without any phenotypical manifestations (8,9). 
In these cases, we are completely in the dark: should 
we treat the patient or the biochemical/radiological 
finding?

Holdaway and cols. (10) introduced the “high 
IGF” parameter as a predictor of higher mortality in 
acromegaly, but we still do not know exactly how high 
it should be to have clinical impact on morbidities 
and mortality justifying active normalization of IGF-1 
levels, especially in patients whose clinical diagnosis of 
acromegaly is not firmly defined.

Cushing disease is famous for being diagnostically the 
most difficult variety of pituitary tumors. Acromegaly is 
rapidly gaining on it.

Disclosure: no potential conflict of interest relevant to this article 
was reported.
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Clinical utility of 18F-FDG PET/CT 
in the follow-up of a large cohort 
of patients with high-risk 
differentiated thyroid carcinoma

Ji H. Yang1, Rui M. B. Maciel1, Claudia C. D. Nakabashi1,  
Carolina C. P. S. Janovsky1, Rosalia P. Padovani1, Danielle Macellaro1,  
Cléber P. Camacho1, Akemi Osawa2, Jairo Wagner2, Rosa Paula M. Biscolla1

ABSTRACT
Objective: To evaluate the clinical utility of 18F-FDG PET/CT in patients with high-risk DTC. Subjects 
and methods: Single-center retrospective study with 74 patients with high-risk differentiated thyroid 
cancer (DTC), classified in 4 groups. Group 1: patients with positive sTg or TgAb, subdivided in Group 
1A: negative RxWBS and no foci of metastases identified at conventional image (n = 9); Group 1B: 
RxWBS not compatible with suspicious foci at conventional image or not proportional to sTg level (n 
= 13); Group 2: patients with histological findings of aggressive DTC variants (n = 21) and Group 3: 
patients with positive RxWBS (n = 31). Results: 18F-FDG PET/CT identified undifferentiated lesions and 
helped restage the disease in groups 1B and 2. The scan helped guide clinical judgment in 9/13 (69%) 
patients of group 1B, 10/21 (48%) patients of group 2 and 2/31 (6%) patients of group 3. There was no 
clinical benefit associated with group 1A. 18F-FDG PET/CT was associated with progressive disease. 
Conclusion: 18F-FDG PET/CT is a useful tool in the follow-up of patients with high-risk DTC, mainly in 
the group of RxWBS not compatible with suspicious foci at conventional image or not proportional 
to sTg level and in those with aggressive DTC variants. Additionally, this study showed that 18F-FDG 
PET/CT was associated with progression and helped display undifferentiated lesions guiding clinical 
assessments regarding surgeries or expectant treatments. Arch Endocrinol Metab. 2017;61(5):416-25.

Keywords
Differentiated thyroid carcinoma, 18F-FDG PET/CT, radioiodine (RAI), whole-body scan (WBS), thyroglobulin (Tg)
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INTRODUCTION

T he routine follow-up of patients with 
differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) after surgery 

and radioiodine (RAI) remnant ablation comprises the 
measurement of serum thyroglobulin (sTg), cervical 
ultrasound (US), whole-body scan with 131I (WBS) or 
conventional imaging techniques, such as computed 
tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI).

However, serum Tg levels may not be a reliable 
tool in some patients, mainly due to the presence 
of anti-thyroglobulin antibodies (TgAb) (1) or to 
undifferentiated tumors that do not secrete Tg. 
Similarly, WBS may fail to localize residual thyroid 
tissue in less differentiated tumors due to its impaired 
ability to concentrate RAI (2). 

In recent years, combined 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose 
positron emission tomography/computed tomography 
(18F-FDG PET/CT) has emerged as a valuable tool 
in the follow-up of thyroid cancers. By correlating 
the metabolic information of 18F-FDG PET with the 
morphologic resolution of CT and due to the enhanced 
glucose metabolism in thyroid cancers, particularly in 
less differentiated tumors, this imaging technique 
has been employed beyond the classical indication of 
DTC patients with positive sTg and negative WBS. 
Furthermore, current applications extend to disease 
extension, including the detection of undifferentiated 
metastases (3), guidance of therapy assessments and 
prediction of prognosis (4-6). Some studies have shown 
that 18F-FDG PET and 18F-FDG PET/CT can induce 
changes in clinical management plans in 10-78% of 
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patients with DTC (7-12), thereby improving clinical 
judgment. In the Brazilian population, there has been 
only one study using 18F-FDG PET/CT in thyroid 
cancer patients with negative WBS and positive sTg in 
a small patient sample (13). 

The potential to induce changes in the clinical 
management and the lack of other studies in our 
country motivated this work. Therefore, the aim was to 
evaluate the clinical utility of the 18F-FDG PET/CT in 
a large cohort of patients with DTC in various groups. 

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

A total of 644 patients with DTC were referred, 
evaluated, treated and followed by a single team of 
physicians at the associated Thyroid Disease Centers 
in the Division of Endocrinology, Department of 
Medicine, Escola Paulista de Medicina, Universidade 
Federal de São Paulo and the Instituto Israelita de Ensino 
e Pesquisa Albert Einstein (in São Paulo, Brazil). In this 
population, 80 patients were submitted to 18F-FDG 
PET/CT scans from February 2008 to June 2013. Six 
patients were lost to follow-up; the medical records of 
the remaining 74 patients (who performed 95 total 
18F-FDG PET/CT scans) were analyzed retrospectively. 
This study was approved by the Institutional Ethics 
Committee.

644 patients with DTC

FDG-PET/CT (n = 80)

FDG-PET/CT (n = 74)

Group 1
Positive sTg or TgAb (n = 22)

I

II Clinical relevance
n = 0/9

* CI: conventional images.

Clinical relevance
n = 9/13 (69%)

Clinical relevance
n = 10/21 (48%)

Clinical relevance
n = 2/31 (6%)

1A. patients with positive sTg or TgAb,
negative RxWBS and no foci of metastases

identi�ed at CI (n = 9)

1B. patients with positive
sTg or TgAb, and RxWBS not compatible with
suspicions foci at CI and/or not proportional to 

sTg level (n = 13)

Group 2
Aggressive variants (n = 21)

Group 3
Positive RxWBS (n = 31)

Insuf�cient data (n = 6)

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the groups (I) and the clinical relevance (II).

According to the medical indications of 18F-FDG 
PET/CT, the 74 patients were classified in 4 groups 
(Figure 1, part I); clinical and epidemiological 
information is shown in Table 1:

• Group 1. Patients with positive sTg or TgAb 
were subdivided in Group 1A (n = 9): nega-
tive post-therapeutic -131 whole body scan 
(RxWBS) and no foci of metastases identified 
at conventional image, and Group 1B (n = 13): 
RxWBS not compatible with suspicious foci 
at conventional image or not proportional to 
sTg level. 

• Group 2. Patients with histological findings of 
aggressive DTC variants (n = 21): oncocytic (n 
= 3), poorly differentiated areas (n = 2), tall-cell 
(n = 4), diffuse sclerosing (n = 4), insular (n 
= 5) and solid variant (n = 3) with incomplete 
biochemical or structural disease. 

• Group 3. Patients with positive RxWBS (n = 
31): in this group, 18F-FDG PET/CT was per-
formed to detect additional foci of undifferen-
tiated metastases.

In the beginning of the study, 59 of 95 
18F-FDG PET/CT scans were performed after TSH 
stimulation (Tg/TSH): hypothyroidism, TSH > 
30 mcUI/mL or after recombinant human TSH, 
rhTSH, Genzyme Transgenics Corp., Cambridge, 
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Massachusetts. Over the course of follow-up, the 
literature demonstrated that despite studies showing 
that the number of positive scans and standard uptake 
value (SUV) increase under rhTSH stimulation, 
there was no conclusive evidence that those findings 
improve clinical management (12,14). Consequently, 
the remaining 36 scans were performed using LT4  
(Tg/LT4). 18F-FDG PET/CT imaging and analysis 
were performed in accordance with the protocol 
described by Yamaga and cols. (13). 

For the predictive value analysis, the following 
criteria defined by Hooft and cols. (15) were used: 
1) histology/cytology; 2) US-FNAC for cervical 
lesions; 3) focal 131I-uptake; 4) pathognomonic bone 
scan or MRI for bone metastases; 5) CT/MRI for 
brain metastases; and 6) progression of radiological 
documented lesions suspect for malignancy. The results 
were considered positive in the presence of 18F-FDG 
uptake in suspected lesions (visualized on conventional 
image) or in those patients with biochemical disease. 

Table 1. Clinical and epidemiological data

Clinical variables Results

Sex Female n = 57/Male n = 17

Total thyroidectomy Yes n = 74

Lymph node resection Yes: 57/No: 17

Age at diagnosis (years) Median 40.9 (12-82)

Age at PET/CT (years) Median 47.6 (16-85)

Follow up after PET/CT 
(months)*

Median 32.4 (7-72)

Group 1A (n = 9)
sTg (ng/mL)

TgAb+

Median of accumulated 
activity (mCi)

n = 6: 0.2-4.9 (Tg/LT4)/3.9-7.4 (Tg/TSH)

n = 2

350 (200-750)

Group 1B (n = 13)
sTg (ng/mL)

TgAb+

Median of accumulated 
activity (mCi)

n = 7: 0,6-91 (Tg/LT4)/2.4-292 (Tg/TSH)

n = 5

375 (230-700)

Group 2 (n = 21)
sTg (ng/mL)

TgAb+

Median of accumulated 
activity (mCi)

n = 20: 0.1-898 (Tg/LT4)/0.1-1000 (Tg/TSH)

n = 1 

250 (100-1000)

Group 3 (n = 31)
sTg (ng/mL)

TgAb+

Median of accumulated 
activity (mCi)

n = 30: 0.1-47 (Tg/LT4)/0.2-168 (Tg/TSH)

1

450 mCi (150-800)

* From the first FDG-PET/CT; sTg: serum thyroglobulin; Tg/LT4: unstimulated Tg; Tg/TSH: 
stimulated Tg.

The results were considered negative if there was no 
18F-FDG uptake. All patients underwent cervical US 
as the routine serial assessment, and suspicious cervical 
lesions were submitted to US-guided fine-needle 
aspiration cytology (US-FNAC) (16). Conventional 
imaging was performed during the follow-up if necessary 
(high levels of sTg measurements, WBS uptake, lung, 
retropharyngeal or bone suspicious metastases). 

Serum Tg levels were measured by a highly sensitive 
chemiluminescence assay (Tg Access immunoassay, 
Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA) with a functional sensitivity 
of 0.1 ng/mL. TSH levels were measured using a third-
generation assay that provided a functional sensitivity 
of 0.05 mUI/mL (17).

According to the combined and serial data of 
conventional imaging, the patient’s clinical status was 
classified as stable or progressive disease. Progressive 
disease was defined as an increase in tumor size during 
the follow-up, and stable disease was defined as stability 
of the lesions. Then, we analyzed the association 
between 18F-FDG uptake and progressive disease. We 
also studied the association between the PET/CT 
results and sTg levels using the cutoff recommended 
by ATA, 10 ng/mL. 

For the continuous variables, the difference between 
positive and negative 18F-FDG PET/CT groups was 
assessed using the Mann-Whitney test. The ROC 
curve was used for the continuous variables to calculate 
the best cut-off point. The chi-square test was used 
to determine the differences in the frequency of the 
categorical variables. A p < 0.05 result was considered 
significant.

RESULTS 

18F-FDG PET/CT results and clinical relevance 

Group 1A: patients with positive sTg or TgAb, 
negative RxWBS and no foci of metastases identified 
at conventional image (n = 9) 

Ten scans were performed in this group. Although 
18F-FDG PET/CT displayed 6 cervical positive lesions 
in only 3 patients, none was confirmed as metastasis 
based on US-FNAC. The sTg levels in this group 
were 0.2-4.9 ng/mL (Tg/LT4) and 3.9-7.4 ng/mL  
(Tg/TSH).

In conclusion, 18F-FDG PET/CT did not provide 
additional information in this group of patients.
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Group 1B: patients with positive sTg or TgAb and 
RxWBS not compatible with suspicious foci at 
conventional image or not proportional to sTg level 
(n = 13)

Twenty 18F-FDG PET/CT scans were performed in this 
group of 13 patients, and nine of 13 presented positive 
18F-FDG PET/CT scans (Table 2, patients 1-9). In 
those patients, the results helped clarify lesions visualized 
in conventional images that were RAI negative; in three 
of them, a second 18F-FDG PET/CT demonstrated 
the efficacy of the surgery indicated after the first scan 

results (Table 2, patients 1-3); in other three patients, 
the second 18F-FDG PET/CT was useful to show 
progression of the metastases (Table 2, patients 4, 
6-7). The 18F-FDG PET/CT displayed, in all, cervical, 
mediastinal or retropharyngeal uptake in 4 patients who 
had confirmed metastatic lesions based on histological 
results (Table 2, patients 1-4). One patient (Table 2, 
patient 4) and the remaining 5 (Table 2, patient 5-9) 
presented diffuse pulmonary 18F-FDG uptake. 

In group 1B, we considered that the 18F-FDG  
PET/CT results helped localize metastases in 9/13 (69%). 

Table 2. Clinical and imaging characteristics of group 1B

No RxWBS 
uptake

PET Tg/LT4 Tg/TSH CT/RM
findings

PET-CT
findings

Management Clinical
Relevance

1 Negative A 21 26 Thyroid bed 
Mediastinum   
Retropharingeaum

Thyroid bed 
Mediastinum   
Retropharingeaum

Surgery Yes

B 8.7 - Thyroid bed

Retropharingeaum

Thyroid bed

Retropharingeaum

Expectant

2 Negative A 1.9 97 - Mediastinum Surgery Yes

B 3.8 - - Cervical Expectant

3 Negative A 0.5* - - Cervical Surgery Yes

B 0.1* - Retropharingeaum Retropharingeaum Expectant

4 Cervical A 1.5 48 Thyroid bed

Lung

Thyroid bed Expectant Yes

B 14 173 Thyroid bed

Mediastinum

Lung

Thyroid bed

Mediastinum

Lung

Surgery

5 Cervical A 0.5* - Paratracheal

Lung

Esophagus

Paratracheal

Lung

Esophagus

Expectant Yes

6 Negative A 0.4* - Lung Lung Expectant Yes

B 0.1* - Lung Progression of the 
lesions**

Expectant

7 Negative A 13 292 Lung Lung Expectant Yes

B 91 - Lung Progression of the 
lesions**

Expectant

8 Negative A 5000* 1000* Hilar mass lung Lung atelectasis Expectant Yes

9 Cervical A 0.8* Mediastinum

Paratracheal

Lunge

Mediastinum

Paratracheal

Lunge

Expectant Yes

10 Cervical A 0.6 4.8 Mediastinum

Lung

Mediastinum

Lung

Expectant No

11 Negative A 0.8 2.4 Mediastinum None Expectant No

12 Negative A 3.7 5.1 Lung None Expectant No

13 Cervical A 18 - Lung Lung Expectant No

PET A, B: 1st, 2nd scans, respectively; RxWBS: Post-Therapeutic -131 Whole Body Scan; Tg/LT4: unstimulated Tg (ng/mL);

Tg/TSH: stimulated Tg (ng/mL). * TgAb positive; ** In relation to 1st PET/CT.
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Group 2: patients with aggressive variants at the 
histological findings with incomplete biochemical or 
structural disease (n = 21) 

Twenty-seven scans were performed in this group of 
21 patients. In 10 of 21 patients, 18F-FDG PET/CT 
provided relevant information.

Oncocytic variant (n = 2): The scan was indicated 
for an undetectable sTg and positive RxWBS cervical 
metastasis uptake, and there was 18F-FDG uptake in 
the cervical subcutaneous tissue. The other patient 
presented with RAI negative but suspicious pulmonary 

lesions on conventional images, and the 18F-FDG 
PET/CT scan showed lung uptake. Both lesions were 
confirmed as metastases based on histological analysis 
(Table 3, patients 1-2), indicating that 18F-FDG  
PET/CT provided relevant information.

Poorly differentiated areas on histology (n = 1): the 
patient presented a positive RxWBS lumbar vertebrae 
metastasis with accelerated elevation of sTg, and the 
positive 18F-FDG uptake suggested possible tumor 
undifferentiation. This patient also presented with 
cerebral metastasis and had been treated with cerebral 
and vertebrae radiotherapy (Table 3, patient 4). 

Table 3. Clinical and imaging characteristics of group 2

No Histology RxWBS
uptake

PET Tg/LT4 Tg/TSH CT/RM
findings

PET-CT
findings

Management Clinical 
Relevance

1 Oncocytic Cervical A 0.6 5.4 - Subcutaneous Surgery Yes

2 Oncocytic Cervical A 278 - Lung Lung Surgery Yes

3 Oncocytic Scapula A 0.1 0.6 Scapula Scapula RAI No

4 Poorly differentiated Spine A 14 767 - Vertebra L4 RAI, RT Yes

5 Poorly differentiated Cervical A 0.1 - Retropharingeaum None Expectant No

6 Insular Ø RAI A 511 1000 Lung None RAI 
Yes

Lung B 44 - Lung None RAI

7 Insular Ø RAI A 3.3 18 Lung None RAI Yes

8

Tall cell

Cervical 

Mediastinum 
Focal lung

A 13 95 Lung Lung Expectant

Yes
B 134 Lung Lung Surgery

C 898 - - Brain RT

D 379 - Kidney, L2 Surgery 

9

Insular

Cervical

Focal lung 

A 1* 3*

Mediastinum

Lung

Cervical

Mediastinum

Lung

Surgery

TKI
Yes

B 4* 6* Mediastinum

Lung

Progression of 
the lesions**

Expectant

10
Tall cell

Negative A 89 - Lung Lung Surgery
Yes

B 104 635 Lung Lung Expectant

11 Tall cell Cervical A 17 42 Lung Lung Expectant Yes

12 Solid trabecular Cervical A 44 66 Lung Lung Expectant Yes

13 Solid trabecular Negative A 0.2 0.2 - None Expectant No

14 Solid trabecular Mediastinum A 0.2 - Mediastinum Cervical Expectant No

15 Diffuse sclerosing Lung A 0.1 2.7 - Thyroid bed Expectant No

16 Diffuse sclerosing Negative A 1.9 271 Paratracheal None PEI No

17 Diffuse sclerosing Cervical A 0.2 0.1 - None Expectant No

18 Diffuse sclerosing Negative A 1.9 4.3 - None Expectant No

19 Insular Cervical A 428 - Lung None Expectant No

20 Insular Ø RAI A 65 - Cervical Expectant No

21 Tall cell Cervical A 2.4 - - Cervical Expectant No

PET A, B, C, D: 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th scans, respectively; PEI: percutaneous injection of ethanol; RAI: radioiodine; RxWBS: Post-Therapeutic -131 Whole Body Scan; Ø RAI: without radioiodine;  
RT: radiotherapy; Tg/LT4: unstimulated Tg (ng/mL); Tg/TSH: stimulated Tg (ng/mL); TKI: tyrosine-kinase inhibitor. * TgAb positive; ** In relation to 1st PET/CT.
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Other aggressive variants (n = 7): 18F-FDG  
PET/CT provided relevant information in 7 patients. 
Two patients without previous RAI treatment 
underwent paired 18F-FDG PET/CT and DxWBS 
scans. A 18F-FDG negative scan combined with positive 
RAI uptake endorsed the first RAI treatment indication 
(Table 3, patients 6-7). The other 5 patients had 
18F-FDG uptake in pulmonary nodules, suggesting 
undifferentiated metastases (Table 3, patients 8-12). 
Three patients underwent resection of the 18F-FDG 
positive metastases (Table 3, patients 8-10), but despite 
treatment, the disease progressed in all patients, and 
one patient presented with renal metastasis confirmed 
on histopathology, cerebral metastasis refractory to 
radiotherapy and death (Table 3, patient 8, Figure 2). In 
this group, the 18F-FDG PET/CT results contributed 
to the clinical management in 10/21 patients (48%).

Group 3: patients with positive RxWBS (n = 31)

This group included 31 patients with positive WBS 
who underwent 39 scans. There was no additional 
18F-FDG uptake suggestive of metastases in respect to 
RxWBS or conventional images. However, 2 patients 
with previous RxWBS positive pulmonary disease 
and increasing sTg/TgAb levels showed pulmonary 
18F-FDG uptake, suggesting tumor undifferentiation. 
In this group of 31 patients, the 18F-FDG PET/CT 
results delineated prognosis in 2 patients (6%). 

The clinical relevance of each group is summarized 
in Figure 1, part II. 

18F-FDG PET/CT result as predictor of progressive 
disease

From the 95 18F-FDG PET/CT scans, we found 
61 positive, 28 negative and 6 indeterminate scans.  

Figure 2. 18F-FDG PET/CT images show increased metabolic activity in 62-y-woman: A. Expansive lesion on frontal lobe of the brain; B. Lytic lesion on 
L2 vertebral body; C. Right lower renal mass. (Table 3, patient 8).

A

B

C
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All eighteen patients who presented with progressive 
disease showed 18F-FDG uptake (100%) compared to 
twenty-nine of fifty-six patients who were stable (52%). 
The 18F-FDG uptake was associated with progressive 
disease (p = 0.0004).

18F-FDG PET/CT results and sTg measurements

The median serum Tg/LT4 was 9.4 ng/mL (0.1-898) 
in the positive PET/CT patients, compared to 0.8  
ng/mL (0.1-44) in the PET/CT negative group  
(p = 0.001). In analyzing the Tg/TSH level, the median 
level in the positive PET/CT patients was 26 ng/mL 
(0.9-1,000), in contrast to 5.1 ng/mL (0.1-271) in the 
PET/CT negative group (p = 0.003) (Table 4A). In 
analyzing each group separately, there was a significant 
difference between the positive and negative PET/CT 
results in group 1 (for both Tg/LT4 and Tg/TSH) and 
group 2 (only for Tg/LT4). If we used the sTg level 
of 10 ng/mL, there were abnormal PET/CT results in 
52% of all patients with Tg/LT4 levels ≤ 10 ng/mL and 
in 90% of patients with Tg/LT4 levels of > 10 ng/mL  

(p < 0.001) (Table 4B). For Tg/TSH, the outcome was 
38% in Tg/TSH levels of ≤ 10 ng/mL versus 74% if Tg/
TSH was > 10 ng/mL (p < 0.009). For each group, 
separately, there was a significant difference in only group 
1 (for both Tg/LT4 and Tg/TSH) and group 2 (only 
for Tg/LT4). 

DISCUSSION 

High metabolic activity revealed by 18F-FDG avidity 
represents advanced tumor and undifferentiation. In 
these cases, poorly differentiated follicular cells might 
lose the ability to concentrate RAI, synthesize sTg, 
and progressively enhance glucose metabolism due 
to high cell activity and metabolic demand. In this 
way, 18F-FDG PET/CT has become a powerful tool 
to improve staging and tumor aggressiveness and 
investigate undifferentiated lesions that do not take 
up radioiodine, denoting important diagnostic and 
prognostic implications (18-20).  

Table 4 – A. The median of thyroglobulin level from 18F-FDG PET/CT positive (FDG +) and negative (FDG -) patients. B. 18F-FDG PET/CT positive result 
according to the cutoff of sTg = 10 ng/mL.
A

FDG + FDG - p

All patients Tg/LT4 (ng/mL) 9.4 (0.1-898) 0.8 (0.1–44) < 0.01

Tg/TSH (ng/mL) 26 (0.9-1000) 5.1 (0.1–271) < 0.01

Group 1 Tg/LT4 (ng/mL) 6.9 (0.5-91) 1.4 (0.1-4.9) < 0.05

Tg/TSH (ng/mL) 72.5 (3.9-292) 5.1 (2.4-7.4) < 0.05

Group 2 Tg/LT4 (ng/mL) 59.1 (0.2-898) 0.2 (0.1-44) < 0.05

Tg/TSH (ng/mL) 95 (0.4-1000) 0.6 (0.1-271) > 0.05

Group 3 Tg/LT4 (ng/mL)  2.2 (0.1-47) 1.0 (0.1-7.9) > 0.05 

Tg/TSH (ng/mL) 13.9 (1.1-168) 8.0 (0.7-38) > 0.05 

Tg/LT4: unstimulated Tg; Tg/TSH: stimulated Tg.

B

18F-FDG PET/CT positive result

Tg ≤ 10 ng/mL Tg > 10 ng/mL p

All patients Tg/LT4 27/52 (52%) Tg/LT4 21/22 (95%) < 0.01

Tg/TSH 10/26 (38%) Tg/TSH 20/27 (74%) < 0.01

Group 1 Tg/LT4 6/13 (46%) Tg/LT4 5/5 (100%) < 0.05

Tg/TSH 1/8 (13%) Tg/TSH 5/5 (100%) < 0.01

Group 2 Tg/LT4 5/11 (45%) Tg/LT4 13/14 (93%) < 0.01

Tg/TSH 4/7 (57%) Tg/TSH 7/9 (78%) > 0.05

Group 3 Tg/LT4 17/29 (59%) Tg/LT4 3/3 (100%) > 0.05

Tg/TSH 5/11 (45%) Tg/TSH 8/13 (62%) > 0.05

Tg/LT4: unstimulated Tg; Tg/TSH: stimulated Tg.
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The classical indication to perform 18F-FDG 
PET/CT in thyroid cancer patients is positive sTg 
measurements with negative WBS uptake (6). In the 
literature, 18F-FDG PET/CT provides additional 
information not revealed by traditional images in 21-
71% of patients, mostly in negative WBS (7,8), and in 
13-50% of patients with positive TgAb (21,22). 

In our study, we analyzed the classical indication 
of 18F-FDG PET/CT in 22 patients with positive sTg 
or TgAb, negative RxWBS and no foci of metastases 
identified at conventional image (Group 1A, n = 9) 
and those with positive sTg or TgAb and RxWBS not 
compatible with suspicious foci at conventional image 
or not proportional to sTg level (Group 1B, n = 13). In 
group 1A, 18F-FDG PET/CT did not detect additional 
metastases. The low sTg levels (0.2-4.9 ng/mL), 
even under stimulation (3.9-7.4 ng/mL), combined 
with microscopic metastasis might explain the lack of 
18F-FDG-avid lesions, as 18F-FDG is limited in detecting 
minimal disease (under 1.0 cm). However, the 18F-FDG 
PET/CT scan helped unveil undifferentiated cervical, 
lung and mediastinal metastases in 9 patients (69%) in 
group 1B. The positive FDG uptake observed in this 
subgroup was associated with higher levels of sTg (Tg/
LT4: 0.6-91 ng/mL and Tg/TSH: 2.4-292 ng/mL) 
and higher dimensions of metastasis. 

In the subgroup 1B, surgery was possible in 4 of 9 
patients with positive 18F-FDG PET/CT scan results. As 
described by Hall and Kloos (3), the ideal of 18F-FDG, 
to identify resectable lesions to pursue a cure, should 
be attempted as undifferentiated lesions are less likely 
to respond to RAI, and additional surgery can lead to a 
higher rate of full remission during follow-up (23). The 
other 6 patients presented diffuse pulmonary 18F-FDG 
uptake, and there was no role for surgery.  

The other aspect to consider is the behavior of 
aggressive histological variants. Those variants have 
unfavorable prognosis as they feature low iodine 
avidity and aggressive clinical behavior with more local 
and distance recurrences, less disease-free intervals 
and shorter survivals, requiring close follow-up and 
continued surveillance to pursue occult metastases. 
Publications regarding 18F-FDG PET/CT and 
aggressive variants describe these subtypes as more 
18F-FDG-avid than RAI tumors. Concerning oncocytic 
cell tumors, 80% of patients have no iodine-avid tumor 
(24), and therefore, 18F-FDG PET/CT is a valuable tool 
for screening occult recurrence, evaluating prognosis, 
and providing additional images not presented by WBS 

or conventional image (25,26). In regard to the other 
aggressive subtypes, few studies consider 18F-FDG 
PET/CT as a useful guide in the management of 
insular (27), sclerosing diffuse (28) and tall cell (29) 
variants. Treglia and cols. (30) concluded that the 
18F-FDG PET scan usefulness is clear for the oncocytic 
cell, uncertain for poorly differentiated cancers and 
suggestive in the other aggressive forms. The concept 
of tumor undifferentiation was also observed in 
patients in group 2 (n = 21). In our study, the results 
corroborate the findings in the literature. The higher 
FDG uptake presented in this group can be attributed 
to more undifferentiated thyroid tumors with more avid 
uptake for 18F-FDG and high levels of sTg. Pryma and 
cols. (25) suggested that 18F-FDG PET/CT could be 
indicated in oncocytic cell carcinoma in postoperative 
staging and as follow-up in patients with an increase 
in sTg or recurrent disease, whereas Nascimento and 
cols. (29) recommended routine early postoperative 
18F-FDG PET/CT concomitantly with RxWBS in all 
patients with aggressive histological DTC.   

18F-FDG and RAI may function as complementary 
tools in DTC (9,31) to investigate additional 
undifferentiated metastases. However, in our cohort, 
we did not find additional metastases visualized by 
WBS. WBS-positive patients have no classical indication 
for 18F-FDG PET/CT and cost-efficacy must be 
considered in WBS positive group patients.

ATA recommends 18F-FDG PET/CT in high-
risk DTC patients with elevated sTg, generally Tg/
TSH > 10 ng/mL (6). If Tg/TSH is ≤ 10 ng/mL, 
the sensitivity of PET/CT is low, ranging from less 
than 10% to 30% (6). In our data, 38% of all scans 
performed with Tg/TSH of ≤ 10 ng/mL and 13% of 
group 1 were positive, similar to the literature data. In 
contrast, 74% of PET/CT performed with Tg/TSH 
of > 10 ng/mL provided positive results (as was the 
case for 100% of group 1). Regarding unstimulated 
Tg analysis, Tg/LT4 > 10 ng/mL was associated with 
higher lesion detection in overall patients and groups 
1 and 2 when compared to Tg/LT4 ≤ 10 ng/mL. As 
a matter of fact, more important than the influence of 
rhTSH or thyroid hormone withdrawal in 18F-FDG 
PET/CT is the presence of high levels of Tg (Tg/
TSH or Tg/LT4 > 10 ng/mL). Over the last years, 
it has been demonstrated that both strategies, with or 
without TSH stimulation, do not considerably lead to 
management changes (12,32).  
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Additional factors than sTg that influence 18F-FDG 
PET/CT sensitivity are tumor de-differentiation and 
larger tumor burden (6), as we have seen in our results. 
Additionally, the scanning is limited in detecting minimal 
disease (generally less than 1 cm) and well-differentiated 
metastases, resulting in false negative outcomes. It is 
well known that inflammatory lesions can take up FDG, 
and there may be false positive results. All these features 
should be considered with care to avoid misjudgments. 
The frequency of false positive lesions in the literature 
varies among studies from 0 to 39% (6), and this high 
number justifies the PET/CT results through the 
combined data of clinical, laboratorial, conventional 
image and cytological/histological information to 
guide ongoing clinical assessments. 

The present work has some limitations. First, this 
was a retrospective study, and direct comparison of 
the detection rate of metastases between 18F-FDG  
PET/CT and other diagnostic methods was not the 
design of this study. Additionally, we had no cytological 
or pathological confirmation of all lesions with 18F-FDG 
uptake. Based on the serial evaluation of thyroid cancer 
patients with laboratorial and image exams to assess 
tumor growth, invasive procedure to confirm the 
metastases is seldom necessary.

In conclusion, 18F-FDG PET/CT results changed 
the management in 28% (21/74) of patients, mostly 
in 1B group, patients with RxWBS not compatible 
with suspicious foci at conventional image or 
not proportional to sTg level (69%, 9/13) and in  
group 2, patients with aggressive histological variant 
patients (48%, 10/21), confirming the literature 
indications that 18F-FDG PET/CT is more useful in 
these two groups of patients. For group 1A patients, 
with positive sTg or TgAb, negative RxWBS and 
no foci of metastases identified at the conventional 
image, 18F-FDG PET/CT was not useful, probably 
due to low levels of sTg and low tumor burden. 
Additionally, this study showed that 18F-FDG uptake 
was associated with progressive disease and helped 
display undifferentiated lesions guiding clinical 
assessments with respect to surgeries or expectant 
treatments. 
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Long-term follow-up of patients 
with elevated IGF-1 and nadir 
GH > 0.4 µg/L but < 1 µg/L

Pedro Weslley Rosario1, Maria Regina Calsolari1

ABSTRACT
Objective: To report the results of initial investigation and after 5 years of patients with a suspicious 
clinical scenario for acromegaly, elevated IGF-1, and nadir GH during an oral glucose tolerance test 
(OGTT) > 0.4 µg/L but < 1 µg/L. Subjects and methods: Seventeen patients who had elevated IGF-1 
(outside puberty and pregnancy) in two measurements and GH between 0.4 and 1 µg/L during OGTT 
were selected. Results: During initial assessment, only one patient had microadenoma on magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) of the pituitary. In this patient, IGF-1 returned to normal spontaneously 
after 5 years. In the remaining 16 patients, spontaneous normalization of IGF-1 was observed in 
four and IGF-1 continued to be elevated in 12 after 5 years. None of the latter patients developed a 
phenotype of acromegaly, changes in physiognomy or increase in IGF-1 and no tumor was detected 
by imaging methods. Two patients had nadir GH < 0.4 µg/L, while the nadir GH remained between 
0.4 and 1 µg/L in 10 patients. Conclusion: In patients (notably young adult or adult women) without 
a typical phenotype in whom IGF-1 is measured due to a suspicious clinical scenario and is found to 
be slightly elevated, even if confirmed and in the absence of other causes, a nadir GH cut-off value 
of 0.4 µg/L instead of 1 µg/L in the OGTT might be inadequate for the diagnosis. Arch Endocrinol Metab. 
2017;61(5):426-31
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INTRODUCTION

U ntreated acromegaly is associated with higher 
morbidity and mortality (1-3). The chance 

of treatment success, which would result in the 
improvement or reversal of complications, increases if 
the disease is diagnosed early (1-3). An early diagnosis 
of acromegaly is therefore desirable and has been 
encouraged (1-5).

Regarding diagnostic investigation, important 
points need to be addressed. First, acromegaly is 
not always accompanied by a typical phenotype as 
highlighted by some authors: “acromegaly is a clinical 
syndrome that may not manifest with clear diagnostic 
features” (1); “some patients with acromegaly have 
mild or absent clinical features” (2); “we suggest 
the measurement of IGF-1 in patients without the 
typical manifestations of acromegaly, but who have 
several associated conditions” (3), and “the diagnosis 
does not require the presence of typical phenotypic 
features” (4). Thus, patients with a suspicious clinical 
scenario should be investigated even in the absence of 
a typical phenotype (1-5). Second, while normal IGF-
1 virtually excludes the diagnosis of acromegaly (6), 

elevated concentrations of IGF-1 outside puberty and 
pregnancy strongly support the hypothesis. Third, the 
diagnosis of acromegaly is confirmed when elevated 
IGF-1 is associated with lack of GH suppression 
during an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT). In 
fact, other conditions associated with the lack of GH 
suppression do not increase IGF-1 but rather reduce 
it (7). Fourth, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of 
the pituitary should be obtained, but the absence of 
adenoma on MRI does not rule out the diagnosis of 
acromegaly as stated by some authors: “occasionally 
patients will not have imaging evidence of a pituitary 
adenoma” (8); “some patients with acromegaly have 
small or undetectable tumour” (2), and “the diagnosis 
is a biochemical one and does not require the presence 
of a pituitary tumor on MRI” (4).

A GH cut-off value of 1 µg/L in the suppression 
test has traditionally been used for the diagnosis of 
acromegaly (9). However, patients with acromegaly 
and GH (basal or nadir) concentrations < 1 µg/L are 
not uncommon (2,10,11). At present, most authors 
consider nadir GH levels > 0.3 µg/L or 0.4 µg/L 
during OGTT sufficient for the diagnosis of acromegaly 
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in patients with elevated IGF-1 (1,4,12-18). Although 
increasing sensitivity, it is important to evaluate whether 
this cut off does not lead to unnecessary investigations, 
equivocal diagnoses and, consequently, treatments 
that are not indicated. It should be remembered that, 
in opposition to reducing the cut off, the Endocrine 
Society still considers GH < 1 µg/L in the OGTT 
sufficient for exclusion of acromegaly (3).

The objective of this study was to report the results 
of initial investigation and after 5 years of patients with 
a suspicious clinical scenario (1-5) and elevated IGF-1, 
who would have a diagnosis of acromegaly based on 
the nadir GH cut-off value of 0.4 µg/L (1,4,12-18) 
but not 1 µg/L (3,9).

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Patients

First, 4,350 adults (age between 18 and 70 years, 
excluding pregnant women and patients with known 
pituitary disease) underwent acromegaly screening: 
2,270 patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus or 
glucose intolerance (19), 178 patients who reported 
“enlargement of their extremities” (20), and 1,902 
patients with two or more comorbidities related to 
acromegaly [including arterial hypertension in 1,806 
patients (21)]. In patients with elevated IGF-1, a 
new measurement was obtained and was combined 
with the measurement of GH during an OGTT. For 
this study, patients with a suspicious clinical scenario 
(1-5) according to the definition below (1,3,5), who 
had a diagnosis of acromegaly (i.e., elevated IGF-1 
in two measurements outside puberty and pregnancy 
associated with lack of GH suppression during OGTT) 
based on the cut-off value of 0.4 µg/L (1,4,12-18) 
but not 1 µg/L (3,9), were selected. The study and 
its respective protocol were approved by the Ethics 
Committee of our institution.

Definitions

A typical acromegalic phenotype was defined i) by 
an endocrinologist with experience in the disease 
(P.W.R.), ii) based on ectoscopy, and iii) considering 
acral enlargement and maxillofacial changes (3).

A suspicious clinical scenario was defined in the 
presence of two or more comorbidities related to 
acromegaly according to the Canadian Consensus (5), 
American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists 

(1), and Endocrine Society (3). The comorbidities 
considered were (1,3,5): i) nonspecific chronic 
headache (for example, migraine and hypertensive 
headache were not considered); ii) generalized and 
persistent excessive sweating; iii) diffuse arthralgias 
associated with some radiologic alteration (22) in the 
absence of known rheumatological disease (reported 
by the patient, suspected, or confirmed in the medical 
record); iv) chronic fatigue not explained by any other 
underlying disease (among the diagnoses reported by 
the patient or present in the medical record); v) bilateral 
paresthesias (Carpal tunnel syndrome); vi) recently 
diagnosed diabetes mellitus; vii) recently diagnosed 
arterial hypertension requiring antihypertensive 
medication.

Follow-up

During initial assessment, the patients were submitted 
to MRI of the pituitary using gadolinium as contrast 
agent. Patients without adenoma on MRI underwent 
chest and abdominal contrast-enhanced computed 
tomography (CT). These patients were not treated for 
acromegaly. The patients were reevaluated clinically 
and by laboratory testing (serum IGF-1) after 5 years. 
The presence of a typical phenotype (see above) and 
changes in physiognomy were evaluated by comparing 
current photographs and those obtained at the time of 
initial assessment. Patients with persistently elevated 
IGF-1 were submitted to a new GH suppression test 
and 3-tesla MRI of the pituitary (23) using gadolinium 
as contrast agent. Patients with elevated IGF-1, in the 
absence of GH suppression and adenoma on MRI, 
were again submitted to chest and abdominal CT.

The samples were collected in the morning after an 
approximately 10-h fast, with the subject resting for 20 
min before and during the OGTT. For the OGTT, GH 
was measured before and 30, 60, 90 and 120 min after 
the oral administration of 75 g anhydrous glucose.

GH was measured with a chemiluminescence 
assay (Immulite, Diagnostic Products Corporation, 
Los Angeles, CA) with an analytical sensitivity ≤ 0.05 
µg/L. The standard provided by the kit was calibrated 
against the World Health Organization (WHO) 2nd 
International Standard (IS) 98/574. The results are 
expressed as µg/L. IGF-1 was also measured with a 
chemiluminescent assay (Immulite 2000, Diagnostic 
Products Corporation, Los Angeles, CA) (analytical 
sensitivity of 25 μg/L) using antibodies highly specific 
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for IGF-1 and previously established reference values 
stratified by age based on a sample of 1,000 subjects 
rigorously selected in the same town where the 
study was conducted (24). “Functional separation” 
(acidification followed by saturation with IGF-2) was 
the technique used to exclude interference from IGF-
binding proteins (IGFBPs).

We highlight that on initial assessment the 
measurements were made before the period in which 
overestimated IGF-1 values began to be observed (25-
27). On last assessment, the measurements were made 
in 2015 using lots that, according to the manufacturer 
(25) and in our laboratory (28), are in alignment with 
the medians of the reference range data published in 
the Instructions For Use.

RESULTS

The study included 16 women and one men aged 30 to 
55 years (median 41 years). Initial IGF-1 ranged from 
1.08 to 1.53 times the upper limit of the normal range 
(ULN) for age (24). The frequency of comorbidities is 
showed in the Table 1. On initial assessment and 5 years 
later, none of the patients had kidney or liver failure or 
malnutrition, or was using oral estrogen. Seven patients 
had diabetes mellitus, but were compensated (29) at 
the time of IGF-1 measurement and OGTT. Thyroid 
dysfunction and pregnancy (in premenopausal women) 
were excluded in all patients.

During initial assessment, a lesion suggestive of 
microadenoma was detected in one patient by MRI 
of the pituitary (hypointense nodule measuring 4 mm 
in diameter and showing no contrast enhancement 
after the administration of gadolinium) (Table 2). 
Other hormone hypersecretions were excluded in this 
patient. The woman was not submitted to surgical or 

medicamentous treatment for acromegaly based on the 
absence of a typical phenotype, low GH concentrations 
(nadir < 1 µg/L during OGTT), and good control of 
comorbidities with conventional treatments. After 5 
years, the patient exhibited no changes in physiognomy, 
remained without a phenotype, and had normal IGF-1 
(confirmed in two measurements). MRI was repeated 
in this case to exclude tumor apoplexy and the lesion 
was found to be unchanged. 

MRI did not detect adenoma or pituitary 
enlargement, and chest and abdominal CT did not 
reveal a tumor during initial assessment in 16 patients. 
After 5 years, these patients did not develop changes 
in physiognomy and remained without a phenotype. 
IGF-1 spontaneously returned to normal in 4 patients 
(confirmed in two measurements) and elevated IGF-1 
persisted in 12. 

Regarding the 12 patients with persistently elevated 
IGF-1, the last IGF-1 ranged from 1.1 to 1.61 times 
the ULN, already considering the current age of the 
patient. Comparing the final and initial concentrations, 
none of the patients exhibited a significant increase in 
IGF-1, i.e., increment > 20% [limit defined based on 
the variation found in 100 healthy subjects rigorously 
selected and in stable conditions, who were submitted 
to IGF-1 measurement at an interval of 3 months using 
the same assay as employed in this study (24)]. In a new 
OGTT, GH suppression was achieved in 2 patients and 
10 continued with nadir GH between 0.4 and 1 µg/L. 
MRI of the pituitary (obtained for all patients) and 
chest and abdominal CT (obtained for the 10 patients 
without GH suppression) again revealed no tumor.

Thus, 7 patients no longer had a diagnosis of 
acromegaly (based on spontaneous normalization of 
IGF-1 in 5 and on GH suppression in 2). None of the 
10 patients with persistently elevated IGF-1 and nadir 

Table 1. Frequency of comorbidities

Comorbidity Number of patients (%)

Recently diagnosed arterial hypertension 15 (88.2%)

Recently diagnosed diabetes mellitus 12 (70.6%)

Nonspecific chronic headache 10 (58.8%)

Bilateral paresthesias (carpal tunnel syndrome) 9 (53%)

Generalized and persistent excessive sweating 6 (35.3%)

Chronic fatigue not explained by any other 
underlying disease

6 (35.3%)

Diffuse arthralgias with some radiologic 
alteration in the absence of known 
rheumatological disease

5 (29.4%)

Table 2. Results of the patients with microadenoma on MRI

Initial assessment Last assessment

Sex Female

Age 50 years 56 years

Clinical 
scenario

Carpal tunnel syndrome, 
hypertension, headache, 
dyslipidemia, glucose 
intolerance

Hypertension, dyslipidemia, 
glucose intolerance

Serum IGF-1 1.28 x ULN 0.9 x ULN

Nadir GH 0.65 µg/L Not performed

MRI Microadenoma (4 mm) Microadenoma (4 mm)

ULN: upper limit of normal range; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; DM: diabetes mellitus;  
GI: glucose intolerance. 
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GH > 0.4 µg/L after 5 years developed a phenotype 
of acromegaly, changes in physiognomy or increase 
in IGF-1 and no tumor was detected by the imaging 
methods.

DISCUSSION

There is consensus that not only patients with typical 
phenotypic features should be investigated for 
acromegaly (1-5). Although not presenting the typical 
acromegalic phenotype, the patients included in this 
study had two or more comorbidities commonly found 
in “active” acromegaly (1,3,5), and additional criteria 
were required to consider them compatible with this 
condition (see Subjects and Methods). Moreover, the 
age range of our patients (30-60 years) coincides with 
that of a higher incidence of the disease. Consequently, 
there was a suspicious clinical scenario justifying 
investigation for acromegaly (1-5).

Elevated IGF-1 does not always indicate acromegaly, 
but its specificity increases when measured outside 
puberty and pregnancy (situations characterized by 
physiological elevation of this hormone). Furthermore, 
the results should be confirmed in a subsequent 
measurement. One cause of falsely elevated IGF-1 are 
inadequate limits of normality. When defined using an 
inadequately selected sample or an insufficient number 
of subjects, the upper limit may be underestimated and, 
consequently, an individual with normal IGF-1 would 
be erroneously classified as having elevated IGF-1. In 
the present study, the definition of elevated IGF-1 was 
based on the limits established for a sample of 1,000 
subjects from the same town as the patients included in 
this study. This sample was selected rigorously (exclusion 
of interfering conditions and medications and extremes 
of body mass index) and stratified by decade of life 
(24) according to current recommendations. Hence, 
in the present study “elevated IGF-1” refers to the 
measurement obtained outside puberty and pregnancy, 
confirmed in two measurements, and based on adequate 
normative information. Although theoretically possible, 
heterophile antibodies are not cited as possible agents 
that interfere with serum IGF-1. Moreover, the only 
case report in the literature mentioning interference of 
these antibodies with the Immulite assay inexplicably 
found a reduction in IGF-1 (30). The assay used does 
not show cross-reactivity to insulin or IGF-II and 
eventual interference from IGFBPs would cause a 
reduction in IGF-1 (24). Overweight/obese subjects 

have higher hepatic sensitivity to GH. However, 
there is no elevation of serum IGF-1 (31). It has also 
been suggested that genotype d3 of the GH receptor  
(d3-GHR) increases sensitivity to this hormone (32). 
However, to our knowledge, there is no study reporting 
an association between the presence of d3-GHR and 
elevated IGF-1 in individuals without acromegaly and 
not treated with GH.

The diagnosis of acromegaly is made when 
elevated IGF-1 is associated with the “absence of GH 
suppression” during an OGTT. In fact, other conditions 
that can cause a lack of GH suppression do not result in 
IGF-1 elevation, but rather reduce it (7). Nevertheless, 
these conditions were excluded in our patients. Most 
authors define a nadir > 0.4 µg/L as “lack of GH 
suppression” (1,4,12-18) and many others recommend 
even lower cut offs, 0.3 µg/L (4,12,14,15,17),  
0.25 µg/L (13), and 0.2 µg/L (16).

Since the patients of the present study had i) 
“a suspicious clinical scenario” (1-5); ii) “elevated  
IGF-1” in two measurements and excluding other 
causes; iii) “lack of GH suppression” during OGTT 
using a cut off accepted by most authors (1,4,12-
18), and iv) considering that “the diagnosis is a 
biochemical one and does not require the presence of 
a pituitary tumor on MRI” (4) since “some patients 
with acromegaly have small or undetectable tumour” 
(2) and “occasionally patients will not have imaging 
evidence of a pituitary adenoma” (8), they could 
have been diagnosed with acromegaly during initial 
assessment and submitted to medicamentous treatment 
or exploratory transsphenoidal surgery (8). However, 
follow-up suggests that these patients probably did not 
have acromegaly, First, considering the interval between 
the onset of manifestations and diagnosis, with the 
typical phenotype already present (33,34), the absence 
of this phenotype and of changes in physiognomy after 
5 years makes the disease unlikely. Second, spontaneous 
normalization or absence of an increase in IGF-1 after 
this period also weakens the diagnosis. Even in patients 
with persistently elevated IGF-1, GH concentrations in 
the OGTT continued to be < 1 µg/L. Third, 3-tesla 
MRI of the pituitary (23) and chest and abdominal 
CT were negative in the initial and last assessment (in 
patients in whom biochemical alterations persisted).

There is no question that the recommendation of 
investigating acromegaly in patients with a suspicious 
clinical scenario, even in the absence of a typical 
phenotype (1-5), is interesting for early diagnosis. 
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However, since comorbidities associated with 
acromegaly are also common in the adult population 
(e.g., diabetes mellitus, arterial hypertension, carpal 
tunnel syndrome, nonspecific headache), it is expected 
that this investigation does not confirm the disease in 
most patients (low pre-test probability). By definition, 
approximately 2% of the normal population has 
“elevated IGF-1”. Obviously, the concentrations in 
these individuals do not deviate much from the ULN, 
but IGF-1 is also not very elevated in patients with 
acromegaly and nadir GH between 0.4 and 1 µg/L 
[up to 2/3 have IGF-1 ≤ 2 x ULN (2,10,11)], and 
the intensity of IGF-1 elevation is therefore little useful 
for this distinction. Although increasing sensitivity, 
the reduction in the nadir GH cut off from 1 µg/L to  
0.4 µg/L may decrease the specificity of the diagnostic 
criterion. Indeed, even after the exclusion of interfering 
conditions and using sensitive assays calibrated against 
the second IS 98/574 for hGH, normal individuals, 
notably young adult and adult women, may have nadir 
GH > 0.4 µg/L in the OGTT (6,35-38). In the present 
series, all but one patient were women ≤ 55 years. Thus, 
the high prevalence of comorbidities associated with 
acromegaly in the general adult population, the fact 
that even individuals without disease can have slightly 
elevated IGF-1 and nadir GH > 0.4 µg/L in the OGTT 
and the rarity of acromegaly may explain why even the 
combination of findings (suspicious clinical scenario  
(1-5), elevated IGF-1, nadir GH > 0.4 µg/L) can have 
a low positive predictive value.

In patients without a typical phenotype, notably 
young adult or adult women, in whom IGF-1 is 
measured due to a suspicious clinical scenario (1-5) 
and is found to be slightly elevated, even if confirmed 
and in the absence of other causes, a GH cut-off 
value of 0.4 µg/L (1,4,12-18) instead of 1 µg/L (3) 
in the OGTT might be inadequate for the diagnosis 
of acromegaly. We do not know whether these 
individuals correspond to the portion of the “normal” 
population that exhibits concentrations outside 
the reference range or have GH hypersecretion, 
although not tumoral. Additionally, we do not know 
whether these persistently elevated concentrations 
of IGF-1 increase the risk of comorbidities despite 
the absence of acromegaly, remembering that all 
of these patients had comorbidities. Since GH 
hypersecretion should be investigated in all patients 
with pituitary incidentaloma, even in the absence of 
a phenotype (3,4,39), the conclusion of the present 

study may also have implications for the diagnosis of 
clinically silent somatotropinoma, remembering that 
this diagnosis could change expectant management 
(in the case of non-functional incidentaloma) to 
surgery or medicamentous treatment (in the case of 
somatotropinoma) (39). 
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Timing of thyroid ultrasonography 
in the etiological investigation 
of congenital hypothyroidism

Maria de Fátima Borges1, Nathalie de Almeida Sedassari1, Anelise de 
Almeida Sedassari1, Luis Ronan Marquez Ferreira de Souza2, Beatriz Pires 
Ferreira1, Beatriz Hallal Jorge Lara1, Heloísa Marcelina Cunha Palhares1

ABSTRACT
Objectives: To describe the findings of thyroid ultrasonography (T-US), its contribution to diagnose 
congenital hypothyroidism (CH) and the best time to perform it. Subjects and methods: Forty-four 
patients with CH were invited to undergo T-US and 41 accepted. Age ranged from 2 months to 45 
years; 23 patients were females. All were treated with L-thyroxine; 16 had previously undergone 
scintigraphy and 30 had previous T-US, which were compared to current ones. Results: At the current 
T-US, the thyroid gland was not visualized in its normal topography in 10 patients (24.5%); 31 T-US 
showed topic thyroid, 17 with normal or increased volume due to probable dyshormonogenesis, 13 
cases of hypoplasia and one case of left-lobe hemiagenesis. One patient had decreased volume due 
to central hypothyroidism. Scintigraphy scans performed 3-4 years earlier showed 100% agreement 
with current results. Comparisons with previous T-US showed concordant results regarding thyroid 
location, but a decrease in current volume was observed in eight due to the use of L-thyroxine, calling 
the diagnosis of hypoplasia into question. Conclusions: The role of T-US goes beyond complementing 
scintigraphy results. It allows inferring the etiology of CH, but it must be performed in the first months 
of life. An accurate diagnosis of CH will be attained with molecular study and the T-US can guide this 
early assessment, without therapy withdrawal. Arch Endocrinol Metab. 2017;61(5):432-7
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INTRODUCTION

I n the early years of life, thyroid ultrasonography 
(T-US) can be performed on individuals with sus-

pected congenital hypothyroidism (CH), assisting in 
the etiological diagnosis. Thyroid dysgenesis includes: 
athyrosis, as an “empty” thyroid area with or without 
ectopic tissue (agenesis), and thyroid hypoplasia. When 
the thyroid, visualized at the ultrasound assessment, has 
normal or increased volume, one of several forms of 
dyshormonogenesis is suggested (1,2).

The diagnosis of CH through screening programs 
has greatly contributed to the start of treatment within 
an adequate time frame and the etiological diagnosis 
has been sought by these programs aiming at genetic 
counseling (3-7).

Due to the need to initiate treatment within the 
first month after birth aiming to preserve the child’s 
neuronal development, the investigation of CH etiology 
is usually delayed until the age of 3, when treatment 
withdrawal for one month does not result in much 
impairment or, in many cases, is not performed due 

to the lack of resources in the region where the child 
resides or due to limited mobility to the capital cities, 
which are the centers of screening programs (6,7).

The aim of the present study was to describe the 
ultrasonographic findings and their contribution to 
the diagnosis of CH in a series of 41 patients, as well 
as evaluate the most appropriate time to perform the 
T-US.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Forty-four individuals with a previous diagnosis of 
CH were invited to undergo T-US at the Imaging 
Service of Universidade Federal do Triângulo Mineiro 
(UFTM). Of these patients, 23 were from the State’s 
Newborn Screening Program (SNSP) and were being 
followed at the Municipal Health Unit of Uberaba,  
while another 21 patients being followed at the 
Department of Endocrinology of UFTM were from 
Uberaba and other municipalities in the Triangulo 
Mineiro region, state of Minas Gerais, Brazil. A total 
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of 41 patients, 23 females and 18 males, aged 0.2 to 
45 years (median: 6 years) accepted the invitation to 
undergo T-US. The study was approved by the local 
University Medical Ethic Committee. 

All patients were undergoing treatment since the 
diagnosis, with the exception of one patient who had a 
positive newborn screening test, but whose TSH levels 
normalized after medication withdrawal, being considered 
a case of transient hyperthyrotropinemia (case 21). 

Of the patients referred by the SNSP (n: 23), 15 
had already undergone etiological investigation after 
treatment withdrawal between 3 and 4 years old, having 
been submitted to T-US and scintigraphy. Of the patients 
from UFTM (n: 21), 15 had undergone T-US and of 
these, only two had undergone scintigraphy. Therefore, 
of the total of 41 patients, 30 had undergone T-US and 
17 scintigraphy, prior to the study (Tables 1 and 2).

Of the 30 patients with previous T-US, test results 
found in the medical records of 23 patients allowed a 
comparison with the current results, as they contained 
thyroid descriptions and volumes (Tables 1 and 2).

All children participating in the study underwent 
T-US, which evaluated the following thyroid 
gland characteristics: position, texture, volume and 
additional findings. The examinations were performed 
with patients in the supine position with neck 
hyperextension (1). The assessment started with the 
cervical region evaluation from the base of the tongue 
to the thyroid, characterizing its lobes and the isthmus 
regarding their depth, length and width, evaluating the 
neck position, echotexture, calculated dimensions and 
volumes according to the formula π/6 x depth x length 

x width (8). Total thyroid volume was obtained by 
adding both lobes, whereas the isthmus was disregarded 
when determining the volume. Color Doppler was also 
used to assess its behavior. If any thyroid lesion was 
identified, it was recorded and analyzed separately.

The ultrasound assessments were performed in 
the Radiology and Imaging Diagnostic Department 
of Hospital de Clinicas, UFTM. The ultrasound 
equipment used for the assessments was a Philips device, 
model HD11 (Philips Healthcare, The Netherlands) 
with a 7.5-MHz frequency linear transducer (3-13 
MHz). An Accuvix V10 device (Samsung Medison 
Heathcare) with a 7.5 MHz frequency linear transducer 
(6-12 MHz) was also used. 

Reference values used for individuals aged ≥ 6 
years to evaluate the volumes obtained were the ones 
described by Chanoine and cols. (9), and Zimmermann 
and cols. (10), i.e., thyroids with a total volume  
< 1.5 mL were considered compatible with low volume 
and, therefore, hypoplastic. In individuals aged up to 5 
years, the reference values used were those obtained at 
the service itself from 30 normal children and stratified 
by age group, as follows: from 2 months to 3 years (n: 
15) ranging from 0.52 to 1.3 mL; and from 3.1 to 5 
years (n: 15) ranging from 0.98 to 2.7 mL. In adults, 
the volume considered normal was 10.3 ± 5.1 mL (11).

Statistical analysis 

Numerical data are shown as median, minimum and 
maximum values. Student’s t test was employed when 
comparing volumes obtained at prior x current T-US, 
with P < 0.05 being considered significant.

Table 1. Data from congenital hypothyroidism patients whose thyroids were not visualized on Ultrasonography (T-US) or with ectopic thyroid confirmed by 
scintigraphy (131I)

Case
N. Gender

Initial T-US
TT

Current T-US
TT 131I Diagnosis

Local Total 
volume (mL) Local Total 

volume (mL)

1 F E 0.81 3 E - 7.0 SME Ectopic

2 M NV - 3 E - 4.4 SLE Ectopic

3 M NV - 4 NV - 3.6 - Dysgenesis

4 M T 1.0 10 NV - 15.7 - Dysgenesis

5 M T 1.2 29 E - 32.0 SLE Ectopic

6 M NV - 19 NV - 21.0 Agenesis Dysgenesis

7 F NV - 14 NV - 20.8 - Dysgenesis

8 F NV - 3 NV - 14.0 - Dysgenesis

9 M - - - NV - 0.7 - Dysgenesis

10 M - - - NV - 2.2 - Dysgenesis

TT: time of treatment (years); E: ectopic; SME: submentonian ectopia; NV: not visualized; SLE: sublingual ectopia; T: topic.
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RESULTS 

Of the 44 patients invited to participate in the study, 41 
underwent T-US. The thyroid gland was not visualized 
in its bed in 10 cases (24.5%), which were considered 
as thyroid dysgenesis (Table 1). Of these, four had 
undergone scintigraphy, of which three had an ectopic 
thyroid and one thyroid agenesis. In this group, eight 
patients had previously undergone T-US. In case 1 the 
thyroid was located in the submentonian region, which 
was confirmed by scintigraphy. In two cases (cases 4 

and 5) the thyroid was topic, but was not seen in the 
current T-US. In case 4, the thyroid was very small 
and its volume might have reduced even further with 
L-thyroxine treatment, but in case 5, the thyroid gland 
was located in the sub-lingual region at the scintigraphy, 
showing a disagreement between the initial T-US and 
the scintigraphy (Table 1).

Thirty-one patients had topic thyroids (75.6%), 
with volumes ranging from 0.2 to 14.2 mL (median: 
1.95 mL). One patient had left-lobe hemiagenesis, 

Table 2. Sonographic (T-US) and scintigraphic (131I) data of congenital hypothyroidism patients with topic thyroids and etiological diagnosis

Case
N. Gender

Initial T-us
TT

Current T-uS
TT 131I Diagnosis

Local Total 
volume (mL) Local Total 

volume (mL)

11 F T 1.85 3.0 T LLH 8.1 T LLH

12 M T 4.34* 3.0 T 0.70* 9.0 T D

13 F T 4.35* 3.0 T 2.80* 9.0 T D

14 F T 0.26 4.0 T 0.20 4.7 - H

15 F T 0.73 3.5 T 1.00 6.0 T H

16 F T 1.79* 3.0 T 1.20* 8.5 T D

17 F - - - T 2.50 4.0 T D

18 M T 0.50 4.0 T 0.80 4.6 - H

19 F T 0.89 3.5 T 1.00 7.9 T H

20 M T 13.2* 3.0 T 6.50* 10.8 T D

21 F - - - T 3.00 3.0 T TH

22 F T 1.41 3.0 T 1.50 6.9 T D

23 M T Not described 3.0 T 14.20 14.0 T D

24 M T 2.30* 3.0 T 0.50* 14.4 T HC

25 F - - - T 1.10 6.0 - H

26 F T 0.94 7.0 T 3.00 11.0 - D

27 M T 1.70 0.1 T 2.10 5.9 - D

28 F T 0.50 0.1 T 0.85 12.5 - H

29 F T 0.90 1.0 T 1.00 4.9 - D

30 M T 7.70 8.0 T 8.50 13.0 - D

31 F - - - T 4.50 1.8 - D

32 M T 11.00* 0.1 T 3.00* 2.0 - D

33 F T 5.40* 37.0 T 2.00* 45.0 - D

34 F T 1.90 5.0 T 2.00 20.0 - D

35 M T 2.35 2.0 T 2.40 11.4 - D

36 F - - - T 5.50 6.0 - D

37 F - - - T 0.20 0.2 - H

38 F - - - T 1.90 1.5 - D

39 M T 13.00* 0.1 T 3.00* 0.5 - D

40 M - - - T 1.90 1.0 - D

41 F - - - T 0.80 0.9 - D

TT: time of treatment (years); T: topic; LLH: left lobe hemiagenesis; D: dyshormonogenesis; H: hypoplasia; TH: transient hyperthyrotropinemia; CH: central hypothyroidism. * Decrease in volume from 
previous to current T-US.
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confirmed by a previous T-US. Thirteen patients (cases 
12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 22, 24, 25, 28, 33, 34 and 37) 
had homogeneous thyroids with reduced volumes for 
their ages, which could be considered hypoplastic if they 
had not undergone a previous T-US for comparison. 

In this group, 11 had undergone previous T-US 
and in six, thyroid volume was normal for age. Of 
these six patients, four showed a reduction in volume 
over the course of treatment with L-thyroxine (cases 
12, 16, 24 and 33) and case 14 was diagnosed with 
central hypothyroidism. Thus, taking into account 
these particularities, only seven of the 13 patients could 
be actually considered as having true hypoplasia and, 
therefore, thyroid dysgenesis, being one patient with 
central hypothyroidism and the remaining five with 
dyshormonogenesis (Table 2). 

As for the other cases of topic thyroid (n = 17) 
(Table 2), the patients showed normal or increased 
thyroid volumes according to the reference standards 
for age. In this group, 11 had previously undergone 
T-US, confirming the diagnosis of dyshormonogenesis. 
It was also observed that four cases had a reduction 
in thyroid volume with treatment, but still kept within 
normal limits for age.

Thus, of the total of 31 patients, one case of 
thyroid hemiagenesis, seven cases of true hypoplasia, 
one case of central hypothyroidism, one of transient 
hyperthyrotropinemia (21 cases) and 21 cases of 
dyshormonogenesis were identified (Figure 1).

In the group of topic thyroid, scintigraphy with 
123I had been performed on 12 patients, and showed 
100% agreement with the results obtained from the 
current T-US, considering the thyroid location. When 
analyzing the two groups (topic and ectopic thyroid), 
scintigraphy showed to be more accurate in locating 
the remaining ectopic gland. It also allowed identifying 
the iodine organification defect in three cases through 

the perchlorate test performed in 11 patients with 
topic thyroid. The remaining patients did not undergo 
scintigraphy due to younger ages or because they did 
not have access to the exam.

DISCUSSION

A child with a confirmed diagnosis of CH needs prompt 
treatment with L-thyroxine and the etiological research 
may be delayed until 3 years of age, considering that the 
first concern is to preserve the child’s developing central 
nervous system, growth and cognitive capacity (12-16).

Some doctors advise parents that, at some point, the 
drug will be discontinued and the etiology of CH will 
be investigated (6,7). In some cases, this information 
generates a degree of anxiety and an indeterminate 
diagnosis can lead to difficulties in the relationship 
between doctor and parents, who also inquire about 
treatment duration. The physician should convey 
confidence and reassure the parents that there is a best 
moment for this investigation to occur.

In clinical practice, the institution of L-thyroxine 
treatment in a timely manner was a breakthrough of 
the screening programs and, until recently, there were 
no resources for the study of CH etiology, considered 
a research subject limited to only a few centers of 
excellence and this is not the case in many Brazilian 
states (3-7).

This series includes some children who were 
investigated between 3 and 4 years of age, in the city 
of Uberaba, from SNSP-MG, but there are adults aged 
45 years that received the diagnosis of CH at birth, 
have been using L-thyroxine adequately and the T-US 
was the only test they had access to. In adulthood, the 
patients themselves ask their doctors why they have the 
disease, express their desire to know the nature of the 
defect and whether they could pass it on to offspring, 

N: 44 invited

41 underwent T-US 3 did not accept the invitation

10 thyroid glands not visualized 
(dysgenesis – 24.5%)

21 non-ectopic thyroids
with normal or increased volume
(dyshormonogenesis – 51.0%) 

1 case of central hypothyroidism (2.5%)

7 hypoplasic topic thyroids
1 left lobe hemiagenesis (dysgenesis 19.5%)

1 case of transient
hyperthyrotropinemia (2,5%)

Figure 1. Patient distribution according to thyroid location after ultrasonography and etiological diagnosis.
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prompting the physician to attain a more accurate 
diagnosis to support genetic counseling. 

As it is currently carried out, the etiological research 
of CH is difficult and inaccurate, as well as expensive 
and limited to large centers in the capital cities of Brazil. 
Thyroid scintigraphy, considered the “gold standard” 
for the gland identification, could be performed in the 
neonatal period when treatment has not been started 
yet, but would require prompt availability of a Nuclear 
Medicine Service, only available in certain cities (2). 
Most often, it is carried out much later in life, after 
medication withdrawal for at least a month (6).

The T-US complements the scintigraphy; it is 
very effective for thyroid identification and can be 
performed in the neonatal period, after treatment 
has been instituted (2). When the gland is located in 
its normal topography, the T-US can also disclose its 
characteristics, and according to the volume found, 
it may indicate whether it is normal, increased or 
decreased, or whether there is hemiagenesis of one of 
the lobes (1,17). 

In the present study, we observed very good 
agreement between the two tests regarding thyroid 
location. In 10 cases the thyroid was not visualized by 
T-US, probably due to dysgenesis. Among the 31 cases 
of topic thyroid, 21 had normal or increased volume 
for age, probably due to dyshormonogenesis, 7 had 
topic thyroid with reduced volume, configuring thyroid 
hypoplasia, one case showed central hypothyroidism, 
one case had transient hyperthyrotropinemia and 
one case had left lobe hemiagenesis, a rare variant of 
dysgenesis (18). However, to attain a secure diagnosis, 
the T-US should be performed as soon as possible, and 
not much later as it was done, after long-term use of 
thyroid hormone (2). 

In 22 cases of topic thyroid gland, thyroid volume 
obtained through the previous T-US was compared 
with the current one, demonstrating volume reduction 
in eight. This probably occurred due to L-thyroxine 
use since birth, which reduces volume and changes 
characteristics of the gland (19). These data indicate 
that the best time to perform the T-US is within the first 
few months after birth, when the thyroid still retains its 
original features and when it is topic and has reduced 
volume, CH may be due to hypoplasia or central 
hypothyroidism. A patient with central hypothyroidism 
(case N. 14) had decreased thyroid volume, decreased 
TSH with low free T4 and a prior investigation had 
revealed a TSH-receptor defect (20,21). Increased 

thyroid volume was also observed in some cases, 
which can be explained by the fact that thyroid volume 
increases with age, especially after 8 years old (22).

A T-US limitation is that when the thyroid is 
ectopic, its location is not always defined, in which case 
scintigraphy is superior, being effective in accurately 
locate the gland along the embryonic migration path 
(17). In a previous study involving a few cases of this 
series (6) scintigraphy effectively located two ectopic 
thyroids in 15 cases and when the perchlorate test was 
performed, it indicated iodine organification defect 
in three cases. In other cases of dyshormonogenesis, 
scintigraphy associated with the perchlorate test, as well 
as the T-US do not have the power to diagnose the 
cause of dyshormonogenesis. 

Further progress toward etiological diagnosis will 
come with molecular studies of congenital thyroid 
defects (23-25) and the T-US can direct the initial 
evaluation, without requiring therapy interruption. 
The collection of material for DNA extraction can be 
carried out by a small laboratory and the material may 
be sent to referral centers closer to the municipality 
where the child resides.

Until recently, thyroid dysgenesis was considered 
a sporadic event (26). In recent years, there have 
been reports of families with multiple affected cases 
and molecular biology studies have demonstrated the 
involvement of genes (TTF1 and 2, PAX8, TSH-R), 
which encode highly conserved transcription factors 
that result in agenesis, ectopia and thyroid hypoplasia, 
when inactivated (27,28).

Furthermore, the description of other affected 
genes responsible for cases of dyshormonogenesis 
(25) will make the etiological diagnosis much more 
practical and objective. Currently, the main proteins 
responsible for most of the critical biochemical steps 
in thyroid hormone synthesis have been identified, 
with increasing knowledge of the phenotype/genotype 
correlation, allowing a more accurate diagnosis to be 
attained (25). Even the transient hyperthyrotropinemia 
diagnosed in one of our cases can interfere with 
cognitive development and subsequently express as 
manifest hypothyroidism and has been considered a 
thyroid hormonogenesis defect (29).

We conclude that the role of T-US is more 
than a complementary test to scintigraphy. Its early 
performance, after the diagnosis of CH, in the first years 
of life allows suggesting the diagnosis of hypoplasia or 
dyshormonogenesis according to the observed volume 
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and characteristics and, when the gland is not visualized, 
it allows suggesting thyroid dysgenesis. According to 
this classification patients may be referred to molecular 
study of thyroid dysgenesis or dyshormonogenesis in 
the first year of life, without the need for treatment 
interruption, which offers more comfort to the patient, 
allowing the physician to attain an accurate diagnosis 
and offer adequate genetic counseling.

Funding statement: this research received no specific grant from 
any funding agency in the public, commercial or not-for-profit 
sectors.

Disclosure: no potential conflict of interest relevant to this article 
was reported.
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IL-6, TNF-α, and IL-10 levels/
polymorphisms and their association 
with type 2 diabetes mellitus and 
obesity in Brazilian individuals

Kathryna Fontana Rodrigues1, Nathalia Teixeira Pietrani1,  
Adriana Aparecida Bosco2, Fernanda Magalhães Freire Campos3,  
Valéria Cristina Sandrim4, Karina Braga Gomes3

ABSTRACT
Objective: This study aimed to investigate the association of plasma TNF-α, IL-6, and lL-10 levels 
and cytokine gene polymorphisms [TNF-α (-308 G→A), IL-6 (-174 C→G) and IL-10 (-1082 A→G, -819 
T→C and -592 A→C)] in type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) and obese patients. Subjects and methods: 
One hundred and two T2DM patients and 62 controls were included in this study. Cytokine plasma 
levels were measured by the Cytometric Bead Array method. Genotyping was carried out by the 
polymerase chain reaction. Results: IL-6 levels were significantly different between T2DM patients 
and controls. Interestingly, IL-6 levels were higher in T2DM patients with BMI > 30 kg/m2 compared 
with other patients and obese controls. The genotype and allele frequencies were similar between 
patients and controls. In the T2DM group, the SNP IL-10 -819 T/C showed a difference between the 
cytokine level and genotypes: IL-10 level in the TT genotype was significantly higher when compared 
to CC genotype. Conclusions: These results suggest an association between IL-6 levels and obesity, 
and IL-10 levels and the SNP -819 T/C in T2DM. Knowledge of these variants in T2DM might contribute 
to a better understanding of the role of inflammation in the etiology and progression of this disease. 
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INTRODUCTION

T ype 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a heterogeneous 
group of metabolic disorders characterized by 

chronic hyperglycemia and represents a significant global 
health problem (1). According to the International 
Diabetes Federation (IDF), diabetes mellitus is a major 
metabolic disease affecting approximately 415 million 
people worldwide and it is expected to reach 642 
million in 2040 (2).

The pathogenesis of insulin resistance and T2DM has 
been associated with a subclinical chronic inflammation 
and activation of the immune system; however, what 
triggers this inflammation is still unclear (3,4). Some 
studies have shown that T2DM patients have higher 
levels of inflammatory markers such as interleukin-6 

(IL-6), C reactive protein (CRP), plasminogen activator 
inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), 
vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), and 
intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) (5-10).

Furthermore, it is known that obesity, especially 
the visceral type, is an independent risk factor for 
T2DM development (11). In fact, adipose tissue 
is an endocrine organ that co-regulates whole-
body metabolism. It is able to produce a variety of 
cytokines (TNF-α, IL-6, IL-1β) and other bioactive 
products, such as leptin, resistin, and monocyte 
chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1/CCL2) (12,13). 
Adipose tissue in an obese individual is characterized 
by the presence of pro-inflammatory immune cells 
(CD8+ T lymphocytes, IFN-γ+ Th1 cells, B cells, mast 
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cells, neutrophils, and M1 macrophages) attracted 
by chemokines secreted from stressed adipocytes in 
response to lipid overload (14).

The expression of pro- and anti-inflammatory 
cytokines may be modulated by single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) located in the regulatory regions 
of genes (15,16). Some studies have investigated the 
association among TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 gene 
polymorphisms with metabolic diseases (17-25). 
Despite these reports examining the association of 
inflammation markers and SNPs in cytokine genes, 
much controversy remains as to their role in diabetes 
occurrence (26-34).

In this study, we evaluated the role of cytokines 
in T2DM and obesity by measuring plasma TNF-α, 
IL-6, and IL-10 levels. We also investigated whether 
these levels are modulated by polymorphisms located 
in the regulatory regions of genes (TNF-α (-308 G/A, 
rs1800629), IL-6 (-174 C/G, rs1800795), and IL-
10 (-1082 G/A, rs1800896; -819 T/C, rs1800871; 
and -592 A/C, rs1800872)). Higher IL-6 levels were 
found in T2DM patients and our results suggest that 
obesity acts synergistically with T2DM by modulating 
the increase of this cytokine. Although this study 
failed to demonstrate that these polymorphisms could 
modulate TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 plasma levels, the 
IL-10 -819 T/C polymorphism seems to influence IL-
10 levels in T2DM.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Ethical aspects

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee 
of the Federal University of Minas Gerais (Minas 
Gerais, Brazil)-ETIC 0062.0.203.000-11-and Santa 
Casa Hospital (Minas Gerais, Brazil)-059/2011; in 
accordance with the Helsinki Declaration. Informed 
consent was obtained from all subjects.

Study design

This cross-sectional study was conducted with 102 
patients with clinical and laboratory diagnosis of T2DM 
(19 men and 83 women) and 62 non-diabetic controls 
(12 men and 50 women); both groups were aged from 
32 to 70 years and matched by gender, age, and body 
mass index (BMI) in a 2:1 case/control proportion, 
according to the sample calculation based on the mean 
values for each cytokines level obtained from a small 

sample of the groups (power = 0.95; significance level 
= 0.05). The patients were selected from the Clinic of 
Endocrinology (Santa Casa Hospital, Minas Gerais, 
Brazil), and the controls were selected from the local 
community between June 2012 and September 2013. 
T2DM diagnosis was based on the American Diabetes 
Association (ADA) criteria (1). The controls showed 
normal levels of fasting glucose (60-99 mg/dL) and 
no use of hypoglycemic drugs. Were excluded subjects 
older than 70 years, pregnant, with cancer, autoimmune 
disease, recent history of cardiovascular disease (heart 
attack, stroke, thrombosis in the last five years), and 
current or recent infections and/or inflammatory 
processes. 

Clinical and laboratorial data

Clinical (gender, age, BMI, waist circumference, 
waist-hip ratio, T2DM onset, and hypertension), and 
laboratorial data (fasting glucose, HbA1c, and post-
prandial glucose) were obtained for all of the T2DM 
patients through interviews and medical records. 
The criteria used for determining hypertension were: 
systolic blood pressure ≥ 140 mmHg or diastolic blood 
pressure ≥ 80 mmHg, or use of antihypertensive drugs, 
and comply with the criteria adopted by the ADA (1). 
Clinical data (gender, age, BMI, waist circumference, 
and waist-hip ratio) for the controls were obtained 
through interviews.

The fasting glucose in the control group was 
measured in serum samples after eight hours fasting. 
The serum samples were centrifuged at 1,100 x g for 20 
min at 25ºC and the assays performed immediately. The 
tests were performed using the enzyme-colorimetric 
method, BTR 811 spectrophotometer (Biotron, Minas 
Gerais, Brazil), and Glicose-PP kit (Gold Analisa, 
Minas Gerais, Brazil), following the manufacturer’s 
instructions. The concentrations of fasting glucose 
were expressed in mg/dL.

Serum samples were used for quantification high 
sensitivity C reactive protein (hs-CRP). They were 
centrifuged at 1,100 x g for 20 min at 25ºC and stored 
at -80ºC until analysis. The tests were performed 
using the immunoturbidimetric method, System Vitros 
Chemistry 5.1 FS (Ortho Clinical Diagnostics, New 
York, USA), and hsCRP VITROS Chemistry Products 
(Ortho Clinical Diagnostics, New York, USA), 
following the manufacturer’s instructions. All samples 
were assayed at the same time. The concentrations of 
hs-CRP were expressed in mg/L.
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Determination of cytokine plasma levels

Samples collected in EDTA were centrifuged at 1,100 x 
g for 20 min at 25ºC to obtain plasma, which was stored 
at -80ºC until analysis. Data acquisition and analysis were 
performed in an LSR FortessaTM flow cytometer (BD 
Biosciences Pharmingen, California, USA) using FCAP 
Array Software version 1.0.1. TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 
levels were determined by the Cytometric Bead Array 
(CBA) method using Human Enhanced Sensitivity Flex 
Set Systems (BD Biosciences Pharmingen, California, 
USA), following the manufacturer’s instructions. All 
samples were assayed at the same time. The concentrations 
of each cytokine were expressed in fg/mL.

Cytokine gene polymorphism analysis

Genomic DNA was extracted from whole blood collected 
in EDTA using Biopur Mini Spin Kit (Biometrix, São 
Paulo, Brazil). The polymorphisms were determined 
using the Cytokine Genotyping Tray Kit (One Lambda 
Inc., California, USA), which employs Polymerase 
Chain Reaction-Sequence Specific Primers (PCR-SSP), 
followed by electrophoresis in 2.5% agarose gel stained 
with GelGreen Stain (Biotium Inc., California, USA). In 
order to evaluate the reproducibility rate of genotyping, 
10% of the samples in both groups were randomly 
selected to be re-genotyped. The results showed 100% 
agreement. The polymorphisms analyzed in the present 
study were: TNF-α (-308 G/A, rs1800629), IL-6 (-174 
C/G, rs1800795), IL-10 (-1082 G/A, rs1800896; 
-819 T/C, rs1800871; and -592 A/C, rs1800872).

Statistical analysis

Deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) 
were tested using an exact test (available at: http://
genepop.curtin.edu.au/genepop_op1.html). All of 
the statistical analyses were performed with Statistical 
Package of the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 17.0. An 
analysis of normality was performed by Shapiro-Wilk 
test. Data are presented as “mean ± (standard deviation-
SD)” (parametric variables), “median (interquartile 
range-IQR)” (non-parametric variables), or “percentage 
of total (categorical variables)”.

Comparisons between the two groups were made 
with Student’s t-test for parametric variables and the 
Mann-Whitney test for non-parametric variables. 
Comparisons of non-parametric variables between three 
groups were performed with the Kruskal-Wallis test. 
When differences were detected, they were compared 

in pairs by the Mann-Whitney method, followed by 
Bonferroni’s Correction. The comparison of categorical 
variables was performed using the chi-square test (χ2).

Differences in genotype and allele frequencies 
between the groups (T2DM patient and control) were 
tested by Pearson’s χ2-test or Fisher’s Test. IL-10 
haplotype estimation was conducted by PHASE software 
version 2.1. We excluded haplotypes whose frequencies 
were less than 5%. The differences in the haplotype 
frequencies between the groups were tested by χ2-test.

Linear regression analysis was performed for 
evaluating the confounding influence of variables 
in cytokines plasma levels. Gender, age, BMI, waist 
circumference, waist-hip ratio, and fasting glucose were 
considered as independent variables.

Spearman’s correlations were computed only in the 
T2DM patient group to assess correlations between 
cytokine levels, anthropometric, and laboratorial data. 
A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Clinical and laboratorial characteristics of T2DM 
patients and controls are summarized in Table 1. Groups 
were matched by gender, age, and BMI (p > 0.05 for 
all). Waist circumference and waist-hip ratio were higher 
in T2DM patients than in controls (p < 0.0001 for 
both). When analyzing cytokine levels in two groups, 
IL-6 levels were higher in the diabetic patients (p = 
0.001), and no significant differences were observed 
for TNF-α (p = 0.332) and IL-10 (p = 0.317). Diabetic 
patients on treatment with insulin (n = 18, 17.65%), oral 
antidiabetic drugs (n = 17, 16.67%) or insulin plus oral 
antidiabetic drugs (n = 67, 65.68%) show similar levels 
of cytokines compared with each other (p > 0.05 for all-
Supplementary Material-SM1). 

We have evaluated cytokines levels according to 
BMI categories (BMI < 25 – lean, 25 ≤ BMI < 30 – 
overweight, and BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2 – obese) within each 
group (T2DM patient or control) and between these 
groups (Table 2). In T2DM group, only IL-6 levels 
were different between patients (p = 0.001) when 
compared to those with BMI < 25 kg/m2 versus BMI 
≥ 30 kg/m2 (p = 0.001). Comparison among 25 ≤ BMI 
< 30 kg/m2 versus BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2 was not significant 
after Bonferroni’s correction (p > 0.02). No differences 
were found in the cytokine levels considering only 
control group. Finally, when comparing T2DM 
patients versus controls, IL-6 levels were higher in 
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obese patients than in obese controls (p = 0.019). No 
other associations were found for TNF-α and IL-10 
levels and BMI categories.

We performed an analysis of genotype and allele 
frequencies of polymorphisms for cytokine genes 
TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10. All polymorphisms were under 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p > 0.025). We found 
no differences between genotype and allele frequencies 
when compared T2DM and control groups (p > 0.05 
for all; Supplementary Material-SM2). Additionally, no 
difference regarding the IL-10 haplotype analyses was 
observed between these groups (data not shown).

Aiming to evaluate whether polymorphisms in 
TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 genes modulate cytokine 

plasma levels, we compared their levels and genotypes 
considering all the individuals (T2DM patients 
and controls) and performed an analysis to predict 
their inheritance pattern. However, no differences 
were found (p > 0.05 for all; Table 3). Interestingly, 
when these comparisons were applied only in the 
T2DM patient group (Table 4), IL-10 -819 T/C 
polymorphism showed a difference between cytokine 
levels and genotypes (p = 0.021): IL-10 levels in the 
TT genotype (256 (207) fg/mL] were significantly 
higher than in the CC genotype (182 (57) fg/mL] 
(p = 0.006). No differences were found for IL-6 
levels and -174 C/G polymorphism after Bonferroni’s 
correction (p > 0.02) and TNF-α levels and -308 G/A 
polymorphism (p > 0.05). Regarding the inheritance 
pattern, only IL-10 -592 A/C polymorphism showed 
significant differences in IL-10 levels (p = 0.039) when 
compared to the CC genotype (182 (57) fg/mL] and 
AC+AA genotypes (192 (115) fg/mL], suggesting a 
recessive model. 

Table 1. Clinical and laboratorial characteristics in T2DM patients and 
controls

Parameters T2DM 
(n = 102)

Control 
(n = 62) p

Gender (Male/
Female) %

18.6 / 81.4 19.3 / 81.7 0.908

Age (years) 56 (12) 53 (18) 0.358

BMI (kg/m2)      

BMI < 25 22.6 (3.7) 23.4 (2.8) 0.503

25 ≤ BMI < 30 28.3 (3.0) 27.6 (1.9) 0.215

BMI ≥ 30 37.8 (9.2) 39.3 (11.0) 0.850

Waist circumference 
(cm)

108.1 ± 16.8 96.9 ± 16.2 < 0.0001*

Waist-hip ratio 1.0 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1 < 0.0001*

T2DM onset (%)a      

≤ 10 years 40.2
Not applicable

-

> 10 years 56.9 -

Hypertension  
(Yes/No) %

92.2 / 7.8 - -

Fasting glucose  
(mg/dL)

126.5 (79.0) 85.3 (10.3) < 0.0001*

Post-prandial glucose 
(mg/dL)

203.0 (118.0) - -

HbA1c (%) 8.9 ± 1.9 - -

hs-CRP (mg/L) 3.5 (6.6) 2.7 (2.6) 0.094

TNF-α (fg/mL) 91 (42) 95 (64) 0.332

IL-6 (fg/mL) 805 (993) 476 (516) 0.001*

IL-10 (fg/mL) 194 (67) 185 (57) 0.317

BMI: body mass index; HbA1c: glycated hemoglobin; hs-CRP: high sensitivity C reactive protein; 
TNF-α: tumor necrosis factor-alpha; IL-6: interleukin-6; IL-10: interleukin-10.

Normal variables (waist circumference, waist-hip ratio, and HbA1c): the data are shown as 
“mean ± SD”. No normal variables (age, BMI, fasting glucose, post-prandial glucose, hs-CRP, 
TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10): the data are shown as “median (IQR)”. Categorical variables (gender, 
T2DM onset, and hypertension): the data are shown as “percentage of total”. 

a Missing data for three patients.

* p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Table 2. Cytokines levels in T2DM patients and controls according to BMI 
categories

Cytokine 
(fg/mL) BMI (kg/m2)   T2DM  

(n = 102)
Control  
(n = 62) p’

TNF-α BMI < 25   86 (48) 90 (75) 0.786

25 ≤ BMI < 30 92 (48) 86 (68) 0.748

BMI ≥ 30   92 (42) 112 (58) 0.061

  p 0.922 0.294  

IL-6 BMI < 25   452 (412) 412 (492) 0.422

25 ≤ BMI < 30 731 (917) 532 (439) 0.458

BMI ≥ 30   1118 (1506) 663 (534) 0.019*

  p 0.001* 0.356

IL-10 BMI < 25   232 (102) 192 (48) 0.172

25 ≤ BMI < 30 188 (71) 169 (64) 0.947

BMI ≥ 30   185 (55) 190 (37) 0.473

  p 0.085 0.353  

BMI: body mass index; TNF-α: tumor necrosis factor-alpha; IL-6: interleukin-6; IL-10: 
interleukin-10.

Cytokine levels: no normal variable; the data are shown as “median (IQR)”.

* p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant (comparison within the groups: T2DM or 
control).

* p’ < 0.05 was considered statistically significant (comparison between the groups: T2DM 
versus control).

Mann-Whitney test with Bonferroni’s Correction for IL-6 levels (T2DM group):

* p1 – p3: were considered statistically significant if p < 0.02.

p1: [BMI < 25 (T2DM) versus 25 ≤ BMI < 30 (T2DM)] = 0.334.

p2: [BMI < 25 (T2DM) versus BMI ≥ 30 (T2DM)] = 0.001*.

p3: [25 ≤ BMI < 30 (T2DM) versus BMI ≥ 30 (T2DM)] = 0.024.
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We investigated the correlation between cytokine 
plasma levels and anthropometric and laboratorial 
data in the T2D patients group. IL-6 levels showed a 
significant positive correlation with BMI (r = 0.314,  
p = 0.002), waist circumference (r = 0.318, p = 0.002), 
hs-CRP (r = 0.452, p < 0.0001), and IL-10 levels  
(r = 0.336, p = 0.001). No other significant correlation 
was observed between cytokines levels (TNF-α and IL-
10) and these parameters. Furthermore, fasting glucose 
and hs-CRP showed a significant negative and positive 
correlations, respectively, with BMI (r = -0.365, p < 
0.0001; r = 0.476, p < 0.0001) and waist circumference 
(r =- 0.278, p = 0.005; r = 0.442, p < 0.0001).

Finally, the linear regression analysis did not show 
an independent association between gender, age, BMI, 
waist circumference, waist-hip ratio, and fasting glucose 
with TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10 levels (p > 0.05 for all). 

DISCUSSION

This study evaluated the importance of TNF-α, IL-
6, and IL-10 levels and their association with gene 
polymorphisms in T2DM disease and the obesity.

Clinical and laboratorial characteristics of T2DM 
patients and controls showed that T2DM patients have 
higher waist circumferences and waist-hip ratios when 
compared to the controls. These results are consistent 
with the knowledge that not only obesity, but mainly the 
distribution of body fat (mostly upper body obesity), 
influence glucose metabolism and are independent risk 
factors for developing T2D (11).

Among the cytokines levels measured, only IL-6 
levels were higher in the T2DM group. IL-6 is a 
multifunctional cytokine and is secreted by many types 
of cells, mainly T cells, macrophages, endothelial cells, 
smooth muscle cells, adipocytes, and hepatocytes (35). 
Furthermore, IL-6 regulates/stimulates production of 
cell adhesion molecules, chemotactic mediators, and 
acute phase protein, and mediates the release of other 
cytokines that amplify the inflammatory response (35-
37). Similar to our result, other studies have shown that 
T2DM individuals have higher circulating IL-6 levels 
when compared to non-diabetic controls (38-43). 
The increased levels of IL-6 and other inflammatory 
markers (IL-1β, CRP) emerge as early predictors of 
T2DM, preceding its clinical onset (44).

Obesity is also associated with a state of low-grade 
inflammation (11,13) and elevated levels of IL-6, which 
has been commonly described in obese diabetic patients 

Table 3. Cytokines levels according to genotypes considering all the 
individuals (T2DM patients and controls)

Polymorphism Cytokine (fg/mL) p

TNF-α (-308 G/A) 
(rs1800629)

GG (n = 125) 95 (55)

0.705GA (n = 38) 90 (63)

AA (n = 1) 47.5†

IL-6 (-174 C/G) 
(rs1800795)

CC (n =10) 1381 (2892)

0.361CG (n = 50) 565 (754)

GG (n = 104) 674 (770)

IL-10 (-1082 G/A) 
(rs1800896)

GG (n = 20) 204 (55)

0.278GA (n = 73) 182 (63)

AA (n = 71) 185 (65)

IL-10 (-819 T/C) 
(rs1800871)

TT (n = 20) 214 (136)

0.215TC (n = 69) 182 (69)

CC (n = 75) 193 (55)

IL-10 (-592 A/C) 
(rs1800872)

AA (n = 21) 208 (135)

0.409AC (n = 68) 182 (68)

CC (n = 75) 193 (55)

TNF-α: tumor necrosis factor-alpha; IL-6: interleukin-6; IL-10: interleukin-10.

Cytokine levels: no normal variable; the data are shown as “median (IQR)”.

p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

† data only one individual.

Table 4. Cytokines levels according to genotypes in T2DM patients group

Polymorphism Cytokine  
(fg/mL) p p’

TNF-α (-308 G/A) 
(rs1800629)

GG (n = 78) 95 (45)

0.137 -GA (n = 23) 85 (44)

AA (n = 1) 47.5†

IL-6 (-174 C/G) 
(rs1800795)

CC1 (n = 7) 1901 (3167)

0.026*

pa = 0.047

CG2 (n = 26) 496 (746) pb = 0.210

GG3 (n = 69) 878 (945) pc = 0.023

IL-10 (-1082 G/A) 
(rs1800896)

GG (n = 12) 202 (62)

0.181 -GA (n = 47) 178 (68)

AA (n = 43) 199 (87)

IL-10 (-819 T/C) 
(rs1800871)

TT1 (n = 13) 256 (207)

0.021*

pa = 0.066

TC2 (n = 40) 184 (90) pb = 0.006*

CC3 (n = 49) 182 (57) pc = 0.207

IL-10 (-592 A/C) 
(rs1800872)

AA (n = 14) 249 (212)

0.055 -AC (n = 39) 185 (91)

CC (n = 49) 182 (57)

TNF-α: tumor necrosis factor-alpha; IL-6: interleukin-6; IL-10: interleukin-10.

Cytokine levels: no normal variable; the data are shown as “median (IQR)”.

* p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

* p’ < 0.02 was considered statistically significant (Mann-Whitney test with Bonferroni’s 
Correction).

pa: genotype 1 versus genotype 2. 

pb: genotype 1 versus genotype 3.

pc: genotype 2 versus genotype 3.

† data only one individual.
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or only in obese individuals (38,45,46). We performed 
an analysis in order to investigate the influence of 
BMI in cytokine levels. For the control group, no 
differences were found. However, IL-6 levels in obese 
T2DM patients (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2) were higher than 
lean (BMI < 25 kg/m2) and overweight (25 ≤ BMI 
< 30 kg/m2) patients (tendency), although the linear 
regression analysis has not showed an independent 
association between these parameters. Moreover, obese 
T2DM patients presented higher IL-6 levels when 
compared to obese controls. These results suggest 
that higher BMI values in T2DM are associated with 
increased IL-6 levels, but some other variable appears 
to act synergistically, since this association was not 
independent. When compared to the control group, 
T2DM seems to act synergistically with obesity to 
promote an increase in IL-6 levels.

Although no difference was found in TNF-α and 
IL-10 levels between the groups (T2DM patients and 
controls) and the BMI categories, these cytokines have 
been associated with T2DM. TNF-α is a pro-inflammatory 
cytokine produced by a variety of cell-types, mainly 
macrophages, lymphocytes, and adipocytes (13). Some 
studies found higher TNF-α levels in T2DM patients 
when compared with non-diabetic controls (39,40,43).

IL-10 is an anti-inflammatory cytokine that plays an 
important role in the regulation of the immune system 
leading to decreased cytokine production, reducing 
tissue factor expression, inhibiting matrix-degrading 
metalloproteinase, and promoting the phenotypic 
switching of lymphocytes to the Th2 phenotype 
(47). This cytokine is produced by T-cells, B-cells, 
monocytes, and macrophages, and it is estimated that 
75% of the variation in IL-10 production is genetically 
determined (47). An important study showed that IL-
10 level was lower in subjects with impaired glucose 
tolerance or T2DM when compared with subjects 
with normal glucose tolerance and showed an inverse 
correlation with BMI (48). Conversely, Al-Shukaili and 
cols. (49) found higher IL-10 levels in T2DM patients 
when compared with healthy controls. Taken together, 
it is not clear whether higher IL-10 levels confer 
protection against T2DM development by decreased 
pro-inflammatory cytokines production, or increased 
IL-10 levels in T2DM result in a compensatory 
response against the elevation of pro-inflammatory 
mediators, primarily TNF-α and IL-6.

No polymorphism showed a difference in allele 
and genotype frequencies when compared to T2DM 

patients and the control group. Therefore, no 
polymorphism in this study was associated with T2DM. 
However, the association of these polymorphisms with 
T2DM remains unclear. In 2011, Feng and cols. (26) 
in a meta-analysis did not find a significant association 
between TNF-α -308 G/A polymorphism and T2DM 
risk when considering Caucasian and Asian populations. 
In contrast, in 2014, a meta-analysis conducted by 
Zhao and cols. (27) indicated that TNF-α -308A 
allele could be a risk factor for the development for 
T2DM in Asian subjects. Similarly, Golshani and cols. 
(28) found that TNF-α -308 GA+AA genotypes are 
associated with higher risk for T2DM development in 
an Iranian population. According to Qi and cols. (29), 
IL-6 -174 C/G polymorphism is not associated with 
the risk of T2DM development; however, a recent 
study (23) shows a significant association between 
T2DM and IL-6 -174G allele. Finally, four recent 
meta-analyses evaluated the association between IL-
10 gene polymorphisms (-1082 G/A, -819 T/C, and 
-592 A/C) and the risk of T2DM development. The 
-819 T/C and -592 A/C polymorphisms did not show 
an association with the disease in these studies (30-33). 
However, Li and cols. (31) and Hua and cols. (30) found 
an association between the -1082GA genotype and 
-1082G allele, respectively, with T2DM. Additionally, 
a case-control study conducted by Bai and cols. (34) 
found higher risk for T2DM development associated 
with -1082 GA+GG and -592 AC+AA genotypes. 
These conflicting results are probably related to the 
sample size and different genetic background of the 
populations. Larger scale genome studies are required 
to further evaluate these associations.

The plasma levels of IL-6 were significantly different 
between -174 C/G polymorphism genotypes, but 
this difference was not maintained after Bonferroni’s 
correction. The patients with IL-10 -819TT genotype 
showed higher IL-10 levels than patients with -819CC 
genotype. Previous studies (50,51) showed that, not 
only the -819T allele, but also the ATA haplotype 
(-1082A, -819T, -592A) are related to lower 
transcriptional activity and, consequently, lower IL-
10 levels. However, no further study was carried out 
on diabetic patients to prove the association between 
transcriptional activity of IL-10 gene and IL-10 serum/
plasma levels and -819 T/C polymorphism.

IL-6 levels were positively correlated with BMI, 
waist circumference, hs-CRP, and IL-10 levels. Similarly, 
hs-CRP also showed a significant positive correlation 
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with BMI and waist circumference. Obesity, especially 
visceral obesity, is characterized by the increased size 
of adipocytes and recruitment of immune cells (mainly 
macrophages), which display a pro-inflammatory profile. 
These cells are responsible for the increased production 
of inflammatory mediators and acute phase proteins, 
such as IL-6 and CRP (12). Considering these events, 
it is expected that IL-6 and hs-CRP levels are positively 
correlated with each other and with anthropometric 
parameters that express weight gain (BMI) and the 
increase in upper body fat (waist circumference) in the 
T2DM group. Finally, the positive correlation between 
IL-6 and IL-10 levels showed that, in T2DM, the 
increase of pro-inflammatory mediators may cause a 
compensatory increase in anti-inflammatory cytokines 
to control subclinical inflammation.

The small sample size, owing to the strict selection 
criteria for patients and controls, and absence of 
functional analysis of polymorphisms can be considered 
as the main limitations of this study, since the effect of 
the polymorphisms on protein activity was not evaluated. 
Indeed, the statistical power became lower when the 
total number of the participants in each group was 
classified according to BMI categories, but as cytokine 
levels are associated with adiposity, this selection was 
necessary in order to avoid a bias in the results.

Therefore, further studies with a much larger 
sample exploring other populations (different genetic 
background) and others clinical characteristics as a 
practice of physical activities, are needed to better 
understand the role of these polymorphisms in the 
subclinical inflammation in T2DM.

In conclusion, few studies have evaluated 
inflammatory markers and cytokines genes 
polymorphisms in T2DM Brazilian patients. 
Considering the increased number of diabetic patients 
in Brazil and the population’s genetic background, 
improved knowledge on the markers that contribute to 
the etiology and progression of T2DM are important 
for prevention, diagnosis, and follow-up of this disease.

Taken together, our results show that IL-6 and IL-
10 levels and the SNP -819 T/C in IL-10 gene are 
associated with the subclinical inflammation in the 
T2DM. Moreover, the association between IL-6 levels 
and obesity in T2DM indicates that weight control 
may be an action adopted for preventing inflammatory 
status in T2DM.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Table SM1. Cytokines levels according to types of pharmacological treatment in T2DM group

Cytokine (fg/mL)

Types of treatment

p
Insulin (n = 18) Oral antidiabetic drugs  

(n = 17)

Insulin plus oral 
antidiabetic drugs  

(n = 67)

TNF-α 94 (51) 74 (35) 92 (51) 0.440

IL-6 911 (1546) 729 (877) 783 (1518) 0.530

IL-10 187 (63) 180 (42) 194 (78) 0.511

TNF-α: tumor necrosis factor-alpha; IL-6: interleukin-6; IL-10: interleukin-10.
Cytokine levels: no normal variable; the data are shown as “median (IQR)”.
p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Table SM2. Distributions of genotypes and alleles frequencies in T2DM patients and controls

Polymorphisms T2DM (n = 102) (%) Control (n = 62) (%) p

TNF-α (-308 G/A) (rs1800629) Genotypes    

GG 78 (76.5) 47 (75.8) 0.965

GA 23 (22.6) 15 (24.2)

AA 1 (0.9) 0

Alleles    

G 179 (87.8) 109 (87.9) 0.966

A 25 (12.2) 15 (12.1)

IL-6 (-174 C/G) (rs1800795) Genotypes    

CC 7 (6.8) 3 (4.8) 0.348

CG 26 (25.5) 24 (38.7)

GG 69 (67.7) 35 (56.5)

Alleles    

C 40 (19.6) 30 (24.2) 0.326

G 164 (80.4) 94 (75.8)

IL-10 (-1082 G/A) (rs1800896) Genotypes    

GG 12 (11.8) 8 (12.9) 0.864

GA 47 (46.1) 26 (41.9)

AA 43 (42.1) 28 (45.2)

Alleles    

G 71 (34.8) 42 (33.9) 0.863

A 133 (65.2) 82 (66.1)

IL-10 (-819 T/C) (rs1800871) Genotypes    

TT 13 (12.8) 7 (11.3) 0.674

TC 40 (39.2) 29 (46.8)

CC 49 (48.0) 26 (41.9)

Alleles    

T 66 (32.4) 43 (34.7) 0.665

C 138 (67.6) 81 (65.3)

IL-10 (-592 A/C) (rs1800872) Genotypes    

AA 14 (13.7) 7 (11.3) 0.742

AC 39 (38.3) 29 (46.8)

CC 49 (48.0) 26 (41.9)

Alleles    

A 67 (32.8) 43 (34.7) 0.733

C 137 (67.2) 81 (65.3)

TNF-α: tumor necrosis factor-alpha; IL-6: interleukin-6; IL-10: interleukin-10.
p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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Use of prophylactic oral calcium 
after total thyroidectomy: 
a prospective study

Erwin Langner1, Alfio José Tincani2, André del Negro2

ABSTRACT
Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the use of prophylactic oral calcium after total 
thyroidectomy in the prevention of symptomatic hypocalcemia, and to develop a rational strategy 
of oral calcium supplementation following this type of surgery. Subjects and methods: Prospective 
study including 47 patients undergoing total thyroidectomy from January 2007 to February 2012. 
The patients were allocated to one of the following groups: I (no postoperative calcium) or II (oral 
calcium 3 g per day). Oral calcium was started at the first postoperative day and administered until 
the sixth postoperative day. The patients were followed up for a minimum of 6 months and evaluated 
with a minimum of five measurements of ionized calcium: preoperative, 16 hours after surgery, 
seventh postoperative day, and at postoperative days 90 (PO90) and 180 (PO180). The cohort included 
three men and 44 women, of whom 24 (51.9%) had benign thyroid disease, and 23 had suspected 
or confirmed malignant disease. Results: When compared with Group II, Group I had significantly 
higher rates of postoperative biochemical hypocalcemia at PO1 and PO180, and of symptomatic 
hypocalcemia at PO1, PO7, and PO90. Other data were not significantly different between the 
groups. Conclusion: We conclude that postoperative calcium supplementation effectively prevents 
symptomatic and biochemical hypocalcemia after total thyroidectomy, and can be safely used after 
this procedure. The presented strategy of oral calcium supplementation may be implemented in a 
viable manner. Arch Endocrinol Metab. 2017;61(5):447-54

Keywords
Calcium, prophylactic, thyroidectomy, study, prospective

INTRODUCTION

T he correct execution of any surgical procedure 
depends on the knowledge of possible 

complications associated with such procedure. Thyroid 
surgeries are no exception to this rule. One of the 
postoperative complications of this type of surgery 
is hypoparathyroidism, which has a 0.6% to 17% (1) 

incidence in its permanent form and 1.6% to 87% (2-4) 

in its transient form. This complication has been a matter 
of concern to surgeons since the first thyroidectomies 
have been performed in the contemporary age (5,6). 

The proper surgical management of thyroid diseases 
requires a familiarity with the locoregional anatomy, 
including the morphology, syntopy, vascularization, 
and embryology of the thyroid and parathyroid glands. 
The role of a meticulous surgical technique is well 
established in the literature, including the dissection 
of the superior and recurrent laryngeal nerves, careful 
dissection of the parathyroid glands, and ligation of 
the peripheral thyroid arteries as the main preventive 

measures against postoperative complications such 
as hypoparathyroidism and associated symptoms 
(1,7). Other causes may contribute to postoperative 
hypocalcemia, such as surgery extension, surgeon’s 
experience, resection of one or more of the parathyroid 
glands, glandular lesions caused by suction in the 
operatory field and hemodilution (2,8-11), central 
compartment neck dissection, and reoperations.

In a classical description of the normal parathyroid 
glands, they are described as varying between one and six 
in number (a study by Hojaij has described the presence 
of four glands in 78.56% of 56 patients) (5,12) and as 
having a kidney-like shape, location in the posterior aspect 
of the thyroid gland, measurement of 3-8 mm and weight 
of 15-30 mg, yellow-brownish color, and irrigation by 
delicate branches of the inferior thyroid artery (1,5,13). 
Considerable anatomic variants of these glands may be 
found, and in 1998, Hojaij (5) reported the finding of 
mediastinal, intrathyroidal, and subcapsular parathyroids 
in 21.4%, 5.4%, and 14.3% of the cases, respectively. 
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Unlike temporary hypocalcemia, permanent (or 
definitive) hypocalcemia lasts for more than 6 months 
after surgery (3). Both types of hypocalcemia are 
uncomfortable complications due to their clinical 
presentation, including the occurrence of the Chvostek’s 
and Trousseau’s signs, paresthesia, carpopedal 
spasm, tetany at various levels, electrocardiographic 
changes, seizures, and behavioral changes. Patients 
with symptomatic hypoparathyroidism may require 
prolonged hospitalization, which significantly 
increases their treatment costs (14). The frequency of 
postoperative hypocalcemia is significantly greater after 
total thyroidectomy. In a report of 119,000 thyroid 
surgeries, Baldassare and cols. (15) found a hypocalcemia 
rate of 1.9% after partial thyroidectomy and 9% after 
total thyroidectomy compared with 23.4% after total 
thyroidectomy and selective bilateral neck dissection.

Several authors (2,16-19) have proposed ways 
to reduce the occurrence of hypocalcemia, studying 
predisposing factors and proposing strategies to reduce 
its incidence and symptoms. The latter includes proposals 
to prevent hypocalcemia with calcium replacement 
using calcium carbonate, as reported by Moore in 1994 
(20), with effervescent preparations of other types of 
calcium, as reported by Bellantone and cols. (21), or 
calcitriol (vitamin D), as described by Bellantone and 
cols. (21) and Tartaglia and cols. in 2005 (22). Recently, 
Docimo and cols. (23) have reported the preoperative 
and postoperative use of calcium and calcitriol, with a 
10% incidence of biochemical hypocalcemia and 6% of 
symptomatic hypocalcemia when administered for 3 
days before and 14 days after surgery. 

An analysis of these studies reveals that the 
preoperative administration of calcium preparations 
prevents symptomatic hypocalcemia, particularly in its 
severe forms, with no significant difference between the 
administration of calcium alone or calcium combined 
with calcitriol (21). 

The objectives of this study were to perform a 
prospective evaluation of the use of oral calcium 
supplementation after total thyroidectomy and 
demonstrate its efficacy in preventing symptomatic 
hypoparathyroidism, in addition to evaluating a viable 
strategy for the use of oral calcium supplementation 
after total thyroidectomy.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

This study was performed using data of patients 
examined and operated on by the same surgical team, 

coordinated by the main author, in the city of Limeira 
(São Paulo, Brazil), after approval by the Ethics 
Committee in Research at all the hospitals and the 
Ethics Committee in Research at the State University 
of Campinas (Unicamp) under the protocol number 
1014/2010. 

A total of 47 patients undergoing total 
thyroidectomy from January 2007 to August 2012 
were studied by sequential analysis. All patients 
underwent a routine preoperative evaluation that 
included the measurement of serum electrolytes, cell 
blood count, coagulation tests, chest X-ray, and an 
electrocardiogram with evaluation by a cardiology 
specialist, if necessary. 

We measured the patients’ serum ionized calcium 
and thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) levels 
preoperatively and recorded the following parameters: 
age, gender, surgery date, prior diagnosis, and presence 
or absence of a thyroid hormone disorder.

All patients were informed about the procedures in 
this study by a Statement of Informed Consent, which 
was signed and approved by the Ethics Committee in 
Research at the involved institutions. The research was 
performed with the researchers’ resources.

The exclusion criteria included partial thyroidectomy 
of any type, partial or total resections of parathyroid 
tissue, and extended thyroidectomy with neck dissection. 
One patient was excluded due to laryngeal invasion 
detected during surgery and was then treated by partial 
laryngectomy, while another patient was excluded due 
to the execution of bilateral neck dissection. Overall, 15 
patients were lost to follow-up and were excluded from 
the analysis, and one patient died 30 days after surgery 
with a diagnosis of thyroid lymphoma. 

After surgery, the patients were divided into two 
groups according to their postoperative treatment:

Group I: 27 patients who did not receive calcium 
treatment after surgery, except in cases of symptomatic 
hypocalcemia or detection of ionized calcium below 
0.8 mmol/L at 16 hours after surgery.

Group II: 20 patients who received treatment with 
postoperative oral effervescent calcium (Sandoz FF®)  
3 g daily for 6 days after surgery.

The patients were evaluated before and after the 
procedure and were followed up for a minimum of 6 
months. 

According to the protocol, the patients were followed 
up with at least five measurements of ionized calcium: 
before surgery, 16 hours after surgery, on the seventh 
postoperative day, and 90 and 180 days after surgery. 
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Administration of oral calcium was maintained 
in the presence of symptomatic hypocalcemia or 
persistent serum calcium measurements below 0.8 
mmol/L after the sixth postoperative day, until normal 
calcium measurements were obtained. We considered 
as hypocalcemia the occurrence of serum calcium 
levels under 1.1 mmol/L, and as severe hypocalcemia 
the occurrence of levels below 0.8 mmol/L. Calcium 
levels between 1.1 and 1.4 mmol/L were considered 
normal.

The presence and intensity of signs and symptoms 
of hypocalcemia were recorded in a dedicated form 
and classified into three groups: absence of symptoms, 
mild symptoms (paresis or Chvostek’s sign), and 
severe symptoms (Trousseau’s sign, carpopedal spasm, 
tetany or cardiac signs and symptoms). The presence 
and duration of the hypocalcemia after treatment, 
presence or absence of side effects, and number and 
characteristics of the parathyroid glands observed 
during surgery were recorded.

The data of the two groups were analyzed and 
compared using Fisher’s chi-square test, analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures, and Wilk’s test 
using the software SAS, v. 9.2 (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, 
NC, USA). The significance level (p) was set at 0.05.

RESULTS

A total of 47 patients were analyzed, including three 
men (6.4%) and 44 women (93.6%), with a mean age of 
52.1 years (standard deviation [SD] 12.8 years, median 
of 52 years). Total thyroidectomy was performed in 
24 patients (51.9%) for treatment of a benign disease 
and in 23 (48.1%) for treatment of a suspected or 
previously confirmed malignant disease. Overall, 27 
patients (78.7%) presented a normal thyroid function 
at the time of the surgical indication, six (12.8%) 
presented hyperthyroidism, and four (8.5%) presented 
previous hypothyroidism. Data from the two groups 
are summarized in Table 1.

All patients underwent total thyroidectomy; 33 
patients showed no signs and symptoms of hypocalcemia 
(70.2%) while 14 others (29.8%) presented mild 
symptoms of hypocalcemia. No severe symptoms of 
hypocalcemia were observed. 

Biochemical hypocalcemia occurred in six patients 
(12.8%) in the preoperative evaluation, in 23 patients 
(48.9%) on the first postoperative day, in 17 patients 
(36.2%) on the seventh postoperative day, in 15 

Table 1. General characteristics of the 47 patients included in the study

n %

Sex

F 44 93.6

M 3 6.4

Age

N 47

Mean 52.1

Standard deviation 12.8

Median 52.0

Indication

CPG 18 38.3

MNG 3 6.4

GD 3 6.4

PC 16 34.0

Sca 3 6.4

FT 4 8.5

TSH

High 4 8.5

Low 2 4.3

Normal 41 87.2

Postop hypocalc

No 33 70.2

Yes 14 29.8

Hypo/hyperthyroidism

Hyper 6 12.8

Hypo 4 8.5

Normal 37 78.7

F: female gender; M: male gender; n: sample size; indication: surgery indication; CPG: 
compressive goiter; MNG: multinodular goiter; GD: Graves’ disease; PC: papillary carcinoma; 
SCa: clinical or cytological suspicion of cancer; FT: follicular tumor; TSH: previous thyroid 
stimulating hormone; Postop hypocalc: postoperative hypocalcemia; hypo/hyperthyroidism: 
previous hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism.

patients (31.9%) 90 days after surgery, and in nine 
patients (19.2%) 180 days after the procedure, while 
seven patients (14.9%) still had hypoparathyroidism 
at the end of this study. Among the six patients 
with preoperative hypocalcemia, four maintained 
their status of biochemical hypocalcemia at the 
first postoperative day (66.6%), two at the seventh 
postoperative day (33.3%), four at 90 days after 
the procedure (66.6%), and two cases at 180 days 
after the surgery (33.3%), while two patients with 
preoperative hypocalcemia (both in Group I, in which 
no postoperative calcium was administered) presented 
all measurements below 1.1 mmol/L). These data are 
shown in Table 2. 
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The prevalence of biochemical hypocalcemia in 
both groups and the statistical comparison according 
to serum calcium level are described in Table 3. The 
progression of the calcium levels according to the 
study group and presence or absence of symptomatic 

Table 2. Postoperative progression of serum calcium levels (mmol/L)

Values (in mmol/L)  n %

Preop

0.8 to 1.1 6 12.8

Normal 41 87.2

POi

0.8 to 1.1 23 48.9

Normal 24 51.1

PO7

< 0.8 2 4.3

0.8 to 1.1 15 31.9

Normal 30 62.8

PO90

0.8 to 1.1 15 31.9

Normal 32 68.1

PO180

< 0.8 3 6.4

0.8 to 1.1 6 12.8

Normal 38 80.8

Preop: preoperative; Poi: immediate postoperative; PO7: 7 days after surgery; PO90: 90 days 
after surgery; PO180: 180 days after surgery.

Table 3. Incidence of postoperative hypocalcemia according to study 
groups

Values (in mmol/L)  
Group  

p
I II

Preop 0.2205

0.8 to 1.1 5 18.5% 1 5.0%

Normal 22 81.5% 19 95.0%

POi 0.0254*

0.8 to 1.1 17 63.0% 6 30.0%

Normal 10 37.0% 14 70.0%

PO7 0.2912

< 0.8 1 3.7% 1 5.0%

0.8 to 1.1 11 40.7% 4 20.0%

Normal 15 55.6% 15 75.0%

PO90 0.1315*

0.8 to 1.1 11 40.7% 4 20.0%

Normal 16 59.3% 16 80.0%

PO180 0.0409

< 0.8 2 7.4% 1 5.0%

0.8 to 1.1 6 22.2% 0 0.0%

Normal 19 70.4% 19 95.0%

Fisher’s test / * Chi-square test.
Preop: preoperative; Poi: immediate postoperative; PO7: 7 days after surgery; PO90: 90 days 
after surgery; PO180: 180 days after surgery.

Table 4. Progression of serum calcium levels according to group/symptoms

IV.1 – Progression of serum calcium levels according to groups

Measurement
Group I (n = 27) Group II (n = 20)

Time Effect Group Effect
Mean Standard 

deviation Median Mean Standard 
deviation Median

Preop 1.16 0.07 1.20 1.22 0.09 1.22 - -

POi 1.09 0.09 1.09 1.16 0.08 1.16 < 0.0001 0.0013

PO7 1.10 0.11 1.12 1.17 0.16 1.21 0.0087 0.0028

PO90 1.12 0.12 1.14 1.17 0.14 1.21 0.0448 0.0088

PO180 1.13 0.17 1.14 1.20 0.12 1.23 0.4771 0.0056

IV.2 – Progression of serum calcium according to symptoms.

Measurement
Asymptomatic (n = 33) Symptomatic (n = 14)

Time Effect Group Effect
Mean Standard 

deviation Median Mean Standard 
deviation Median

0.0001 < 0.0001

Preop 1.20 0.09 1.20 1.17 0.08 1.20 - -

POi 1.16 0.07 1.16 1.04 0.07 1.06 < 0.0001 0.0005

PO7 1.17 0.09 1.18 1.02 0.17 1.05 0.0007 0.0016

PO90 1.18 0.11 1.20 1.05 0.14 1.06 0.0077 0.0022

PO180 1.19 0.12 1.22 1.08 0.19 1.13 0.2490 0.0102

ANOVA for repeated measures. Preop: preoperative; Poi: immediate postoperative; PO7: 7 days after surgery; PO90: 90 days after surgery; PO180: 180 days after surgery.

hypocalcemia are resumed in Table 4. The correlation 
between the occurrence of hypocalcemia and symptoms 
in both groups, evaluated using ANOVA for repeated 
measures, is shown in Table 5.
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DISCUSSION

Although the parathyroid glands were first described 
in Indian rhinoceros by Owen in 1852 (cited 
by Thompson) (26), the relationship between 
hypocalcemia after total thyroidectomy and resection or 
injury to the parathyroid glands was only established in 
1891, with the first report of tetany after thyroidectomy 
occurring in 1877 (4). At that same year, Sandström 
(27,28) started to observe the parathyroid glands 
in animals and after dissecting 50 human bodies, 
described in 1880 the anatomy, number, and shape 
of these glands. Sandström suggested the name of the 
parathyroid gland while recognizing the independence 
of its anatomic structure in relation to the thyroid 
gland. The association between the parathyroid glands 
and tetany was recognized after 1890 according to 
Thompson (26) and as cited by Hojaij (5). In 1907, 
Pool (29) and Hojaij (5) coined the term tetania 
paratireopriva. Also in 1907, Halsted and Evans (30), 
as well as Reeve and Thompson (31), after dissecting 
20 human bodies, confirmed the need for prevention of 
parathyroid injury during thyroid surgery and identified 
one delicate arterial bunch for each gland, derived from 
the inferior thyroid artery in 90% of the patients. Many 
authors, including Lahey in 1926 (32), Milzner in 1927 
(6), Murley and Peters in 1961 (33), and Croyle and 
Oldroyd em 1978 (34), reported a 10 to 24% incidence 
of parathyroid resections in thyroidectomy, which led 
Loré and Pruet in 1983 (35) and Shaha and cols. in 
1991 (36) to suggest a meticulous examination of 
the surgical specimen for identification of parathyroid 
glands potentially removed during surgery, with the 
intention of surgically reimplanting them.

Careful dissection, preservation of the parathyroid 
glands, and peripheral vascular ligation of the thyroid 
arteries with minimum damage to the parathyroid 

irrigation, associated with preservation and 
eventual parathyroid reimplantation, remain today 
as time-honored surgical procedures to prevent 
hypoparathyroidism after thyroid surgery. 

The prevalence of female patients in this study, as 
well as their mean and median age, are consistent with 
data found in the literature and caused by the larger 
prevalence of thyroid disorders in female patients when 
compared with male ones.

Some authors (37-39) correlate the decrease 
in serum calcium levels at the first postoperative 
day as a prognostic factor of the occurrence of 
postoperative hypocalcemia after total thyroidectomy. 
This correlation is more precise with measurement of 
ionized calcium, which may be safely used for research 
in hypoparathyroidism (18) since ionized calcium is 
not affected by variations in protein concentrations as 
occurring with total calcium.

Other factors identified as responsible for 
decreasing calcium levels after total thyroidectomy 
include intraoperative hemodilution, which explains 
the occurrence of hypocalcemia in other extracervical 
surgeries with similar extension (2,8), and the hungry 
bone syndrome, in which a normal parathyroid function 
is maintained (9). Clark and Duh (40) suggested in 
1989 that the parathyroid glands located above the 
thyroid gland have a higher risk of intraoperative injury 
due to the longer extension of their vascular pedicles, 
which have to be dissected during the procedure.

In this study, the first postoperative calcium 
measurement was performed at 16 hours after the 
surgery. This decision followed the findings by Bentrem 
and cols. (18) in 2001, who reported a 94.5% ability 
to predict postoperative hypocalcemia when calcium is 
measured at this time point. Marohn and LaCivita (17) 
in 1995 measured serum calcium levels at 8, 14, and 

Table 5. Hypocalcemia and presence of symptoms in both study groups

Measurement
Group I, asymptomatic Group I, symptomatic  

(n = 10)
Group II, asymptomatic  

(n = 16)
Group II, symptomatic  

(n = 4) p
(n = 17) SD Median Mean SD Median Mean SD Median Mean SD Median

Preop 1.17 0.07 1.19 1.16 0.08 1.20 1.23 0.09 1.24 1.19 0.08 1.18 0.0620

POi 1.14 0.07 1.12 1.02 0.07 1.03 1.18 0.08 1.17 1.08 0.06 1.08 < 0.0001

PO7 1.14 0.06 1.15 1.03 0.15 1.01 1.21 0.10 1.22 1.00 0.26 1.07 0.0009

PO90 1.14 0.11 1.16  1.08 0.12 1.08 1.22 0.08 1.23 0.97 0.17 0.97 0.0007

PO180 1.17 0.16 1.18 1.05 0.16 1.13 1.22 0.05 1.23 1.14 0.27 1.19 0.0678

ANOVA. SD: standard deviation; Preop: preoperative; Poi: immediate postoperative; PO7: 7 days after surgery; PO90: 90 days after surgery; PO180: 180 days after surgery.
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20 hours after thyroidectomy and concluded that the 
levels decrease in most cases, reaching their lowest at 
14 hours after surgery.

In the present study, biochemical hypocalcemia 
was observed in the first postoperative day in 48.9% 
of the patients, reaching 63% in patients in Group I 
and 30% in those in Group II (p = 0.0254) (Table 
3). A significant difference in calcium measurement 
was observed between the two groups 180 days after 
surgery; of nine patients with hypocalcemia (19.2%), 
eight belonged to Group I and one to Group II (p = 
0.0409). The incidence of permanent hypocalcemia 
(14.9%) was consistent with that in the literature (17%) 
(1). Other measurements (preoperative [PO] 7, PO90) 
showed no statistical differences between the study 
groups, with rates of hypocalcemia of 12.8% before 
surgery, 36.2% at 7 days after surgery, and 31.9% at 90 
days after the procedure, as reported in Table 2. 

The incidence of preoperative hypocalcemia 
(12.8%) suggested a need for routine measurements of 
calcium, although the possibility of measuring serum 
calcium levels is not always available in the preoperative 
protocols in services performing thyroidectomy among 
us. The progression of patients with preoperative 
hypocalcemia, with incidence greater than the mean 
in the PO1, PO90, and PO180, suggests an ability to 
predict hypoparathyroidism after total thyroidectomy. 

The incidence of postoperative biochemical 
hypocalcemia was 63% on the first postoperative day 
without the use of prophylactic calcium, which is 
consistent with data from the literature (2,4,19,24).

Patients in Group II received 3 g of oral calcium 
daily for a minimum of 6 days, following the procedure 
reported by Bellantone and cols. (21) in 2002. These 
authors measured the levels of serum calcium on the 
first, second, third, and seventh postoperative days, 
and reported a significant decrease in biochemical 
hypocalcemia at PO2 and PO3 and a significant decrease 
in symptomatic hypocalcemia in all study groups.

Some authors (37) have associated the occurrence of 
symptomatic compressive goiter to a significant risk of 
postoperative hypocalcemia, while others have reported 
that the risk of hypocalcemia is greater after surgery 
performed for malignant tumors (15,41). Dedivitis and 
cols. (24) observed in a prospective study no significant 
difference in postoperative hypocalcemia according to the 
indication for thyroidectomy. Similarly, the present study 
found no significant correlation between surgical indication 
and the incidence of postoperative hypocalcemia.

We observed no significant differences in the 
postoperative progression of calcium levels according 
to gender, due to the low number of male patients, 
although the data suggest the occurrence of a higher 
calcemia in men. 

The prevalence of symptoms was clearly related to 
the occurrence of low serum calcium levels, which is 
consistent with the calcium physiology. A significant 
greater rate of symptomatic hypocalcemia was observed 
in patients who did not receive calcium at the PO1, PO7, 
and PO90, while in other measurements we observed 
no significant differences, as shown in Table 5. The 
data suggest an effective prevention of symptomatic 
hypocalcemia with the use of oral calcium, which leads 
to safe and early hospital discharge, according to the 
literature on this topic (20-22).

 Outpatient thyroid surgery with same-day discharge 
is still avoided by the majority of the authors (42). Lo 
Gerfo (42) in 1998 defended the implementation of 
surgery on an outpatient basis, while Clark and Ituarte 
(42) opposed to it. Schwartz (42) concluded that 
outpatient surgery yields no financial benefit to the 
patients, despite reducing costs in 13-30%. A discharge 
on the first postoperative day, if associated with the 
prevention of hypoparathyroidism, is considered safe 
by various authors (42,43), and with marked reduction 
of costs, an advantage due to more efficient techniques 
of prevention and control of bleeding, pain, and 
postoperative hypocalcemia, resulting in a 32 to 56% 
reduction in hospital-associated costs (44).

In a Colombian report, Sanabria and cols. (45) 
studied the use of prophylactic calcium and vitamin D, 
analyzing its cost-benefit and reporting its effectiveness. 
The total cost of the treatment remains below US$ 2 a 
day, while calcium measurements due to symptomatic 
hypocalcemia cost US$ 3.86 and the additional hospital 
daily fee costs US$ 33.12.

 In this report, we observed a significant difference 
in the incidence of hypocalcemia between the study 
groups after 180 days of surgery, suggesting the efficacy 
of the use of prophylactic oral calcium in the prevention 
of permanent hypoparathyroidism. In contrast, Pattou 
and cols. (2) in 1998 showed that low calcium levels 
have a high predictive value of hypoparathyroidism in 
patients not receiving calcium after thyroidectomy.

In the present study, all patients were operated 
on by the same surgical team in Limeira (São Paulo, 
Brazil), and coordinated by the main author. They 
all underwent standard thyroidectomy with careful 
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dissection of the parathyroid glands and peripheral 
ligation of the thyroid arteries near the thyroid capsule, 
which prevents hypoparathyroidism, as demonstrated 
by Thomusch and cols. (7) in an extensive multivariate 
analysis with 5846 consecutive patients.

In conclusion, in this study, surgical indication 
showed no relationship with the incidence of 
postoperative hypocalcemia. We observed a lower 
incidence of permanent hypoparathyroidism after 
the use of the suggested regimen, prediction of 
postoperative hypocalcemia with early measurement 
of postoperative calcium, prediction of hypocalcemia 
after total thyroidectomy with preoperative calcium 
measurement, and ability to discharge the patient early 
and safely with a minimum of 24-hour of hospitalization.

 A careful surgical technique, including peripheral 
ligation of the thyroid arteries and meticulous dissection 
of the parathyroid glands, remains the best approach to 
preventing hypocalcemia after total thyroidectomy. 

The use of prophylactic oral calcium after total 
thyroidectomy significantly reduced the incidence of 
laboratory and symptomatic hypocalcemia and may be 
implemented in a simple, efficient, and safe manner. 
The strategy shown in this study may be reproduced in 
a viable and rational way. 

Disclosure: no potential conflict of interest relevant to this article 
was reported.
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Serum nesfatin-1 levels  
are decreased in pregnant 
women newly diagnosed 
with gestational diabetes

Esra Nur Ademoglu1, Suheyla Gorar2, Muge Keskin3, Ayse Carlioglu4, 
Rifki Ucler5, Husamettin Erdamar6, Cavit Culha3, Yalcin Aral3

ABSTRACT
Objective: To investigate serum nesfatin-1 levels at 24-28 weeks of pregnancy in women newly diag-
nosed with gestational diabetes and determine the association of nesfatin-1 with several metabolic 
parameters. Subjects and methods: Forty women newly diagnosed with gestational diabetes at 
24-28 weeks of pregnancy and 30 healthy pregnant women matched in age and gestational week 
were included in this cross-sectional study. Serum nesfatin-1 levels were analyzed using ELISA, and 
the relationship between nesfatin-1 and several metabolic parameters were assessed. Results: Se-
rum nesfatin-1 levels were found to be lower in women with gestational diabetes compared to the 
pregnant women in the control sample (p = 0.020). Multiple linear regression analysis revealed that 
nesfatin-1 was lower in participants with gestational diabetes independently from gestational age, 
BMI, HOMA-IR, fasting plasma glucose, and age. In correlation analysis, the only variable that was 
found to have a statistically significant correlation with nesfatin-1 was gestational age (p = 0.015,  
r = 0.30). Conclusion: Lower nesfatin-1 levels in women with gestational diabetes compared to the 
control group at 24-28 weeks of gestation draws attention to nesfatin-1 levels in gestational diabetes 
and motivates further research in this area. Arch Endocrinol Metab. 2017;61(5):455-9
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INTRODUCTION

Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) is defined as 
glucose intolerance of variable degree that begins 

or is first recognized during pregnancy. Worldwide, the 
incidence of GDM is gradually increasing every year (1), 
varying from 3% to 14%. Hyperglycemia during pregnancy 
is associated with the development of preeclampsia, fetal 
macrosomia, emergency cesarean section, birth trauma, 
and neonatal hypoglycemia. GDM is important not only 
due to its complications but also its conversion rates to 
Type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM) as high as 2.6% to 70% 
over a period of 6 weeks to 28 years (2).

Nesfatin-1 is a newly discovered hormone derived 
from nucleobindin-2 (NUCB2) and has been thought 
to be involved in the regulation of appetite and various 
metabolic conditions. It is prominently expressed in 
several regions of the hypothalamus and exists in the 

general circulation. Nesfatin-1 is also produced in the 
peripheral tissues, including adipocytes, gastric mucosa, 
and pancreatic beta-cells of both humans and rats. 
One of the most important functions of nesfatin-1 
is reducing food intake. It causes loss of appetite, less 
frequent hunger, and a sense of fullness (3-6). It has 
been demonstrated that pancreatic beta cells colocalize 
with nesfatin/NUCB2 in the islets of both mice and 
rats, indicating the possible involvement of nesfatin-1 in 
the regulation of insulin secretion from pancreatic beta 
cells (7). It has been shown that fasting nesfatin-1 levels 
were significantly lower in type 2 diabetic patients, but 
its effects on those who have newly been diagnosed with 
GDM are unknown (8).

In this study, we aimed to examine serum nesfatin-1 
concentrations and to investigate whether they have 
any correlation with insulin resistance, and to examine 
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other metabolic parameters in patients who had newly 
been diagnosed with gestational diabetes.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Forty women newly diagnosed with GDM at 24-28 
weeks of pregnancy and 30 healthy pregnant women 
matched in terms of age and gestational age was 
enrolled in the study. Diagnosis of GDM was based on 
2015 American Diabetes Association recommendations 
(9). A two-step approach to screening with a 1-h 50-g 
glucose load test (GLT) followed by a 3-h 100-g OGTT 
for those who screened positive was used in examining 
all individuals. Pregnant women who had glucose 
levels higher than 7.8 mmol/l one hour after a 50-g 
glucose-screening test were referred to a 3-hour, 100-g 
oral glucose tolerance test and Carpenter/Coustan 
thresholds were used. GDM was diagnosed if two 
or more of the following plasma glucose levels were 
exceeded: fasting ≥ 5.1 mmol/l, 1-hour ≥ 10 mmol/l, 
2-hour ≥ 8.6 mmol/l, and 3-hour ≥ 7.8 mmol/l 
(9). Exclusion criteria for the study were known 
pregestational diabetes, liver or renal dysfunction, acute 
or chronic inflammatory diseases, pre-eclampsia, use 
of anti-inflammatory drugs, and smoking. The body 
mass index was calculated for all participants [BMI: 
body weight (kg)/squared height (m²)]. The ethical 
committee of Ankara Education and Research Hospital 
approved the study. A written informed consent was 
obtained from all the participants.

Blood sampling was conducted in the morning 
following one night of fasting and centrifuged 
immediately. Serum samples were stored at −80ºC until 
the time of analysis. Serum nesfatin-1 concentrations 
were analyzed with ELISA kits from USCN Life 
Science Instruments (Wuhan, China). In this assay 
system, the intra-assay and inter-assay coefficient of 
variation are always under 10%. This assay employs the 
competitive inhibition enzyme immunoassay technique. 
A monoclonal antibody specific for human NES1 was 
pre-coated onto a microplate. A competitive inhibition 
reaction was launched between biotin-labeled human 
NES1 and unlabeled human NES1 (standards or 
samples) with the pre-coated antibody specific for 
human NES1. After incubation, the unbound conjugate 
was washed off. Next, avidin conjugated to horseradish 
peroxidase (HRP) was added to each microplate well 
and incubated. The amount of bound HRP conjugate 
was reverse proportional to the concentration of NES1 

in the sample. After addition of the substrate solution, 
the intensity of color developed was reverse proportional 
to the concentration of NES1 in the sample. Serum 
glucose was assayed with a hexokinase method using an 
Olympus AU 2700 analyzer (Olympus UK, London, 
UK), and hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) was measured 
with high-performance liquid chromatography (HLC-
723 G7 HPLC systems; Tosoh Corporation., Tokyo, 
Japan). Serum insulin was determined using a sandwich 
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Dynex 
DSX full automatic ELISA analyzer, USA). Insulin 
resistance (IR) was calculated for each patient using 
the homeostasis model assessment insulin resistance 
index (HOMA-IR), fasting plasma glucose (mmol/l) × 
fasting insulin (mIU/mL)/22.5. 

In all statistical analyses, SPSS software version 15.0 
was used. Distributions were tested for normality using 
the Shapiro-Wilk test. The normally distributed variables 
were analyzed with the Student’s t-test, and the data 
variables that did not show a normal distribution were 
compared with the Mann-Whitney U-test. Bivariate 
correlations between nesfatin-1 and several parameters 
were analyzed by Pearson correlation test for normally 
distributed variables. Spearman correlation test was 
used for nonnormally distributed variables. Multiple 
regression analysis was used to exclude the possible 
confounding effect of other variables on the result of 
each correlation analysis. P values less than 0.05 were 
considered statistically significant for all statistical 
analyses. The data for continuous variables were 
presented as mean ± standard deviation.

RESULTS

Demographical characteristics and biochemical values of 
women with GDM and healthy controls are shown in 
Table 1. The participants with GDM and the control 
group were similar in terms of mean age (29.6 ± 5.3 vs. 
27.8 ± 6.0 years, respectively). Serum fasting glucose, 1-h 
glucose after 50-g glucose screening test, 1-h glucose, 
2-h glucose, and 3-h glucose after 100-g oral glucose 
tolerance test, HbA1c, and BMI were higher in women 
with GDM than those in the control group (p < 0.05). 
Fasting insulin and HOMA-IR were similar between 
the two groups. Serum nesfatin-1 concentrations were 
significantly found to be lower in the participants with 
GDM compared to the controls (7.9 ± 2.8 vs. 11.2 ± 
7.7 ng/mL, respectively, p = 0.020, Table 1).
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Table 1. Demographical characteristics and biochemical values of 
controls and women with gestational diabetes

Controls  
(n = 30)

Gestational 
diabetes
(n = 40)

p value

Age, year 27.8 ± 6.0 29.6 ± 5.3 0.242

Gestational age (week) 25.9 ± 1.5 26.2 ± 1.8 0.443

BMI (kg/m2) 28.2 ± 1.5 31.0 ± 5.5 0.018a

Fasting insulin (pmol/l) 55.2 ± 38.0 62.4 ± 38.2 0.441

HOMA-IR 1.4 ± 0.7 2.0 ± 1.7 0.074

50 g OGTT

Glucose 1 h (mmol/l) 6.7 ± 1.7 10.3 ± 2.2 0.000a

100 g OGTT

Glucose 0 h (mmol/l) 4.0 ± 0.4 4.8 ± 0.8 0.001a

Glucose 1 h (mmol/l) 9.1 ± 0.4 11 ± 1.4 0.000a

Glucose 2 h (mmol/l) 7.6 ± 1.9 9.4 ± 2.3 0.000a

Glucose 3 h (mmol/l) 5.7 ± 0.9 6.2 ± 2.2 0.004a

HbA1c (mmol/mol) 32 36 0.004a

(%) 4.8 ± 1.0 5.9 ± 1.1

Nesfatin-1 (ng/mL) 11.2 ± 7.7 7.9 ± 2.8 0.020a

BMI: body mass index; HOMA-IR: homeostasis model assessment insulin resistance index.

a The difference between controls and gestational diabetes was statistically significant (p < 
0.05).

Table 2. Multiple linear regression analysis including nesfatin-1, 
gestational age, BMI, age, fasting plasma glucose, and HOMA-IR

Standardized coefficient
(β) p value

Gestational age 0.021 0.553

Age 0.014 0.197

BMI 0.032 0.048a

Nesfatin-1 -0.026 0.014a

HOMA-IR -0.038 0.423

Fasting plasma glucose 0.008 0.054

β coefficients and p values are given.

Dependent variable; gestational diabetes.

Independent variables; nesfatin-1, gestational age, BMI (body mass index), age, fasting plasma 
glucose, and HOMA-IR (homeostasis model assessment insulin resistance index).

a Statistically significant (p < 0.05).

Table 3. The correlation analyses of nesfatin-1 with some parameters in 
women with gestational diabetes

p value r

Age 0.19 0.09

BMI 0.46 0.12

Fasting insulin 0.14 0.25

Fasting blood glucose 0.80 -0.04

HOMA-IR 0.22 -0.21

1-h glucose (50 g OGTT) 0.18 -0.23

HbA1c 0.308 -0.13

Gestational age 0.015a 0.30

BMI: body mass index; HOMA-IR: homeostasis model assessment index.

a The correlation between nesfatin 1 and gestational age was statistically significant in 

gestational diabetes (p < 0.05).

Multiple linear regression analysis revealed that 
nesfatin-1 was lower in women with GDM independent 
of gestational age, BMI, age, fasting plasma glucose, 
and HOMA-IR (Table 2). Nesfatin-1 levels had 
a statistically significant positive correlation with 
gestational age (r = 0.30, p = 0.015, Table 3). There 
was not any correlation between nesfatin-1 and BMI, 
HOMA-IR, fasting glucose, 1h-glucose after 50-g 
glucose screening test, and HbA1c (p > 0.05).

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we demonstrated that serum 
nesfatin-1 levels at 24-28 weeks of gestation are 
significantly lower in women newly diagnosed with 
GDM compared to healthy pregnant women. In 2010, 
Aydın S. first described the presence of nesfatin-1 
in breast milk (10). In that study, nesfatin-1 was 
investigated in serum, milk, and colostrum of lactating 
women who were diagnosed with GDM and in healthy 
lactating women. Nesfatin-1 was demonstrated to 
be lower in the serum of lactating women diagnosed 
with GDM than that of the control participants. It 
was suggested that the breast tissue was likely to be a 
source of nesfatin-1 just like the central nervous system, 
adipocytes, gastric endocrine cells, and pancreatic 
beta cells. It was also pointed out that this may thus 
be important for growth, energy regulation, and 
maturation of the gastrointestinal system in neonates.

Figure 1. Distribution of serum nesfatin-1 concentration in controls and in 
gestational diabetes. 97 x 54 mm (300 x 300 DPI).
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Clinical significance of nesfatin-1 in various 
metabolic diseases like obesity, Type 2 DM, and insulin 
resistance was demonstrated in several studies in the 
literature, but its effects on GDM are unknown. The 
literature reports only one study about the nesfatin-1 
levels in gestational diabetes. In this study, Aslan 
and cols. assessed both serum and cord blood apelin 
and nesfatin-1 levels in pregnant women with GDM 
and in healthy pregnant women (11). Cord blood 
nesfatin-1 and apelin-36 levels were comparable 
between women with GDM and controls, serum 
apelin-36 concentrations were found to be higher, 
and serum nesfatin-1 concentrations were found to 
be lower in women with GDM compared to controls. 
The designs differ between our study and that study 
in some aspects, including the time of nesfatin-1 
sampling and patient selection. In the study of Aslan 
and cols., the study group was composed of pregnant 
women who were being followed with diagnosis of 
GDM and whose blood glucose levels were strictly 
controlled, whereas our study included pregnant 
women who were newly diagnosed with GDM so that 
none of them were on restricted diets or using insulin 
therapy. Additionally, Aslan and cols. did not point out 
whether the women diagnosed with GDM were using 
an insulin regimen or only following a specific diet. 
They measured nesfatin-1 levels at the time of birth 
before placenta delivery in patients with GDM and in 
controls. Differently, we measured nesfatin-1 at 24-
28 weeks of pregnancy in control and study groups. 
In 2012, Boutsikou and cols. measured cord blood 
nesfatin-1 and insulin concentrations in 40 large (9 
born from diabetic and 31 from non-diabetic mothers) 
and 20 appropriate for gestational age pregnancies 
(12). Cord blood nesfatin-1 concentrations were 
shown to be significantly lower in large gestational age 
pregnancies compared to appropriate for gestational 
age pregnancies. Furthermore, fetal nesfatin-1 
concentrations were found to be elevated in infants 
born from mothers with GDM compared to those 
born from mothers without GDM.

Serum nesfatin-1 levels in obesity and Type 2 DM 
reported in the literature was rather controversial. 
In 2010, Tsuchiya and cols. reported that fasting 
concentrations of nesfatin-1 were significantly lower 
in persons with high BMI compared to non-obese 
participants (13). However, in contrast to this study, 
Ramanjaneya and cols. found increased nesfatin-1 
levels in obese states in both rodents and humans 

in their study (14). In a recent study, Gonzalez and 
cols. demonstrated that nesfatin-1/NUCB2 mRNA 
expression in the pancreatic islets is markedly increased 
in Goto-Kakizaki rats, a model with Type 2 DM, 
characterized by impaired insulin secretion and visceral 
fat accumulation (15).

Involvement of nesfatin-1 in the regulation of insulin 
secretion remains largely unknown. In 2013, Nakata 
and cols. reported that nesfatin-1 exerts its metabolic 
effects partly via promoting insulin release by Ca+2 
influx through L-Type Ca+2 channels independently of 
protein kinase A (PKA) and phospholipase A2 (PLA2) 
so that dysregulation of nesfatin-1 might be implicated 
in metabolic disorders, particularly in Type 2 DM 
(16). In 2010, Su and cols. reported that intravenous 
injection of nesfatin-1 suppresses hyperglycemia in ob/
ob mice by enhancing insulin secretion (17). In another 
study, Li and cols. demonstrated that fasting nesfatin-1 
levels were found to be decreased in persons with Type 
2 DM compared to healthy participants and persons 
with Type 1 DM (8). Additionally, it was pointed out 
that although this result is unclear, nesfatin-1 may be 
a causal factor in diabetic hyperphagia. In 2012, in 
contrast to the study of Li and cols., Zhang and cols. 
demonstrated elevated levels of nesfatin-1 in participants 
with Type 2 DM and with impaired glucose tolerance 
(IGT) compared to controls (18). It was shown that 
plasma nesfatin-1 was positively correlated with BMI, 
HbA1c, fasting blood glucose, fasting plasma insulin, 
and HOMA-IR. In a recent study, Ding and cols. 
revealed that Type 2 DM patients with peripheral 
arterial disease (PAD) exhibited marked lower serum 
nesfatin-1 concentrations than those without PAD. 
They hypothesized that serum nesfatin-1 levels were 
inversely correlated with the development and severity 
of PAD in Type 2 DM patients (19).

Previous studies reveal conflicting data about the 
correlations of nesfatin-1 with metabolic parameters. For 
instance, Zhang and cols. showed that nesfatin-1 was 
positively correlated with BMI, HbA1c, fasting blood 
glucose, fasting insulin, and HOMA-IR in participants 
with newly diagnosed Type 2 DM (18). In contrast to 
that study, Deniz and cols. revealed a negative correlation 
between nesfatin-1 and BMI, fasting blood glucose, and 
HOMA-IR in patients with polycystic ovary syndrome, 
an endocrine disorder commonly presenting with obesity 
and insulin resistance as well as hyperandrogenemia and 
hirsutism (20). Ding and cols. also revealed a negative 
correlation between nesfatin-1 and BMI in their study 
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(19). In the present study, we did not find any correlation 
between nesfatin-1 and fasting glucose, 1-h glucose after 
50-g glucose screening test, 1-h, 2-h, and 3-h glucose 
after 100-g oral glucose tolerance test, HbA1c, HOMA-IR, 
and BMI. We found a significant positive correlation 
between nesfatin-1 and gestational age, contrary to 
the results of the study by Aslan and cols., as they had 
observed a negative correlation between nesfatin-1 and 
gestational age (11).

Because few data are currently present in the 
literature, the circulating levels of nesfatin-1 and its 
correlation with several parameters in GDM are not 
well-known and might require further investigation. 
Measurement of serum nesfatin-1 consecutively during 
the gestation may provide more evidence about the 
role of nesfatin-1 in GDM in future research. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated for the first 
time reduced nesfatin-1 levels at 24-28 weeks of 
pregnancy in women newly diagnosed with gestational 
diabetes. Although the significance of this result is yet 
unclear, it is important because it draws attention to 
nesfatin-1 levels in GDM and may shed light on further 
research in this area.

Funding statement and any grants or fellowships: nothing.

Disclosure: no potential conflict of interest relevant to this article 
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Novel immunoassay for TSH 
measurement in rats

Thalita G. Alves1,2*, Maria Clara de C. Melo1,3*, Teresa S. Kasamatsu1,  
Kelen C. Oliveira1, Janaina Sena de Souza1, Rodrigo Rodrigues da Conceição1,  
Gisele Giannocco1,4, Magnus R. Dias-da-Silva1, Maria Izabel Chiamolera1,3,  
José Gilberto Vieira1,3

ABSTRACT
Measuring thyroid hormones is an important aspect for the study of metabolism and for monitoring 
diseases in both human and animal models. The traditional method for hormone measurement in rats 
is the radioimmunoassay (RIA). However, the RIA is associated with some practical disadvantages, 
including the use of radioactive material, the need for specialized equipment and expert staff, the 
short shelf-life of kits according to the half-life of the radioisotope and high costs. The objective of this 
study was to develop a new cost-effective method for measuring TSH levels in rats that avoids the 
use of radioactive material. We developed an in-house competitive immunoassay using a reference 
standard, polyclonal antibody produced in rabbits and biotinylated antigen. This method was tested 
in 64 Wistar rats that were divided into a control group (n = 41) and a group with hypothyroidism 
(n = 23). Our assay demonstrated an analytical sensitivity of 0.24 ng/mL (n = 12) and an intra-assay 
coefficient of variation (CV) of 8.9% for sera with TSH levels of 1.5 ng/mL and 13.2% for sera with 
TSH levels of 17.5 ng/mL (n = 14). The inter-assay CV was 13.5% for sera with TSH levels of 1.4 ng/
mL and 14.5% for TSH levels of 18.2 ng/mL (n = 5). The analysis of mean TSH levels in control rats 
(5.06 ± 0.5701) and hypothyroid rats (51.09 ± 5.136) revealed a statistically significant difference (p < 
0.001) between the groups. This method showed good sensitivity, can be automated and is low-cost 
compared with RIA. Our method offers a viable alternative for TSH measurement in rats. Arch Endocrinol 
Metab. 2017;61(5):460-3

Keywords
Immunoassay; rats; TSH

INTRODUCTION

H ormone measurement is an important 
component for the study of metabolism, analysis 

of diseases and as a parameter of health assessments. 
Of the different hormone assays, immunological assays 
have become standard due to several advantages: they 
offer great specificity and potentially high sensitivity 
and present with ease of use and wide-ranging 
applications (1). Immunological assays are largely used 
for measuring biologically active compounds present 
in low concentrations, such as hormones, proteins, 
drugs and microorganisms. In this context, the most 
commonly used techniques are radioactively labeled 
competitive and non-competitive immunoassays (RIA, 
IRMA), which are highly sensitive and precise but 
are also associated with several disadvantages. Among 
the drawbacks, the use of radioactive tracers is of 
most concern because they present a health hazard, 
require special attention for handling, well-trained staff 

and well-defined waste storage. Moreover, because 
radioisotopes have a limited half-life, kits have limited 
shelf lives, and radioactive counting can be time-
consuming and requires expensive instrumentation. 
Because of these issues, alternative immunoassays 
(competitive or non-competitive) have been developed 
using alternative labels such as enzymes (EIA, ELISA), 
luminescent compounds, fluorescent probes (IFMA, 
FIA) and metals. Assays that use alternative tracers 
offer similar or better sensitivity than that of IRMA 
and RIA. Importantly, avoidance of radiation is a major 
advantage.

Several immunoassays for measuring hormones 
have been described, and the most commonly used 
technique for the measurement of rat serum is the 
radioimmunoassay (RIA), which is associated with 
the disadvantages described above (2). In addition, 
commercial kits are costly, and their shelf life depends 
on the half-life of the radioisotope. Therefore, 
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development of new assays that do not use radioisotopes 
is needed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Assay development

We developed an in-house competitive immunoassay 
using rat TSH extracted from pituitary gland as a 
standard, polyclonal antibody produced in rabbits 
against rat TSH and biotinylated TSH from the same 
source (National Institute of Diabetes & Digestive & 
Kidney Diseases, NIDDK). Rat thyroid-stimulating 
hormone was prepared at a concentration of 50 µg/mL, 
after which it was biotinylated using the EZ-link-Sulfo-
NHS-LC-Biotin kit according to the manufacturer’s 
protocol (Thermo Scientific). A six-value curve was 
constructed from serial dilution of standard rat TSH in 
bovine fetal serum at the following concentrations: 100, 
25, 6.25, 1.56, 0.39 and 0 ng/mL. The standards, rat 
sera used as controls and test samples were incubated 
with a rabbit polyclonal antibody provided by NIDDK. 
After 24 h of incubation at 4°C, biotinylated TSH was 
added to tubes at a dilution of 1:1000. After another 
24 h incubation at 4°C, samples were transferred to 
a microtiter plate (Fluoronunc, Nunc, Roskilde, 
Denmark) that was previously adsorbed with an anti-
rabbit IgG monoclonal antibody (D4P4) produced by 
our laboratory (monoclonal antibody, 2 µg/well). After 
a 4-h incubation at room temperature and subsequent 
washing (Tris-HCl 50 mM with 0.5% BSA and 0.1% 
gamma-globulin), a solution of streptavidin-europium 
was added (200 µL/well). Finally, after incubation 
for 30 min at room temperature, plate was washed 12 
times with buffer, and an enhancement solution was 
added (200 µL/well, Delfia Enhancement Solution, 
Perkin-Elmer, Turku, Finland). The plate was then read 
by time-synchronized fluorometry in a Victor3 time-
resolved fluorometer (Perkin-Elmer, Turku, Finland). 
The amount of analyte was calculated based on the 
standard curve, and the results are expressed in ng/mL.

Animals

To test our method, we measured the serum TSH 
levels of 64 adult male Wistar rats (200-250 g) from 
the animal facility of the Institute of Pharmacology 
of Unifesp (Infar). Rats were kept under standard 
conditions for temperature (25 ± 1°C) and light/dark 

cycle (12/12 hours per day). Drinking water and food 
were provided ad libitum. Animals were divided into 
two experimental groups: a control group and a group 
with hypothyroidism. The hypothyroidism group 
consisted of 23 animals that were subjected to total 
thyroidectomy followed by methimazole treatment 
for 20 days. The control group consisted of 41 rats 
subjected to sham surgery.

Statistical analysis

All results are presented as mean values ± standard 
error of the mean. Statistical analysis was performed 
in Graph Pad Prism® version 5 software for Windows. 
First, the Shapiro-Wilk normality test was performed to 
verify normality of the distribution of the two sample 
groups. Non-parametric distribution was observed in 
the two groups, and thus a Mann-Whitney test was 
used to compare control and hypothyroidism groups. 
For all analyses, a significance threshold of p < 0.05 was 
assumed.

Ethics

All procedures were performed in accordance with 
the Brazilian College of Animal Experimentation and 
were approved by the Bioethical Commission of the 
Universidade Federal de São Paulo (Unifesp) (protocol 
number 5097101316).

RESULTS

Analytical sensitivity was determined using TSH 
stripped fetal bovine serum (FBS). FBS was measured 
multiple times, from which we calculated mean 
and standard deviation. Sensitivity was defined by 
the concentration corresponding to the mean - 2 
standard deviations of the latter measurements. A 
95% confidence interval was obtained, and the limit 
was defined by doubling the standard deviation. The 
new assay showed sensitivity of 0.24 ng/mL (n = 12). 
Intra-assay CV was 8.9% for sera with TSH levels of 
1.5 ng/mL and 13.2% for sera with TSH levels of 17.5 
ng/mL (n = 14). Inter-assay CV was 13.5% for sera 
with TSH levels of 1.4 ng/mL and 14.5% for sera with 
TSH levels of 18.2 ng/mL (n = 5). The values in the 
control rats ranged between 0.81 and 19.50 ng/mL, 
whereas the values in hypothyroid rats ranged between 
15 and > 100 ng/mL.
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Linearity of our assay was tested by serial dilution of 
a hypothyroid rat serum (36 ng/mL), which produced 
a value of R2 = 0.97. The analysis of mean TSH obtained 
from control rat sera (5.06 ± 0.5701) and hypothyroid 
rat sera (51.09 ± 5.136) showed statistically significant 
differences (p < 0.001) between the groups.

To verify cross-reaction with the antibody used 
in our test, sera from different species were tested: 
FBS, mouse, rabbit, horse and primate. Rabbit serum 
interferes significantly in the assay, although sheep and 
horse also have some interference, generating a lower 
reading signal. Then, we used standard TSH to create 
curves using these different matrices, to identify if 
assay sensitivity could be improved. Curves in FBS and 
in buffer with 5% BSA are the most sensitive, although 
FBS remains the best matrix since, in buffer, the 
curve is slightly shifted to the right, indicating lower 
analytical sensitivity. Horse and sheep sera are much 
less sensitive (data not shown).

As a recovery test we used three sera samples with 
different TSH concentrations and added 50 ng of the 
standard in the two matrices. 

including endocrinology (3). Therefore, more sensitive 
and specific tests in animal field could increase the 
frequency of testing and, consequently, detection of 
thyroid conditions, with the possibility of detecting 
degrees of thyroid dysfunction in research animals.

In this study, we developed a new solid-phase 
fluorometric immunoassay for measuring TSH in 
rats that does not use radioactive material. The lack 
of radioactive material offers a considerable advantage 
because handling radioactive material presents a health 
hazard for researchers, and the assay shelf life is not 
constrained by the half-life of the radioisotope. Our 
method shows good sensitivity, can be automated, 
and with its low operational cost offers considerable 
advantages compared with traditional RIA methods. 
Additionally, as NIDDK reagents are the same as those 
used in the traditional RIA, following recommendations 
in ATA Guidelines for thyroid hormone investigation 
in rodents and cell models (2), this assay can be 
compared with available data in the literature.

However, our method has some limitations. In 
recovery test, all samples recovered above the expected 
(data not shown). One reason that should be taken in 
consideration is the fact that the standard originates 
from rat pituitary. Unfortunately, there is no source of 
rat serum TSH to use as the standard for assembling 
the immunoassay, forcing us to use pituitary TSH. The 
antibody used in the assay was also produced against 
pituitary TSH, and, probably, recognizing it more 
specifically and with greater affinity than serum TSH. 
For this reason, the assay shows high recovery. This is 
a limitation of experimental design, since all the assay 
reagents are derived from pituitary TSH, that has a 
different immunogenic structure than rat serum TSH.

More studies measuring TSH levels in rats with 
hyperthyroidism should be conducted. Nevertheless, 
the method described here offers an effective alternative 
for TSH measurement in rats.
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Figure 1. Mean TSH levels (± SEM) measured using a novel 
fluoroimmunoassay in 41 control and 23 rats with hypothyroidism. Dashed 
line indicates the lower limit of detection of the assay.

DISCUSSION

Measurement of TSH levels is useful for clinical 
evaluation of human patients, as small changes in free 
thyroid hormone levels lead to greater changes in TSH 
levels. Serum TSH is considered the single most reliable 
diagnostic test for all common forms of hypothyroidism 
and hyperthyroidism. Animal research has played a 
vital part in medical and biomedical research and has 
led to important scientific discoveries in many fields, 
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Serum ghrelin levels in papillary 
thyroid carcinoma 

Bekir Ucan1, Mustafa Sahin2, Muhammed Kizilgul1, Mustafa Ozbek1,  
Seyda Ozdemir3, Mustafa Calıskan1, Erman Cakal1

ABSTRACT
Objective: Ghrelin plays a role in several processes of cancer progression, and numerous cancer 
types express ghrelin and its receptor. We aimed to investigate serum levels of ghrelin in patients 
with papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) and its association with the prognostic factors in PTC. Mate-
rials and methods: We enrolled 54 patients with thyroid cancer (7 male, 47 female) and 24 healthy 
controls (6 male, 18 female) in the study. We compared demographic, anthropometric, and biochemi-
cal data, and serum ghrelin levels between the groups. Serum ghrelin levels were measured using 
as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Results: Ghrelin levels were similar between the groups, 
but plasma ghrelin levels were significantly higher in tumors larger than 1 cm diameter compared 
with papillary microcarcinomas. Serum ghrelin levels also correlated with tumor size (r = 0.499;  
p < 0.001). Body mass index, thyroid-stimulating hormone, and HOMA-IR levels were similar be-
tween the groups. There were no statistically significant differences regarding average age and other 
prognostic parameters including lymph node invasion, capsule invasion, multifocality and surgical 
border invasion between patients with microcarcinoma and tumors larger than 1 cm. Conclusion: 
In our study, no significant difference in serum ghrelin levels was determined between patients with 
papillary thyroid cancer and healthy controls however, serum ghrelin levels were higher in tumors 
larger than 1 cm compared to in those with thyroid papillary microcarcinoma. Arch Endocrinol Metab. 
2017;61(5):464-9
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INTRODUCTION

G hrelin, a 28-amino acid peptide hormone, was 
discovered in 1999 as the endogenous ligand for 

the growth hormone secretagogue/ghrelin receptor 
(GHS-R) (1). Ghrelin has well-documented systemic 
actions including stimulation of gastrointestinal system 
motility; gastric acid secretion; regulation of sleep, taste 
sensation, and reward-seeking behavior; modulation 
of glucose metabolism; suppression of brown fat 
thermogenesis; regulation of stress and anxiety; 
prevention of muscle atrophy; and improvement of 
cardiovascular functions such as vasodilatation and 
cardiac contractility (2). Ghrelin was implicated in 
several processes of cancer progression including cell 
proliferation, cell migration and invasion, angiogenesis, 
and apoptosis, probably via an autocrine/paracrine 
mechanism. Pituitary adenomas, gut carcinoids, 
endocrine pancreatic, ovarian, endometrial, testicular, 
adrenocortical, prostate, renal, lung, and breast cancer 
were demonstrated to express ghrelin. Some reports 
demonstrated that ghrelin may have an inhibitory 

effect in the proliferation of some cancer types, 
including thyroid, prostate, and breast cancer, and 
small cell lung carcinoma (3). Thyroid follicular/
parafollicular and thyroid carcinoma cells also express 
ghrelin (4). The effect of thyroid hormone status on 
serum ghrelin concentrations was investigated in some 
studies. Malandrino and cols. observed that plasma 
ghrelin levels were significantly higher in patients 
with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis after the levothyroxine 
treatment maintaining euthyroid state (5). Ruchala and 
cols. demonstrated ghrelin levels varied depending on 
hyperthyroid, hypothyroid or euthyroid state in the 
same patients (6). Biyikli and cols. demonstrated lower 
ghrelin levels in patients with euthyroid hashimoto  
thyroiditis (7). 

Circulating ghrelin levels were demonstrated as 
higher in a range of cancer types including colon cancer 
(8), prostate carcinoma (9), ovarian carcinoma (10), 
and hepatocellular carcinoma (11) however, no studies 
have evaluated serum ghrelin levels in papillary thyroid 
carcinoma. We aimed to investigate serum levels of ghrelin 
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in patients with papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) and its 
association with the prognostic factors in PTC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study population

Fifty-four patients (7 male, 47 female) with PTC and 24 
age-, sex-, and body mass index (BMI)-matched controls 
(6 male, 18 female) were included in the study. The mean 
age of the patients was 42.4 ± 10.1 years and the control 
group was 42.5 ± 8.9 years. Ethics committee approval 
and written informed consent of participants were 
obtained before the study. Histopathologic documents 
confirmed the diagnosis of PTC. Blood was collected 
from patients with thyroid cancer before surgery and 
from healthy individuals as the controls. Subjects with 
other cancers and autoimmune disorders, hypertension, 
hepatic or renal dysfunction, diabetes mellitus, or any 
other inflammatory or medical condition were excluded. 

Clinical, biochemical, and hormonal measurements

Weight, height, waist circumference (WC), hip 
circumference (HC), and systolic and diastolic blood 
pressure (BP) were measured. WC was determined 
by measuring the narrowest point between the costal 
margin and iliac crest at the end of a normal expiration. 
BMI was calculated as weight (kg)/height (m)2. 
After an 8-12 hour overnight fast, venipuncture was 
performed between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. and blood 
samples were collected into plain tubes. Blood samples 
were centrifuged at 2500 g for 15 min within 30 min 
of collection, and serum samples were stored at –80°C 
until required for analysis. Serum levels of glucose, 
insulin, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), 
high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), 
thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH), free T4 (fT4), 
antithyroglobulin (Anti-Tg) and antithyroid peroxidase 
(Anti-TPO) were also measured. The normal range for 
fT4 was 0.74-1.52 ng/dL. TSH levels ranging between 
0.55-4.78 mIU/L was considered normal and normal 
ranges for anti-Tg and anti-TPO are 0-40 IU/mL and 
0-35 IU/mL, respectively.

Determination of ghrelin in plasma

Blood samples were collected into EDTA-containing 
tubes and then aprotinin (Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, 
California, USA) was added immediately. The blood 
was centrifuged at 1600 x g for 15 minutes; after 

separation of the plasma, it was stored at −80°C until 
the ghrelin assess ment. Measurements of ghrelin were 
per formed in an EPOCH system (BioTek Instruments, 
Inc, USA) using a com mercially available enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (Phoenix 
Pharmaceuticals, California, USA) following the 
manufacturers’ instructions. The test range of the 
ghrelin ELISA kit was 0-100 ng/mL. The specimens 
were run together in the same experiment. 

Statistical analysis

The descriptive values for the data obtained are expressed 
as mean ± SD, numbers, and percentage frequencies. 
Normality was tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test. In addition, the differences between the groups 
were analyzed using the appropriate Chi-square test. 
The relationships between individual numeric properties 
were reviewed using Pearson’s correlation analysis in 
the patient and control groups. p ≤ 0.05 was used as the 
level of statistical significance and IBM SPSS 20.0 was 
used to process the calculations.

RESULTS

Fifty-four patients with PTC (mean age: 42.4 ± 10.1 
years) and 24 age-, sex-, and BMI matched controls 
(mean age: 42.5 ± 8.9 years) were enrolled in the 
study. BMI, WC, TSH levels and insulin resistance 
(HOMA-IR) were similar between the groups. There 
was no statistically significant difference in ghrelin levels 
between patients and controls (p > 0.05) (Table 1). 
The mean 25-hydroxyvitamin D3  levels were similar 
between both groups (p > 0.05) (Table 1). Plasma 
ghrelin levels were significantly higher in tumors larger 
than 1 cm diameter when compared with papillary 
microcarcinomas (p = 0.011) (Table 2). There were no 
statistically significant differences regarding average age 
and other prognostic parameters including lymph node 
invasion, capsule invasion, multifocality and surgical 
border invasion between patients with microcarcinoma 
and tumors larger than 1 cm (Table 2). Plasma ghrelin 
levels were correlated with tumor size (r = 0.499; p < 
0.001) (Figure 1). Ghrelin levels were not correlated 
with other parameters including insulin level, fasting 
plasma glucose, waist circumference, BMI, TSH, 
25-hydroxyvitamin D3  level, and age. The proportion 
of Anti-Tg and Anti-TPO positivity between group with 
tumor < 1 cm versus group with tumor > 1 cm were 
similar
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Table 1. Clinical and laboratory characteristics of patients with thyroid cancer compared with controls

  Controls n = 24 Patients n = 54 P

Age (years) 42.5 ± 9 42.4 ± 10 NS

BMI (kg/m²) 28.6 ± 2.5 29.1 ± 5.6 NS

Waist (cm) 96.3 ± 12.1 96.4 ± 12.8 NS

Waist/hip ratio 0.90 ± 0.04 0.91 ± 0.07 NS

Gender

Male 6 7 NS

Female 18 47

Ghrelin (ng/mL) 44.1 (26-144) 46.9 (28-141) NS

Fasting glucose, mg/dL 85 ± 10 87 ± 20 NS

Insulin (mIU/L) 12.7 (5.7-19.7) 11.3 (9.8-12.7) NS

HOMA-IR (%) 2.96 (0.9-5) 2.5 (2.1-2.9) NS

Total cholesterol, mg/dL 193 ± 39 207 ± 41 NS

Plasma triglycerides, mg/dL 136 ± 17 145 ± 10 NS

High density lipoprotein cholesterol (mg/dL) 48 ± 10 52 ± 11 NS

Low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (mg/dL) 118 ± 33 120 ± 39 NS

Calcium (mg/dL) 9.6 ± 0.5 9.2 ± 0.7 0.035

Serum phosphorus (mg/dL) 3.4 ± 0.4 3.6 ± 0.8 NS

Vitamin D3 (ng/mL) 16.6 ± 6 14.2 ± 7 NS

TSH (mIU/L) 1.8 (1.4-2.2) 2.3 (1.8-2.8) NS

Anti-TPO (IU/mL) 104 (22-186) 135 (20-292) NS

Anti-Tg (IU/mL) 45 (8.5-82) 45 (22.1-67.8) NS

BMI: body mass index; Anti-Tg: antithyroglobulin; Anti-TPO: antithyroid peroxidase; TSH: thyroid stimulating hormone T4 thyroxine; HOMA-IR: Homeostasis model assessment for insulin resistance.

DISCUSSION

Ghrelin was initially isolated from the stomach and 
demonstrated to robustly stimulate hormone secretion 
from the anterior pituitary (1). It is well-documented 
that ghrelin and its receptor, the growth hormone 
secretagogue receptor (GHSR), are expressed in a 
broad array of normal tissues and cancer types, and 
they are considered to function as autocrine/paracrine 
growth factors. Ghrelin stimulates proliferation in 
a range of cancer cells, including human hepatoma 
(12), human erythroleukemia (13), adrenocortical 
carcinoma (14), pancreatic adenocarcinoma (15), 
colorectal cancer (16), choriocarcinoma (17), prostate 
cancer (18), breast cancer (19), and endometrial cancer 
cell lines (20). Ghrelin regulates apoptosis in cancer. It 
was shown that ghrelin treatment inhibited apoptosis 
in endometrial cancer (20), pheochromocytoma (21), 
and adrenocortical carcinoma cell lines (22). Ghrelin 
stimulates cell migration and invasion in pancreatic cell 
lines (15), colorectal cell lines (16), and astrocytoma 
cells (23).

Nikolopoulos and cols. observed that patients 
with colon cancer had significantly higher levels of 

total serum ghrelin. Patients with end-stage disease 
and patients with poorly differentiated tumors had 
statistically significantly higher serum total ghrelin 
levels (8). In contrast to this finding, a study 
demonstrated that serum ghrelin levels were lower 
in patients with colorectal carcinoma compared 
with healthy controls, and patients with end-stage 
disease had lower ghrelin levels (24). Serum levels 
of active ghrelin were significantly higher in patients 
with prostate (18), ovarian (10), and hepatocellular 
carcinoma (11). Major hyperghrelinemia was observed 
in end-stage well-differentiated neuroendocrine 
carcinomas (25). Corbetta and cols. indicated that 
plasma ghrelin concentrations in patients with 
gastroenteropancreatic tumors were similar to healthy 
controls (26). Lin and cols. demonstrated that ghrelin 
could activate Snail function, thus promoting renal 
cell carcinoma metastasis, and was associated with 
unfavorable prognosis (27). Altogether, although 
there have been a few studies with conflicting results, 
most studies demonstrated that several cancer tissues 
expressed and released ghrelin, and it played a role in 
cancer progression.
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Ghrelin expression in the thyroid is related to 
follicular and parafollicular cells. The association between 
ghrelin and thyroid cancer has been investigated in a 
few preclinical and clinical studies. Thyroid carcinomas 
(medullar, follicular, and papillary) in rats were 
demonstrated to express ghrelin (28). Ghrelin and 
GHSR were expressed in human thyroid carcinoma 
cells (4,29). Volante and cols. also showed that cell 
proliferation of thyroid carcinoma cells was inhibited by 
ghrelin (29). Another study demonstrated that although 
ghrelin alone did not stimulate cell proliferation in 
thyroid cell lines, it augmented the effects of thyroid 
stimulating hormone on cell proliferation (30). A recent 
study demonstrated that ghrelin expression was similar 
in patients with medullary cancer, papillary cancer, and 
nodular goiter (31). Karaoglu and cols. indicated that 
ghrelin tissue levels were lower in papillary carcinoma 
cells compared with non-cancerous thyroid tissues 
(32). Morpurgo and cols. reported that ghrelin levels 
were similar in patients with medullary thyroid cancer 
and healthy controls (33). We found that ghrelin 
levels were similar in patients with PTC and controls; 
however, ghrelin levels were higher in patients with 
tumor size larger than 1cm compared with papillary 
microcarcinoma. The prognostic importance of tumor 
size in PTC is well documented (34). 

Endogenous ghrelin stimulates the release of GH, 
which regulates IGF-1 concentrations (35,36). IGF-1 has 
mitogenic and antiapoptotic properties (37). Thyroid 
carcinoma cell lines contain IGF-1 receptors (38). GH 
might also exert a mitogenic effect by directly inducing 
c-myc expression (39). In light of this information, we 
aimed to investigate serum ghrelin levels in papillary 
thyroid cancer and its association with prognostic factors. 
We found no difference in ghrelin levels; however, serum 
ghrelin levels were correlated with tumor size, which is 
known as an important prognostic factor.

Additionally, decreased vitamin D deficiency and 
increased HOMA-IR index have been found associated 
with thyroid cancer (40). Therefore, we evaluated levels of 
vitamin D3 and the HOMA-IR index. However, we found 
no relationship between ghrelin and these parameters.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study 
to investigate serum ghrelin levels in patients with PTC. 
There are some minor limitations to this study such 
as the relatively small sample size and its single-center 
design. The presence of thyroiditis could have some 
influence in ghrelin levels however, it wasn’t analyzed. 
Additionally, we did not investigate ghrelin receptor 

Figure 1. Correlation of tumor size with plasma ghrelin levels. 
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Table 2. Comparison of clinical features and prognostic factors according 
to tumor size

Group with 
tumor size  

< 1 cm

Group with 
tumor size  

> 1 cm
p-value

Age (years) 41.66 ± 10.52 43.07 ± 9.91 0.615

Gender

F 25 22
0.224

M 2 5

Central lymph node positivity

Yes 9 11
0.573

No 18 16

Capsule invasion

Yes 3 6
0.273

No 24 21

Multifocality

Yes 5 11
0.073

No 22 16

Lymphadenopathy

Yes 4 5
0.668

No 23 21

Surgical border invasion

Yes 0 2
0.149

No 27 25

Ghrelin (ng/mL) 374.63 ± 105.66 507.26 ± 237.48 0.011

Tumor Size (cm) 0.56 ± 0.26 2.34 ± 1.19 < 0.0001

TSH (mIU/L) 1.61 (0.01-9.90) 1.11 (0.02-28.80) 0.572

FT4 (ng/dL) 1.09 (0.82-1.44) 1.27 (0.50-1.97) 0.169

Anti TPO (IU/mL)
39.00 (1.14-

1300.00)
33.30 (0.80-

1000.00)
0.916

Anti-Tg (IU/mL)
30.00 (10.00-

336.00)
20.00 (0.90-

500.00)
0.375
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expression and its association with plasma ghrelin levels, 
which would have increased the strength of our study.

In conclusion, no significant difference in serum 
ghrelin levels was determined between patients with 
papillary thyroid cancer and healthy controls however, 
serum ghrelin levels were higher in patients with 
papillary thyroid cancer with larger tumor size. Further 
prospective studies investigating ghrelin expression and 
its association with serum ghrelin levels could be helpful 
to clarify this issue. 
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Screening tests for distal symmetrical 
polyneuropathy in Latin American 
patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus

Nicolás Gómez-Banoy1, Virginia Cuevas1, Fernando Soler1, 
Maria Fernanda Pineda1, Ismena Mockus1

ABSTRACT
Objective: This cross sectional study intended to evaluate two bedside tests (Neuropad and VibraTip) 
as screening tools for distal symmetrical polyneuropathy (DSPN) in Latin American patients with type 
2 diabetes mellitus (T2D). Subjects and methods: Ninety-three Colombian patients diagnosed with 
T2D were recruited. Anthropometric variables, glycemic control parameters, lipid profile and renal 
function were assessed for each patient. DSPN was defined by a Michigan Neuropathy Screening 
Instrument (MNSI) clinical score greater than 2. Both Neuropad and Vibratip tests were applied 
to each patient. Contingency analyses were performed to evaluate the diagnostic power of both 
tools. Results: The prevalence of DSPN determined clinically by MNSI was 25.8%. DSPN in these 
patients was associated with age, worsening renal function, and insulin treatment. The sensitivity 
and specificity of the Neuropad test for DSPN was 66.6% and 63% respectively. Its negative predictive 
value (NPV) was 84.6%. The VibraTip test exhibited a sensitivity of 54.1% and specificity of 91.3%, with 
a NPV of 85.1%. Conclusion: Neuropad and VibraTip are reliable screening tools for DSPN in Latin 
American population. VibraTip presents a considerable diagnostic power for DSPN in this population. 
Further studies regarding the cost-effectiveness of these tools in clinical practice are needed. Arch 
Endocrinol Metab. 2017;61(5):470-5
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INTRODUCTION

D iabetic neuropathy (DN) is a common micro-
vascular complication of type 2 diabetes mellitus 

(T2D). It is estimated that DN affects 26-47% of 
diabetes patients in the United States, and it comprises 
a wide variety of clinical syndromes (1). Specifically, 
distal symmetrical polyneuropathy (DSPN) is the most 
common presentation of DN, and it accounts for 50% 
of neuropathies associated to diabetes (2). In Latin 
America, the prevalence of DN has been reported 
around 55% in some countries (3), and in Colombia it 
is present in 68% of hospitalized T2D patients (4). 

The diagnosis of DSPN is primarily clinical, 
involving a detailed medical history and neurological 
examination. The Toronto Consensus Panel on Diabetic 
Neuropathy defined specific diagnostic criteria based on 
various signs and symptoms (5), however standardized 
tests and questionnaires have been developed and are 
frequently used in clinical practice. One of this is the 
Michigan Neuropathy Screening Instrument (MNSI), 
which consists of a self-administered questionnaire and 
a 5-item physical examination. This tool has been widely 

validated (6,7) and used to determine the presence of 
peripheral diabetic neuropathy in various longitudinal 
studies (8). 

In order to improve the diagnosis and screening 
of peripheral neuropathy in T2D patients, new tests 
have been developed in the last years (9). Among 
these, Neuropad and VibraTip are characterized by 
being bedside, simple and accessible tools to evaluate 
the presence of small fiber and large fiber dysfunction 
respectively. Neuropad is a test designed to measure 
sudomotor dysfunction in the foot through a cobalt 
II salt-impregnated patch applied to the soles’ skin. 
The reaction from the water produced in the sweat 
glands and the mentioned chemical will gradually 
change the color of the patch from blue to pink. The 
Neuropad has been evaluated extensively in European 
T2D patients as a reliable screening test for DSPN 
(10). The VibraTip is a handheld device designed to 
test vibration perception by producing stimulus of 128 
Hz; it has been validated as a useful test for diabetic 
neuropathy screening in European patients with T2D 
(11). Due to the potential usefulness of both Neuropad 
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and VibraTip in outpatient clinical practice, and the 
limited data regarding the validity of these tests in Latin 
American patients, we sought to evaluate the diagnostic 
performance of Neuropad and VibraTip for DSPN in 
Colombian patients with T2D. 

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Patients

The patients considered for this study were outpatients 
belonging to the “Program for the Prevention of 
Diabetes Complications” of the Lipids and Diabetes 
Laboratory, Faculty of Medicine, National University 
of Colombia. The study was conducted in the premises 
of the National University of Colombia, once approved 
by the institutional Ethics Committee in accordance 
with the Helsinki Declaration. All patients were 
diagnosed with T2D based on the American Diabetes 
Association (ADA) criteria (12). Exclusion criteria 
included diagnosed or established neuropathy from 
other etiology (according to clinical history), active 
neoplastic or autoimmune disease, acute exacerbation 
of chronic disease, pregnancy, and age under 18. 

Physical examination and general tests 

During a period of two months, each patient received 
their usual follow-up medical exam, during which 
anthropometric variables, body mass index (BMI)  
(kg/m2) and waist circumference (cm) were 
determined. Blood pressure (mmHg) was determined 
clinically with a mercury sphygmomanometer. Results 
from their routine metabolic and lipid profile were 
assessed: plasma glucose (mg/dL), triglycerides  
(mg/dL), total cholesterol (mg/dL), HDL 
cholesterol (mg/dL), and serum creatinine (mg/dL). 
LDL cholesterol was calculated using the Friedewald 
formula (13). Haemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) was 
reported in NGSP units (%) and in IFCC units 
(mmol/mol). All laboratory exams were determined 
from blood samples taken after an 8 hour fast, in a 
range of 1 to 3 days previous to medical consultation. 
Estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) was 
calculated using the Chronic Kidney Disease 
Epidemiology Collaboration (CKD-EPI) equation as 
recommended by current guidelines (14). 

On the same day of medical examination, the 
objectives and procedures of the study were explained 
to each patient, and a signed informed consent form 

was obtained from all participants. Patients were then 
asked to answer the MNSI 15 – item symptom-based 
questionnaire. According to previous validation studies, 
if the summing of abnormal answers was greater 
than 7, the questionnaire was considered positive 
for DSPN (15). Afterwards, participants underwent 
neurological examination of both feet based on the 
MNSI clinical test, involving: 1) inspection to detect 
deformities, dry skin, calluses, infection, 2) inspection 
to detect ulcerations, 3) grading of ankle reflexes,  
4) assessment of vibration perception at great toe, and 
5) 10-g monofilament testing. Each foot was examined 
individually. Previous validation studies established 
a maximum score of 8 for the MNSI (15); however, 
they did not include the 10-g monofilament test. Here, 
we established a maximum possible score of 10, in 
accordance with recent epidemiological studies (8,16). 
In this analysis, the presence of DSPN was defined by 
a score greater than 2 (> 2) in the clinical examination 
component of MNSI (8). 

Neuropad and VibraTip tests 

The Neuropad and VibraTip tests were performed by 
two qualified primary-care physicians blinded to results 
of the MNSI. 

For Neuropad testing, patients were asked to remove 
their footwear and socks 10 minutes before applying a 
Neuropad patch to each of their soles, in a callus-free 
area between first and second metatarsal head. A test 
was considered positive for DSPN if the patch remained 
completely blue or had a patchy appearance 10 minutes 
after application in one or both soles. 

For the VibraTip test, the physician touched the 
hallux of each foot twice with the device. In one of the 
touches, a vibratory stimulus would be applied. Then, 
the patient was asked in which of the two he/she felt 
a vibration. A test was considered positive for DSPN if 
the patient failed to detect the vibratory stimuli in one 
or both feet (11). 

Statistical analysis

Data are presented as means ± standard deviation 
(SD). Statistical Analyses were conducted using the 
Prism 6.0e software for Mac (GraphPad Software, Inc). 
Patients were divided into two groups for comparison: 
subjects with clinical DSPN (MNSI > 2) and subjects 
without DSPN (MNSI ≤ 2). A student’s T test was 
used to compare the means of important variables in 
both groups. To compare proportions between both 
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groups, a Chi-square test was performed. Measures of 
diagnostic performance (sensitivity, specificity, negative 
and positive predictive values) were calculated as 
previously described (17). All tests were two-tailed. A p 
value of less than 0.05 was considered significant. 

RESULTS 

DSPN prevalence and clinical characteristics of the 
population 

Of the 120 eligible patients belonging to the “Program 
for the Prevention of Diabetes Complications”, 93 
matched with the inclusion and exclusion criteria 
and were included in the present study. Table 1 
shows the demographic and clinical characteristics 
of the participants. Fifty-two men and 41 women 
participated. Mean age at the time of the study was 
70.8 ± 7.7 years. The prevalence of neuropathy was 
25.8% (24 out of 93 patients presented a MNSI 
clinical score > 2). Men presented with a prevalence 
of 30.7% whereas women had 19.5%, with no 
statistical difference between both groups (p = 0.218). 
Regarding the MNSI symptom-based questionnaire, 

only 4.3% of patients had a score greater than 7. The 
proportion of patients with evidence of CKD (eGFR 
< 60) was 21.5%. The duration of T2D in the overall 
population was 10 ± 8.2 years. Patients with DSPN 
presented slightly longer T2D duration than patients 
without DSPN, but the difference was not significant 
(p = 0.27). 

Also, the presence of DSPN was associated with 
increasing age (p < 0.001), increased creatinine values 
(p < 0.001), lower eGFR (p < 0.001), and higher 
urinary albumin excretion (p < 0.05). In terms of 
medication usage, DSPN was associated with insulin 
treatment (p < 0.01), and usage of angiotensin receptor 
blockers (ARB) (p < 0.05). 

Diagnostic performance of Neuropad and VibraTip 

A total of 41 patients presented an abnormal Neuropad 
test. In patients without clinical DSPN (MNSI ≤ 2) 
36.2% presented abnormal Neuropad test, whereas 
in patients presenting clinical DSPN (MNSI > 2) the 
proportion was 66.6% (p < 0.05). Table 2 depicts the 
diagnostic utility of the Neuropad test for DSPN. The 
specificity and sensitivity are very similar, and it presents 
a high negative predictive value (NVP). 

Table 1. Clinical characteristics of total T2D patients and patients with and without neuropathy 

All patients (n = 93) Patients with neuropathy 
(MNSI > 2)

Patients without 
neuropathy (MNSI ≤ 2) p

Age (years) 70.8 ± 7.7 75.8 ± 7.3 69.1 ± 7 < 0.001

T2D duration (years) 10.0 ± 8.2 11.5 ± 7.5 9.4 ± 8.4 0.27

Hemoglobin A1C (%) 7.3 ± 1.4 7.5 ± 1.1 7.2 ± 1.5 0.376

Fasting plasma glucose (mg/dL) 130 ± 43 129 ± 35 130 ± 45 0.9241

Triglycerides (mg/dL) 149 ± 55 151 ± 50 148 ± 56 0.829

Total cholesterol (mg/dL) 172 ± 36 170 ± 27 173 ± 38 0.705

HDL cholesterol (mg/dL) 41.9 ± 7.2 40.8 ± 5.8 42.3 ± 7.6 0.392

LDL cholesterol (mg/dL) 100.5 ± 31.9 98.6 ± 21.5 101.1 ± 34.7 0.738

Creatinine (mg/dL) 1.0 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.2 < 0.001

eGFR (ml/min/1.73 m2) 72 ± 14.5 63.1 ± 14.8 75.1 ± 13 < 0.001

Urinary albumin (mg/L) 54.9 ± 135.6 106.3 ± 225 37 ± 77 < 0.05

BMI (kg/m2) 27.8 ± 3.5 27.5 ± 3.4 27.9 ± 3.6 0.647

Subjects treated with metformin (%) 63,4% 54.2% 66.6% 0.273

Subjects treated with insulin (%) 29% 50% 21.7% < 0.01

Subjects treated with sulphonylureas (%) 19.4% 16.6% 20.3%% 0.698

Subjects treated with DPP-4 inhibitor (%) 15.1% 12.5% 15.9% 0.684

Subjects treated with ACE inhibitor (%) 18.3% 16.6% 18.8% 0.316

Subjects treated with ARB (%) 46.2% 66.6% 39.1% < 0.05

Subjects treated with statins (%) 64.5% 66.6% 63.7% 0.798

Data are expressed in Mean ± SD. P values depict differences between patients with and without neuropathy.  T2D: type 2 diabetes; HDL: High Density Lipoprotein; LDL: Low Density Lipoprotein; 
eGFR: estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate; BMI: Body Mass Index; DPP-4: Dipeptidyl Peptidase 4; ACE: Angiotensin Converting Enzyme; ARB: Angiotensin Receptor Blocker. 
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Regarding the VibraTip test, a total of 19 patients 
presented an abnormal result. In participants without 
clinical neuropathy 8.7% had an abnormal VibraTip 
test, whereas the proportion in the neuropathy group 
was 54.2% (p < 0.05). Table 3 shows the diagnostic 
performance of VibraTip. Importantly, it has a high 
specificity value. 

Diagnostic performance of individual  
diagnostic tools 

Table 4 shows the diagnostic power of each individual 
component of the MNSI. Interestingly, the 10-g 
monofilament shows the highest sensitivity, followed 
by the 128- Hz-tuning fork. 

DISCUSSION

In the present study we aimed to study the diagnostic 
performance of two new screening tools for diabetic 
DSPN, Neuropad and Vibratip. Our work demonstrates 
that both Neuropad and Vibratip are reliable tests for 
the screening of clinical DSPN measured by the MNSI. 
Additionally, Vibratip showed a better diagnostic 
performance than Neuropad. 

The prevalence of diabetic neuropathy measured 
by the MNSI was 25.8% in our population, which is 
low compared to other studies in Colombian and 
Latino patients (3,4). A cross-sectional study in Mexico 
reported prevalence as high as 69% of DSPN using 
the 5-item clinical MNSI (18). Similar to our results, 
studies in European population have shown 28.8% of 
DSPN prevalence in T2D patients using the 5-item 
clinical MNSI (16), and 30.6% using a modified 
version of the clinical MNSI (19). Regarding the MNSI 
questionnaire, previous studies have shown that it 
underestimates the prevalence of diabetic neuropathy, 
with values bellow 5% (7,19), similar to our study 
(4.3%). For this reason, the clinical component of the 
MNSI was used to determine the presence of DSPN. 

One of the potential reasons for the low neuropathy 
prevalence in our population is that these patients 
belong to a specialized screening program for diabetes 
complications and are carefully followed and treated 
to achieve adequate glycemic control (mean HbA1c 
of 7.3). Furthermore, there is a low incidence of 
other micro-vascular complications, such as diabetic 
nephropathy (21.5%). Consistently, the patients 
presenting DSPN were significantly older, showed 
worsening renal markers, and presented a more 
advanced metabolic disease (insulin treatment).

Neuropad is an adhesive patch utilized to determine 
skin hydration status in the soles of the foot; this way, 
it measures the degree of sudomotor dysfunction and, 
indirectly, small fiber functionality (20). This test has 
been widely validated in European countries, where 
it has been utilized as a screening test for DSPN due 
to its high sensitivity values (65.1%-100%), moderate 
specificity (32-78.5%), and high negative predictive 
values (63-100%) (9). A recent study evaluated the 
diagnostic performance of Neuropad in Latin American 
patients with T2D, finding a sensitivity of 77.8% and a 
NPV of 63.8% for DSPN measured by a sign-based scale 
(Michigan Neuropathy Disability Score). Interestingly, 
they found a better correlation between Neuropad and 
cardiovascular autonomic neuropathy (CAN) than with 

Table 2. Diagnostic performance of Neuropad for detection of diabetic 
neuropathy 

Reference Test Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

5-item MNSI 66,6% 63.8% 39% 84.6%

128-Hz-tuning 
fork 

39% 82.9% 64% 63.2%

10-g 
monofilament

24.3% 94.2% 76.9% 61.2%

Ankle reflex 60.9% 71.2% 62.5% 69.8%

VibraTip 29.2% 86.4% 63.1% 60.8%

PPV: positive predictive value; NPV: negative predictive value. MNSI: Michigan Neuropathy 
Screening Instrument.

Table 3. Diagnostic performance of VibraTip for detection of diabetic 
neuropathy

Reference Test Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

5-item MNSI 54.2%% 91.3% 68.4% 85.1%

128-Hz-tuning 
fork

73.6% 85.1% 56% 91.7%

10-g 
monofilament

42.1% 93.2% 61.5% 86.2%

Ankle reflex 89.4% 68.9% 42.5% 96.2%

Neuropad 63.1% 60.8% 29.2% 86.5%

PPV: positive predictive value, NPV: negative predictive value. MNSI: Michigan Neuropathy 
Screening Instrument.

Table 4. Performance of all diagnostic tools for detection of diabetic 
neuropathy (MNSI > 2) 

Reference Test Sensitivity Specificity PPV NVP 

128-Hz-Tuning 
Fork

70.8% 88.4% 68% 89.7%

10-g 
monofilament 

54.2% 100% 100% 86.3%

Ankle reflex 75% 68.1% 45% 88.7%

Neuropad 66.7% 63.8% 39% 84.6%

VibraTip 54.2% 91.3% 68.4% 85.1%

PPV: positive predictive value; NPV: negative predictive value. MNSI: Michigan Neuropathy 
Screening Instrument.
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DSPN (21). Similarly, in our study we found sensitivity 
values (66.6%) comparable to those reported in the 
literature, and, importantly, Neuropad presented a high 
NPV (84.6%) for DSPN. Taken together, our findings 
confirm the utility of Neuropad as a reliable screening 
test for DSPN in Latin American population. One of 
the potential advantages of this tool is that its results 
may be witnessed and understood by patients; this may 
aid the physician in promoting self-consciousness and 
adequate foot care habits. This is especially important, 
since patient education alone does not seem to lead to 
clinically relevant reductions in ulcer and amputation 
incidence (22). 

On the other hand, VibraTip is a portable, small 
device used to assess vibration perception on the hallux 
by delivering a stimulus of 128 Hz. It is mainly used to 
evaluate large fiber functionality (9). The advantages of 
the VibraTip are its small size, low cost, and convenience 
for rapid neurological evaluation in the outpatient 
context. A study in European patients assessing the 
diagnostic performance of VibraTip showed moderate 
to high sensitivity and specificity values (79% and 82%) 
when compared to vibration perception threshold 
(VPT) ≥ 25 Volts (V) using a Neurosthesiometer as 
gold standard for DPSN (23). Another previous study 
reported a 100% sensitivity and 96.6% specificity of 
VibraTip compared to VPT ≥ 25 V and the Neuropathy 
Disability Score (NDS) ≥ 6 (11). The values considered 
as thresholds in this study were considerably higher 
than the standard validated diagnostic values and 
denoted severe DSPN; thus, interpretation of their 
conclusions is limited. The comparison of our results 
to the mentioned studies is very difficult since crucial 
clinical characteristics of patients were not mentioned. 
Our study showed VibraTip presents a high specificity 
(91.3%), higher than the study by Bracewell and cols. 
(23), which may confer this test an important diagnostic 
power. It also displays a high NVP, which reinforces its 
potential role as screening test for DSPN. The National 
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) 
evaluated the scientific evidence and cost-effectiveness 
of VibraTip and considered it is a technology that 
shows potential to improve the detection of DSPN in 
diabetes patients, but more research is needed to assess 
its diagnostic accuracy (24). 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study 
to evaluate the diagnostic performance of VibraTip in 
Latin American patients with T2D. Furthermore, our 
study provides a complete characterization of T2D 

patients that may benefit from this tool. Our results 
suggest VibraTip may be reliable tool to screen for 
DSPN, and it may even have the diagnostic power to 
replace instruments as the 128-Hz tuning fork. Its ease 
to use, portability and ability to produce a consistent 
vibratory stimulus are advantages that may be beneficial 
in the outpatient context. We consider that the use of 
new tools for the early diagnosis of DSPN is necessary 
in the everyday detection of DSPN, and VibraTip 
seems an attractive candidate. For the implementation 
of VibraTip and Neuropad in middle to low-income 
countries, a crucial factor to take into account is their 
cost. Compared to other widespread screening tools 
such as the 10-g monofilament and the tuning fork, 
VibraTip is cheaper in terms of the cost per device and the 
estimated cost per-examination (24). Studies assessing 
the cost-effectiveness of Neuropad as a screening tool 
for DSPN are lacking; however, its non-reusable nature 
might implicate larger costs for public health systems. 

Our study presents potential limitations that 
need to be addressed before interpreting our results. 
First, the sample size is relatively small belonging to 
a single center; multi-centered, large cohort studies in 
other Latin American countries are certainly needed 
to confirm our findings in this population, especially 
regarding the VibraTip. Second, the patients from 
our study are elderly (mean age of 70.8 years), and 
it is possible that the diagnostic performance of the 
addressed tools changes in younger population. Third, 
it would be interesting to assess the cost-effectiveness 
of both VibraTip and Neuropad in middle and low-
income countries. Future public health and economic 
studies addressing this issue are certainly needed. 

In conclusion, VibraTip and Neuropad are simple, 
bedside tests for the screening of DSPN in Latin 
American T2D patients. VibraTip presents a high 
diagnostic performance for DSPN, and constitutes 
a promising candidate for the early diagnosis of this 
entity in our population. 
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Endothelial dysfunction in  
children with type 1 diabetes  
mellitus

Antonella Márcia Mercadante de Albuquerque do Nascimento1,2,3, 
Inês Jorge Sequeira4, Daniel França Vasconcelos2, Lenora Gandolfi1,5, 
Riccardo Pratesi1,5, Yanna Karla de Medeiros Nóbrega1,3,5

ABSTRACT
Objective: The purpose of this study was to verify the presence of endothelial dysfunction and ini-
tial structural atherosclerotic changes in children with Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM). Subjects 
and methods: The study population comprised 31 diabetic children aged 6 to 12 years, divided into 
two subgroups according to the duration of the T1DM diagnosis: subgroup 1, with less than 5 years 
elapsed since diagnosis, and subgroup 2, with more than 5 years elapsed since diagnosis. The control 
group comprised 58 age-matched healthy children. Ultrasonographic techniques were used to mea-
sure the flow-mediated dilatation (FMD) of the brachial artery and the intima-media thickness (IMT) of 
the carotid arteries. Results: Children with T1DM with longer disease duration showed significantly 
decreased mean values of FMD compared with those in the control group. No significant differences 
between the groups were found in relation to IMT. The FMD percentage presented a moderate nega-
tive correlation with glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) and fasting glucose levels. Conclusion: Our find-
ings suggest that endothelial dysfunction may be already present in children with 5 years or more 
elapsed since diagnosis, even in the absence of atherosclerotic structural changes. The decreased 
vasodilation response correlated with hyperglycemia. Arch Endocrinol Metab. 2017;61(5):476-83
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INTRODUCTION

T ype 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is currently one of 
the most common chronic diseases in childhood, 

displaying a high frequency of complications involving 
microvascular and macrovascular abnormalities (1).

Metabolic abnormalities characterizing T1DM, such 
as hyperglycemia and increased circulating free fatty 
acids, trigger molecular mechanisms that contribute 
to the development of endothelial dysfunction. These 
mechanisms include a decreased bioavailability of 
nitric oxide, increased oxidative stress, disturbances 
in intracellular signal transduction, and activation of 
advanced glycation end products (AGEs) (2).

Endothelial dysfunction, thought to be an early event 
in the structural changes of the atherosclerotic process, 

is characterized by abnormalities in the regulation of the 
lumen of the vessels, resulting in a blunted vasodilatory 
response (3). This vascular endothelial impairment results 
in increased production of inflammatory cytokines and 
augmented expression of cellular adhesion molecules 
and several other biologically active substances that 
contribute to the induction of a proinflammatory and 
prothrombotic state (4). These mechanisms represent 
an important step in the development of the initial 
atherosclerotic changes and subsequent complications 
in patients with T1DM (5).

Although the macrovascular complications 
of T1DM do not usually disclose major clinical 
manifestations during childhood and adolescence, 
evaluation with a reliable and noninvasive high-
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resolution ultrasound equipment allows an early 
diagnosis of endothelial dysfunction through the 
study of flow-mediated dilation (FMD) of the brachial 
artery. Additionally, the measurement of the carotid 
intima-media thickness (IMT) allows the detection of 
initial atherosclerotic alterations (6). FMD is defined 
as a reactive vasodilatation of the brachial artery after 
hyperemic stimulation (7) and when decreased, has a 
predictive value for future cardiovascular disease (8). 
Similarly, increased carotid artery width measured 
with the IMT technique is a risk factor for future 
atherosclerosis or suggestive of an already established 
atherosclerosis and an atherosclerotic process affecting 
peripheral, coronary, and femoral arteries. IMT is 
considered a strong predictor of vascular disease in 
high-risk individuals, such as those with T1DM (9).

The evaluation of children with T1DM using 
the FMD technique and IMT measurement at an 
early preclinical stage of the disease could allow the 
implementation of strategies to prevent or at least 
reduce the cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in 
diabetic children. Consequently, the aim of our study 
was to evaluate children with T1DM without evidence 
of microvascular or macrovascular complications for the 
presence of endothelial dysfunction and early vascular 
structural abnormalities applying the techniques of 
FMD and IMT.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects

The study group comprised 31 children aged 6 to 12 
years (mean age 8.36 ± 1.81 years) divided into two 
subgroups according to the time elapsed since the 
diagnosis of T1DM: subgroup 1, diagnosed within 
the previous 5 years (mean time from diagnosis 2.73 
± 1.11 years) and subgroup 2, diagnosed more than 5 
years before the study (mean time from diagnosis 6.11 
± 1.28 years). 

A total of 58 healthy children aged 6-12 years 
(mean 6.9 ± 1.77 years) comprised the control group. 
The diabetic children were recruited among patients 
attending the Pediatric Endocrinology Outpatient Clinic 
at the Brasilia University Hospital and the Pediatric 
Clinic of the Brasilia Children’s Hospital. Children in 
the control group were selected among dependents 
of the hospital’s employees. In order to minimize the 
influence of other factors on the endothelial function 

excluding those due to T1DM, we followed the criteria 
of inclusion and exclusion described in Table 1.

The study was conducted according to the 
Declaration of Helsinki, and the Ethics Committee of 
the University of Brasilia School of Medicine approved 
the study protocol. Written informed consent was 
obtained from the legal guardians of the children. 

Study design and sample size calculation

The sample size was calculated with the software Epi 
Info, version 3.5.3. A minimum sample size of 66 
children was obtained, considering a maximum error 
of 5% and a 95% confidence interval. The final sample 
comprised 31 patients with T1DM and 58 healthy 
controls, totaling 89 children. 

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

Inclusion criteria for the T1DM children group 

Absence of microvascular complications*

Inclusion criteria for the control group

Normal weight and height for age**  

Fasting glucose < 100 mg/dL

HbA1c ≤ 5.6%

hsCRP < 0.3 mg/dL

Exclusion criteria for both groups

Onset of puberty***

Arterial hypertension****

Total cholesterol ≥ 200 mg/dL

HDL cholesterol < 45 mg/dL

LDL cholesterol ≥ 130 mg/dL

VLDL cholesterol ≥ 41mg/dL

Triglycerides ≥ 100 mg/dL

Hemoglobin < 11 g/dL

Hematocrit < 33%

Family history of primary dyslipidemia

Family history of premature death from CVD or stroke

Presence of acute infectious conditions 

Chronic diseases, lasting 3 months or more, excluding T1DM

Continuous use of drugs, except insulin

T1DM: type 1 diabetes mellitus; HbA1c: glycated hemoglobin; hsCRP: high sensitive C-reactive 
protein; CVD: cardiovascular disease.

*All children underwent a detailed physical examination by a pediatric endocrinologist (that 
included assessment of blood pressure and skin sensitivity), specific serum and urinary 
biochemical tests (including a complete renal function and microalbuminuria), and complete 
ophthalmic evaluation. ** According to CDC growth charts (Kuczmarski and cols., 2002 [30]) 
adapted for Brazilian children (Silva and cols., 2010 [31]). *** Children not presenting Tanner 
stage M1P1 (females) or G1P1 (males) were excluded. **** Blood pressure was measured with 
suitable cuffs and classified according to systolic and diastolic curves, specific for each age, 
gender, and height, in agreement with the curves of the Second Task Force on Blood Pressure 
Control in Children (1996). High blood pressure was diagnosed when the percentiles of systolic 
and/or diastolic readings were above the 95th percentile for age and sex, on at least three 
occasions. If the readings were between the 90th and 95th percentiles, the blood pressure was 
considered to be normal-high, and when below the 90th percentile, it was considered normal.
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Ultrasound studies

The ultrasonographic studies were performed with 
ultrasound equipment model ACUSON X 300 
(Siemens HG, Munich, Germany), equipped with a 
vascular software for two-dimensional (2D) and color 
images, color and spectral Doppler, internal monitor 
for echocardiography, and a high-frequency (8.9 MHz) 
vascular transducer (VF13-5). All images were obtained 
and evaluated by the same examiner and processed 
manually with an ultrasonic compass. Each child 
underwent both ultrasound techniques sequentially, 
always in the afternoon, in dimmed light, and at room 
temperature (23°C). 

Brachial artery FMD

Neither the consumption of high-fat foods, vitamin C, 
and stimulants beverages (e.g. caffeine), nor intense 
physical activity during the previous 24 hours 
was allowed before the FMD evaluation. All tests 
were preceded by blood pressure measurement 
after 10 minutes of rest, using a pneumatic 
sphygmomanometer with a cuff appropriate for the 
child’s upper limb size. Electrodes were applied for 
continuous electrocardiographic monitoring. In 
accordance with protocols suggested by Corretti 
and cols. and Barac and cols. (10,11), the children 
were placed comfortably in a supine position with 
the sphygmomanometer cuff placed on their left 
forearm over the brachial artery, 5 to 15 cm above 
the antecubital fossa. Initially, a baseline image of 
the left brachial artery in a longitudinal plane was 
obtained, and its quality was further optimized 
in a 2D mode. The image was subsequently 
expanded and recorded for 1 minute to allow later 
measurement of the larger artery diameter at rest (at 
the end of diastole, which coincides with the R wave 
of the QRS complex of the continuous ECG). The 
cuff was then inflated 50 mmHg above the systolic 
pressure (10,11) during 4 minutes (8). New images 
of the brachial artery were obtained 1, 3, 5, and 9 
minutes after cuff deflation. After that, new images 
were obtained allowing measurement of the maximal 
diameter and the flow of the brachial artery. The 
arterial lumen diameter was defined as the distance 
between the intima of the far and near vessel walls. 
The dilatation was calculated by subtracting the 
lumen diameter at baseline from the maximal lumen 
diameter after ischemia and dividing the result by 

the lumen diameter at baseline (12). Results were 
expressed as a percentage FMD (%).

Carotid artery IMT

All measurements were performed according to 
the protocol described by Järvisalo and cols. and 
Bots and cols. (13,14). Images of the right and left 
common carotid arteries were obtained in 2D mode 
with the subjects in a supine position with their 
heads lateralized, and the transducer positioned on 
the contralateral vessel at an approximate angle of 
45°, about 1 to 2 cm proximal to the bifurcation of 
the carotid artery. The images of each artery were 
subsequently magnified to allow the measurement 
of the IMT of the posterior wall, at the end of the 
diastole (at the onset of the QRS complex). The IMT 
was defined as the distance between the lumen-intima 
and media-adventitia ultrasound interfaces of the 
carotid artery measured in mm (12).

Statistical analysis

The results are shown as mean ± standard deviation. 
Statistical analyses were performed using the software 
GraphPad Prism, version 5.0 (GraphPad Software, San 
Diego, California, USA). Student’s t test or permutation 
tests (Kruskal-Wallis) were applied for comparisons with 
the control group. One-way ANOVA was used when 
applicable, and Dunnett’s post-test was used when 
diabetic children were compared with the children in 
the control group. To quantify the association between 
two variables, Pearson’s correlation coefficient was 
used. The data were considered statistically significant 
when p ≤ 0.05.

RESULTS

Characteristics of the groups

The demographic and laboratory profile of the 
diabetic and control groups are shown in Table 2. 
Both groups were similar regarding gender and age. 
The laboratory profiles showed statistical differences 
in levels of triglycerides and VLDL cholesterol 
between the groups, although the results were still 
within the normal reference values. As expected, the 
levels of glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) and fasting 
glucose were significantly higher in the diabetic 
group. 
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In order to establish if the disease duration 
influenced the results above, the diabetic group 
was further divided into two subgroups. The first 
subgroup comprised 22 children diagnosed with 
diabetes less than 5 years before the study (T1DM 
< 5, 14 males and 8 females, mean age 8.64 ± 1.79 
years). The second group comprised 9 children 
diagnosed with diabetes more than 5 years before 
the study (T1DM ≥ 5, 5 males and 4 females, mean 
age 10.1 ± 1.27 years). When compared with the 
control group, both subgroups (T1DM < 5 and 
T1DM ≥ 5) continued to show significant p values 
for HbA1c (8.83 ± 1.56%, p = 0.015 and 9.57 ± 
1.79%, p = 0.018, respectively) and fasting glucose 
(194.14 ± 103.94 mg/dL, p = 0.0002 and 170.11 
± 89.11 mg/dL, p = 0.002, respectively) when 
compared with the control group.

Ultrasound studies

Results obtained with the brachial artery FMD 
technique are shown in Table 3.

No significant differences were found in the 
percentage increase in the arterial FMD (%) between 
the control group (11.45 ± 2.86%) and subgroup 
T1DM < 5 (10.21 ± 2.70%, p = 0.078), but a significant 
difference was observed when the control group was 
compared with the subgroup T1DM ≥ 5 (7.04 ± 
1.38%, p = 0.0001). The timing of the maximal dilation 
after stimulation did not change with the division into 
subgroups. There was no significant difference in the 
percentage of increase in FMD between genders (data 
not shown), both in the control group and diabetics 
subgroups in the four repeated measurements 
performed after post-occlusive reactive hyperemia. 
Similarly, no significant differences between groups 
were observed in the analysis of parameters related 
to the brachial artery, including systolic peak (SP), 
pulsatility index (PI), resistivity index (RI), maximum 
acceleration time (AT max), end diastolic speed (ED), 
and the ratio peak systolic velocity/peak diastolic 
velocity (S/D). The results from the measurements of 
the carotid arteries obtained with the IMT technique 
are shown in Table 4.

Table 2. Laboratory and demographic data of the study population

Demographic 
parameters

Diabetics groups
P value

Controls (n = 58) T1DM (n = 31) T1DM < 5 (n = 22) T1DM ≥ 5

Female 24 (41.4%) 12 (38.7%) 8 (36.4%) 4 (44.4%) 0.8068

Age 8.36 (±1.81) 9.06 (±1.77) 8.64 (±1.79) 10.11 (±1.27) 0.0817

Laboratory parameters
Diabetic groups

P value
Controls T1DM total T1DM < 5 T1DM ≥ 5

Hemoglobin (mg/dL) 13.65 (±0.84) 13.70 (±0.90) 13.54 (±0.81) 14.10 (±1.03) 0.8060*

Hematocrit (%) 40.26 (±2.97) 40.30 (±2.32) 39.87 (±2.25) 41.36 (±2.26) 0.9402*

Glycated hemoglobin (%) 5.30 (±0.27) 9.04 (±1.64) 8.83 (±1.56) 9.57 (±1.79) < 0.0001*

0.015**

0.018***

Total cholesterol (mg/dL) 166.95 (±22.14) 165.42 (±16.92) 165.27 (±17.53) 165.78 (±16.33) 0.7172*

Triglycerides (mg/dL) 63.80 (±16.7) 60.23 (±20.26) 57.95 (±18.35) 65.78 (±24.62) 0.0198*

HDL cholesterol (mg/dL) 51.47 (±9.70) 53.87 (±8.66) 51.59 (±6.73) 59.44 (±10.64) 0.2357*

LDL cholesterol (mg/dL) 101.95 (±18.06) 99.84 (±17.09) 102.59 (±16.71) 93.11 (±17.05) 0.5884*

VLDL cholesterol (mg/dL) 12.60 (±3.33) 14.40 (±4.84) 11.59 (±3.69) 13.22 (±4.79) 0.0179*

Fasting glucose (mg/dL) 84.40 (±9.03) 187.16 (±99.01) 194.14 (±103.94) 170.11 (±89.11) < 0.0001*

0.0002**

0.002***

*P values were obtained by comparing the mean (± standard deviation [SD]) values obtained in each group, applying Student’s t test. ** P values were obtained by comparing the mean (±SD) values 
obtained in the control group versus those in the T1DM < 5 subgroup. *** P values were obtained by comparing the mean (±SD) values obtained in the control group versus those in the T1DM ≥ 5 
subgroup applying Student’s t test, chi-square test, and Kruskal-Wallis test. All results are expressed as mean ± SD values.

Anthropometric data: percentiles (ranging from 50-85%) were normal for age and weight both in the diabetic and control groups. The mean body mass index (BMI) for the group of diabetic children 
was 16.9 kg/m2 and for nondiabetic children was 17.2 kg/m2. The mean weights in both groups were 31.5 kg and 33.4 kg, respectively, and the mean heights were 133.6 cm and 135.4 cm, 
respectively.
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Correlation between the variables FMD (%) and 
HbA1c

Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient, which evaluates 
the correlation between two measurable variables, was 
applied to determine the presence of a relationship 
between the FMD (%) and serum levels of HbA1c 
(Figure 1), and FMD (%) and fasting glucose (Figure 2). 
The test revealed a moderately negative correlation 
between FMD (%) and HbA1c (r = -0.36, p = 0.0025) 
and between FMD (%) and fasting glucose (r = -0.36, p = 
0.0024) (Figure 2). As these correlations were negative, 
the coefficient suggested that the higher the level of 
HbA1c and fasting glucose, the lower the FMD (%), 
confirming our hypothesis.

DISCUSSION

Macrovascular and microvascular complications are 
the main causes of morbidity and mortality in patients 

with diabetes mellitus, and their main trigger may 
be represented by dysregulation of the modulatory 
function of the vascular endothelium (15). It is an 
accepted fact that T1DM predisposes to premature 
atherosclerotic artery disease and there is evidence 
that the endothelial function impairment precedes the 
establishment of this pathological process (16).

The endothelial cells actively adjust the vascular 
tonus and reactivity in physiological and pathological 
conditions in response to mechanical stimuli and 
neurohumoral mediators with the release of a variety 
of factors leading to vascular constriction or relaxation. 
Additionally, these cells synthesize substances with a 
regulatory function on inflammation and hemostasis 
(3). Since the action of these cells can affect one or more 
functions simultaneously or sequentially, a gold-standard 
test to evaluate the presence of endothelial dysfunction 
has not yet been established (3). However, the endothelial 
function has been generally evaluated by changes in 

Table 3. Ultrasonographic parameters showing the maximal percentage flow-mediated dilation (FMD) in the diabetic and control groups

Parameters analyzed
Diabetic groups

P value
Controls T1DM total T1DM < 5 T1DM ≥ 5

Mean brachial artery baseline diameter (mm) 2.59 (±0.13) 2.59 (±0.13) 2.58 (±0.13) 2.60 (±0.13) 0.887*

Max FMD (%) 11.45 (±2.86) 9.29 (±2.79) 10.21 (±2.70) 7.04 (±1.38) 0.0008*

0.078**

0.0001***

Max FMD time (min) 1 (±1.13) 1(±1.69) 1(±1.81) 1 (±1.41) 0.753*

T1DM: type 1 diabetes mellitus; FMD: flow-mediated dilation; max FMD (%): maximal FMD (%); max FMD time: time to the occurrence of the maximal FMD.

* P values were obtained by comparing the mean (± standard deviation [±SD]) values in the control group with those in the entire T1DM group, with the application of the Kruskal-Wallis test.  
** P values were obtained by comparing the mean (±SD) values in the control group with those in the T1DM < 5 subgroup. *** P values were obtained by comparing the mean (±SD) values in the 
control group with those in the T1DM ≥ 5 subgroup, with the application of the Kruskal-Wallis test. All results are expressed in mean (±SD) values.

Table 4. Carotid artery intima-media thickness (IMT) measurements by the ultrasound technique in the diabetic and control groups

Parameters 
Diabetic groups

P value
Controls T1DM total T1DM < 5 T1DM ≥ 5

IMT LCA mean 0.55 (± 0.04) 0.56 (± 0.06) 0.55 (± 0.05) 0.57 (± 0.08) 0.762*

0.737**

0.208***

IMT RCA mean 0.55 (± 0.05) 0.56 (± 0.04) 0.56 (± 0.04) 0.54 (± 0.05) 0.359*

0.185**

0.805***

Max IMT 

LCA and RCA (mm)

0.61 (± 0.06) 0.61 (± 0.05) 0.60 (± 0.04) 0.63 (± 0.07) 0.826*

0.628**

0.252***

IMT: intima-media thickness; LCA: left carotid artery; RCA: right carotid artery; Max: maximal. 

* P values correspond to the comparison of the mean (± standard deviation [SD]) values in the entire T1DM group versus those in the control group. ** P values correspond to the comparison of the 
mean (±SD) values in the T1DM < 5 subgroup and those in the control group. *** P values correspond to the comparison of the mean (±SD) values in the T1DM ≥ 5 subgroup with those in the 
control group. The permutation test of Kruskal-Wallis was applied in the calculations. All results are expressed in mean (±SD) values.
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blood flow or measurement of blood vessel diameter 
in response to mechanical or chemical stimulation, 
measured invasively (by coronary catheterization) or 
noninvasively (by ultrasound technique) (3). The latter 
was the method used in our study.

flux of glucose through the polyol (sorbitol) pathway 
(1). Thus, the imbalance between the production of 
endothelium-derived factors impairs the vascular tonus 
and other physiological properties of the vascular 
endothelium (3), favoring vasoconstriction (18) and an 
inflammatory state (4), perpetuated by the long-lasting 
hyperglycemia (19). The results of Pearson’s correlation 
coefficients corroborate these claims in our population, 
suggesting a moderate association between decreased 
vasodilation and increased serum levels of HbA1c and 
fasting glucose (Figures 1 and 2, respectively).

On reviewing the FMD technique protocol, we 
found a disagreement among several authors regarding 
the degree of occlusion to be applied. Corretti and 
cols. (10) and Barac and cols. (11) advocate inflating 
the blood pressure cuff to ≥ 50 mmHg above the 
patient’s systolic pressure, while Shivalkar and cols. (8) 
recommend inflating the cuff to 100 mmHg above 
the systolic pressure. In our pediatric population, we 
chose to inflate the cuff to 50 mmHg above the systolic 
pressure, considering that there was a consensus in this 
regard between two of the authors and because this 
pressure was more comfortable for the children. 

Another controversial point was the duration 
of the occlusion. Corretti and cols. (10) favored an 
occlusion duration of 5 minutes since changes in the 
vessel diameter are similar after 5 or 10 minutes and 
an occlusion for 5 minutes is more easily tolerated. 
However, in our experience, this recommendation was 
difficult to be carried out in our children, who showed 
considerable intolerance toward remaining with the 
cuff inflated 50 mmHg above the systolic pressure 
throughout the 5 minutes. Based in a previous study 
(8) that applied an occlusion duration of 4 minutes to 
adult patients obtaining good results, and considering 
that our patients were aged 6 to 12 years, we adopted 
this 4-minute occlusion time. This duration was well 
tolerated by our children and did not affect the test 
since the increase in the brachial artery diameter after 
cuff release occurs within 30 seconds to 5 minutes, and 
these changes in diameter are similar after 5 and 10 
minutes (10).

The maximal dilatation response in our diabetic 
and control children was obtained 1 minute after the 
hyperemic stimulus (Table 3). Previous studies have 
suggested that the maximal increase in arterial diameter 
occurs approximately 60 seconds after cuff release 
(20-22). Our results are in accordance with those 
obtained by other authors, and the baseline brachial 

Figure 2. Pearson’s linear correlation scatter plot of the percentage of 
maximal flow-mediated dilation (FMD %) versus fasting glucose levels. 

Figure 1. Pearson’s linear correlation scatter plot of the percentage of 
maximal flow-mediated dilatation (FMD %) versus glycated hemoglobin 
(HbA1c) levels.
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Our results revealed significant differences in 
relation to fasting glucose and HbA1c levels between 
the diabetic patients’ groups (T1DM < 5 and T1DM 
≥ 5) and the control group (Table 2), reflecting a 
suboptimal glycemic control in diabetic patients 
independent of the time from diagnosis. A lasting 
hyperglycemic state can affect the endothelial function 
due to alteration of molecular regulatory mechanisms 
of the nitric oxide synthesis and/or degradation (4) 
and the onset of oxidative stress inducing a deleterious 
effect on the endothelial cells (17). This process 
involves four metabolic pathways, with activation 
of protein kinase C (PKC), the formation of AGEs, 
overactivity of the hexosamine pathway, and increased 
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artery diameter was similar in all our groups (Table 3), 
thus eliminating any bias related to the baseline artery 
size since arteries with larger diameters show lower 
percentages of maximal dilation and vice versa (7).

In spite of FMD abnormalities in the T1DM ≥ 5 
subgroup when compared with controls (Table 3), we 
could not find in our study IMT abnormalities in any 
of the diabetic subgroups (Table 4), which suggests 
the inexistence of atherosclerotic structural alterations 
that usually evolve after the advent of endothelial 
dysfunction.

Assessing our results and comparing our FMD and 
IMT findings with data reported in a previous study, we 
detected similar results in a group of diabetic children 
with a mean age of 14 years and a disease duration 
of 6 years. These children also failed to show vascular 
complications, although they presented impaired 
endothelial function assessed by FMD when compared 
with a control group (23). Similarly, a decreased FMD 
response was detected in a Finnish population with 
T1DM without microvascular complications, aged 7 
to 14 years and with a mean disease duration of 4.4 ± 
2.9 years. However, differently from our results, the 
subgroup with endothelial dysfunction in that study 
had significantly higher values   of carotid IMT than 
the subgroup without endothelial dysfunction and the 
control group; no statistically significant differences 
were observed in the brachial artery baseline diameter, 
disease duration or HbA1c levels among diabetic 
children with and without endothelial dysfunction 
(6). In another study, Singh and cols. (24) also found 
no differences in carotid artery IMT between diabetic 
patients and control individuals, although the FMD 
detected was significantly lower in the diabetic group. 
These authors concluded that although the endothelial 
dysfunction appears during the first decade of T1DM 
onset, increased carotid IMT only occurs after a more 
extended time.

In another, more recent study, Eltayeb and cols. 
(25) assessed the endothelial function and myocardial 
alterations in pediatric patients with T1DM aged 5 
to 16 years, without microvascular complications, 
and with a duration of 1-4 years from the initial 
diagnosis. These authors also reported a maximal FMD 
significantly lower and carotid IMT significantly higher 
in the diabetic group when compared with the control 
group. Similarly, a Turkish T1DM study conducted by 
Çiftel and cols. (27) in a group of children aged 7 to 16 
years with a disease duration of at least 5 years from the 

diagnosis and no microvascular diabetic complications 
or additional cardiovascular risk showed a lower FMD 
and higher carotid IMT when comparing diabetic 
subjects with controls.

A recent Italian longitudinal study by Bruzzi 
and cols. (28) demonstrated in a group of children 
and adolescents aged 5 to 18 years and with a mean 
time elapsed from diagnosis of 4 years, that after a 
mean follow-up of 3 years, the endothelial function 
deteriorates sharply and that the male gender is 
considered a negative predictor of impaired FMD 
over time. Additionally, these authors reported that 
the maintenance of blood glucose levels near the 
normal range apparently does not avert the evolution 
of diabetic vasculopathy, suggesting the influence of 
intrinsic (genetic) and extrinsic (nutritional factors, 
physical inactivity) factors in the establishment of the 
endothelial damage.

The endothelial vasomotor activity is generally 
higher in females than males. Various hypotheses 
have been proposed to explain this fact: smaller 
body surface area, lower body mass index, and lower 
baseline diameter of the brachial artery in females when 
compared with males. Additionally, in prepubertal and 
adult subjects, estrogen can improve the endothelial 
function (29). No gender difference was detected in the 
vasodilatation response both in the T1DM and in the 
control group, probably due to similar baseline brachial 
artery diameters and lack of hormonal influence, since 
all children in our study were in the prepubertal stage. 

This study is relevant for assessing the presence of 
endothelial dysfunction in T1DM children from an 
early age to the prepubertal stage, with a wide range 
of disease duration, and by noninvasive methods, 
further evidencing an association of diabetes with 
early structural atherosclerotic alterations. However, 
the study has some limitations. It does not clarify 
if the assessment of the endothelial function by the 
FMD technique and the laboratory determination of 
adhesion molecules and other inflammatory factors are 
clinically useful tools to stratify the cardiovascular risk in 
T1DM population groups or individual children. It also 
does not determine if an improvement in endothelial 
function would decrease the risk of development of 
future vascular atherosclerotic complications. 

In conclusion, our study suggests that endothelial 
dysfunction without structural changes suggestive of 
atherosclerosis may appear in diabetic children with a 
history of 5 or more years of disease duration. In these 
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children, a decreased vasodilation response correlates 
with a higher degree of hyperglycemia. 

As the decreased reactivity of the brachial artery 
seems to improve with the modification of risk factors 
and drug treatment to reduce the cardiovascular risk, 
the acknowledgement of the presence of endothelial 
dysfunction in diabetic children allows the adoption of 
preventive strategies to mitigate the consequences of 
T1DM in this population, contributing to the reduction 
of the morbidity and mortality of the disease in adulthood.
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ABSTRACT
Objective: Butyrylcholinesterase (BChE) activity has been associated with obesity, lipid concentrations, 
and CHE2 locus phenotypes. This, the aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of an energetic 
restriction diet intervention on anthropometrical and biochemical variables and on absolute and 
relative BChE activity in CHE2 C5+ and CHE2 C5- individuals. Subjects and methods: One hundred 
eleven premenopausal obese women from Southern Brazil participated in an energetic restriction diet 
intervention (deficit of 2500 kJ/day) for 8 weeks. Their anthropometric and biochemical parameters 
were evaluated before and after the intervention. Plasma BChE activity was measured, and BChE 
bands in plasma and CHE2 locus phenotypes were detected by electrophoresis. Results: The dietetic 
intervention decreased anthropometric and biochemical parameters as well as absolute BChE activity 
and relative activity of the G4 band. The CHE2 C5+ phenotype presented a different effect when 
compared with the CHE2 C5- phenotype. The CHE2 C5+ phenotype showed an effect in absolute BChE 
activity and in the relative activity of the G4 form, maintaining higher BChE activity regardless of the 
metabolic changes. Conclusion: In our study, 8 weeks was not sufficient time to lower the body mass 
index to normal, but it was enough to significantly reduce the absolute BChE activity, which became 
similar to the levels in nonobese individuals. CHE2 C5+ individuals were resistant to the decrease in 
BChE activity compared to CHE2 C5- individuals. This shows that the diet did not affect the CHE2 and 
G4 fraction complex and that the products of the CHE2 locus in association with BChE have a role in 
energy metabolism, maintaining high levels of enzymatic activity even after dietary intervention. Arch 
Endocrinol Metab. 2017;61(5):484-9

Keywords
Obesity; dietetic intervention; butyrylcholinesterase activity; BChE molecular forms; lipid metabolism

INTRODUCTION

H uman butyrylcholinesterase (BChE; EC 3.1.1.8) 
is an esterase encoded by the BCHE gene 

(3q26.1-q26.2) (1), synthesized in the liver, and 
distributed to several parts of the organism (2). Despite 
the fact that BChE’s main function and its natural 
substratum remain unknown, it has been related to 
lipid metabolism and has been associated with body 
mass index (BMI), waist-hip ratio, waist circumference, 
weight, and cholesterol and triglyceride levels (3-8). 
Plasmatic BChE is found in 5 different molecular 
structures: G1 (monomers), G1-A (monomers linked 
to albumin), G2 (dimers), G3 (trimers), and G4 
(tetramers) (9).

Chemically, G2 is formed by a disulfide bond 
between 2 G1 monomers (10), and G4 is formed by 
2 G2 dimers bonded by noncovalent interactions (11). 

The organization and stabilization of G4 is mediated by 
lamellipodin proline rich peptides (12-14).

In addition to these 4 basic BChE molecular forms, 
a protein can bind to the G4 tetramers and originate 
the C5 band, determining 2 phenotypes: CHE2 C5+ 
and CHE2 C5-, characterized by the presence and the 
absence of the extra C5 band, respectively (15). The 
frequency of the C5 band in a population sample of 
Southern Brazil was 10.3% (16). Although the protein 
associated with G4 to form the C5 band is not known 
yet, its coding gene has been mapped to chromosome 
2q33-35 (CHE2 locus). CHE2 C5+ individuals 
show mean BChE activity approximately 30% higher 
than CHE2 C5- individuals (15,17). Despite the fact 
that the higher enzyme activity is related to weight, 
obesity, and BMI, CHE2 C5+ individuals presented a 
lower BMI and weight when compared with CHE2  
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C5- individuals, suggesting that the presence of the C5 
complex has a protective effect against obesity (15,18).

Considering the evidence connecting BChE with 
obesity, the aim of this work is to investigate the effects 
of an energetic restriction diet on total and relative 
BChE activity in relation to the CHE2 C5 phenotype 
in obese women from Southern Brazil.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects

This study was previously approved by the ethical 
committee of the Pontifical Catholic University of 
Paraná (PUC-PR), under registration 0005306/11. 

Women living in Curitiba and neighboring cities 
were invited to participate in this study via local radio 
and television ads, with the aim to reduce weight. 
Initially, we had a group of 199 obese women; at the end 
of the study, 111 completed the dietetic intervention. 
Only this group was statistically analyzed.

All the women in the study had a BMI ≥ 30, being 
an inclusion criterion, along with being 20 years old 
or older, being in their reproductive period (not in 
menopause), not being pregnant, and not lactating. 
The women were excluded when they were already 
participating in a diet; using weight control medicaments; 
had a confirmed diagnosis of diabetes I, noncontrolled 
hypertension, hypothyroidism, or renal chronic disease; 
had undergone stomach reduction surgery; had been a 
vegetarian; and did not have the availability to attend 
the meetings at PUC-PR on Saturdays. The women 
who agreed to participate and who were in agreement 
with the study criteria read, accepted, and signed the 
terms of informed consent (IC).

The 111 women who started and concluded the 
study had predominantly Euro-Brazilian ancestry (self-
declared). Their ages ranged from 20 to 50 years (all 
in the premenopausal stage), and the predominant age 
range was 30-39 years (45% of participants). During 
the study, 70.4% of the women were employed (19).

In the preintervention phase, 56% of the participants 
were class I obese (30-34.9 kg/m2), 24.8% were class II 
obese (35-39.9 kg/m2), and 19.2% were class III obese 
(≥ 40 kg/m2) (19).

Study design and energetic restriction diet

The study design was longitudinal, or a quasi-experimental 
intervention, measured using an analysis of variables before 

and after the dietetic intervention. The diet comprised 9 
weeks of energetic restriction, and the eating habits before 
the intervention were documented in an interview, during 
which participants were instructed to follow the diet. It 
was made an adequacy of the intake of macronutrients 
before the intervention to the current recommendations 
(20). The nutritional orientation was set up to provide 
a deficit of 2500 kJ/day, and the diet models were 
developed from the adapted protocol of diet intervention 
of Nugenob (21) and with the recommendations of 
the American Dietetic Association (22). The nutritional 
percentage of each macronutrient was recommended as 
follows: the energy from fat was in the range of 20% to 
35%, from carbohydrates in the range of 45% to 65%, and 
from proteins in the range of 10% to 35% (23).

Biochemical and anthropometric parameters

Blood samples were collected after the agreement of 
participation and instruction of 8 to 12 hours of fasting 
at 2 instances: before and after the dietetic intervention. 
Biochemical parameters, total cholesterol (TC), high 
density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), low density 
lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), and triglycerides 
(TG) were obtained by standard automated methods.

Weight and height were measured with an accuracy 
of 0.1 kg and 0.1 cm, respectively. BMI, waist 
circumference (WC), and abdominal circumference 
(AC) were also measured. The abdominal-stature ratio 
(ASR) and waist-stature ratio (WSR) were obtained 
from these measurements.

BChE activity analysis and detection of BChE bands

Plasma BChE activity was measured using the protocol 
of Dietz and cols. (24) modified by Evans and Wroe 
(25) CHE2 locus phenotypes were identified by acid 
agar gel electrophoresis (pH: 6.40) (26).

The detection of BChE bands in plasma was made 
according to Boberg and cols. (27). The relative 
intensity (RI) of each band was measured by KODAK 
1D Image Analysis Software, and the relative activity 
(RA) of each band was the result of multiplication 
of the total BChE plasma activity by the RI of each 
band. Samples without any detectable BChE band were 
excluded from the analysis. 

Statistics

The phenotype frequencies of CHE2 C5- and CHE2 
C5+ were obtained by direct counting. The comparisons 
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between means (biochemical and anthropometric 
parameters and BChE activity) were performed by t 
test (parametric variables) or by Mann-Whitney test 
(nonparametric and independent variables). Multiple 
regression analysis was performed to verify the 
interaction between variables. The probability value for 
the comparative tests was considered significant at p < 
0.05 (5%).

RESULTS

The anthropometric variables WC, AC, and BMI 
suffered a significant decrease after the intervention, as 
did the mean plasma absolute BChE activity (Table 1).

HDL-C was the only fraction that showed a 
significant decrease; the values of the other biochemical 
variables (TG, TC, and LDL-C) showed no significant 
changes (Table 1).

Multiple regression analysis was performed to verify 
the independent effect of BChE molecular forms (G1, 
G1-A, G2, G3, and G4), before and after dietetic 
intervention, on the lipid profile (TC, TG, HDL-C, 

and LDL-C) and anthropometrical parameters (BMI, 
WSR, and ASR). Before the intervention, G2 acted 
independently in the determination of TC levels and 
WSR. After the intervention, G2 showed an independent 
effect on ASR. G1-A showed an independent effect on 
WSR before the intervention and on TC levels after. 
G1 showed an independent effect on WSR before the 
intervention (Table 2).

The phenotype frequencies of CHE2 C5- and 
CHE2 C5+ were, respectively, 90.84% ± 2.53 and 
9.16% ± 2.52. The comparison of mean absolute 
BChE activity between CHE2 C5+ and CHE2 C5- 
phenotypes before the intervention did not show a 
difference in the sample of studied women. After the 
intervention, only the CHE2 C5- phenotype suffered 
a significant decrease, and CHE2 C5+, besides not 
showing a decrease, presented approximately 23% 
higher activity than CHE2 C5- (Table 3).

Before the intervention, there was no difference 
between the RA of G4 of CHE2 C5+ and of CHE2 
C5- individuals. After the intervention, CHE2 C5+ 
individuals maintained their RA of G4, while it 

Table 1. Means (± SE) of the parameters before and after the dietetic intervention and their comparisons (P)

Parameters Before After P

Weight (kg) 90.76 ± 14.62 88.93 ± 15.19 0.29

Waist circumference (cm) 95.70 ± 9.88 91.36 ± 13.24 0.0008a

Abdominal circumference (cm) 109.44 ± 11.55 102.05 ± 10.84 < 0.0001a

BMI (kg/m²) 35.14 ± 5.32 33.81 ± 6.04 < 0.0001a

TC (mg/dL) 192.94 ± 37.98 192.72 ± 38.09 0.32

HDL-C (mg/dL) 52.29 ± 12.78 47.68 ± 10.99  < 0.0001a

LDL-C (mg/dL) 112.63 ± 30.79 119.34 ± 33.67 0.09

TG (mg/dL) 140.25 ± 62.48 143.3 ±74.5 0.44

BChE absolute activity (KU/L) 5.1 ± 1.53 4.88 ± 1.04 0.01a

BChE: butyrylcholinesterase; BMI: body mass index; HDL-C: high density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C: low density lipoprotein cholesterol; TC: total cholesterol; TG: triglyceride.
a Significant values.

Table 2. Results from multiple regression analysis

Dependent variables Independent variables 
considered  Confirmed effect β P

Before intervention
Lipid profile and 
anthropometrical 

parameters
G1, G1-A, G2, G3, and G4

G2 on TC and WSR
0.26 and 0.51, 

respectively
0.02 and 0.04, 

respectively

G1 on WSR 0.56 0.003

G1-A on WSR 0.58 0.001

After intervention Lipid profile and 
anthropometrical 

parameters

G1, G1-A, G2, G3, and G4
G2 on ASR

G1-A on TC

0.35

0.28

0.001

0.01

ASR: abdominal-stature ratio; TC: total cholesterol; WSR: waist-stature ratio.
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decreased in CHE2 C5- individuals (Table 4). The 
analysis of total BChE activity also showed that the 
CHE2 C5- phenotype was the only one affected by 
the dietetic intervention (Table 3), reinforcing that 
there is a different biochemical interaction in the 
CHE2 C5+ phenotype regarding the effects of an 
energetic restriction diet intervention. On the other 
hand, the RA did not show a significant decrease 
after the intervention or a difference between the 
CHE2 phenotypes for the G2, G1-Alb, and G1 bands  
(Table 4), suggesting that the dietetic intervention was 
not effective on these specific bands.

DISCUSSION

Anthropometrically, this 8-week diet was efficient, 
leading to a reduction of WC, AC, and BMI, however, 
not enough to decrease the BMI to the normal range, 
but it was sufficient to decrease the mean plasma 
absolute BChE activity significantly. These results 
suggest that there is a significant influence of the diet 
intake on plasma BChE activity, supporting the role of 
BChE in lipid metabolism and obesity (15,18,28-30).

Table 3. Comparison of BChE activity (± SD) between CHE2 C5- and 
CHE2 C5+ phenotypes before and after dietary intervention (a) and 
between the same phenotype in response to dietary intervention (b)

Phenotype Before After (P)b

CHE2 C5- 5.03 ± 1.56 4.78 ± 1.0 0.037*

CHE2 C5+ 5.74 ± 2.14 5.89 ± 1.24 0.69

(P)a 0.13 0.002*

* Significant values.

Table 4. Comparison (P) of BChE bands’ relative activity (KU/L) before and 
after dietetic intervention and between CHE2 C5+ and CHE2 C5- 
phenotypes

CHE2 C5- CHE2 C5+ (P)

G4 (before) 3.36SD1.25 3.91SD1.86 0.24

G4 (after) 3.07SD0.81 3.89SD1.0 0.006a

(P) 0.02a 0.97

G2 (before) 0.55SD0.35 0.56SD0.32 0.93

G2 (after) 0.58SD0.32 0.72SD0.42 0.22

(P) 0.37 0.24

G1-A (before) 0.72SD0.38 0.79SD0.39 0.6

G1-A (after) 0.71SD0.44 0.73SD0.35 0.92

(P) 0.78 0.37

G1 (before) 0.46SD0.34 0.36SD0.29 0.41

G1 (after) 0.44SD0.32 0.44SD0.27 0.99

(P) 0.52 0.38

a Significant values.

It has been suggested that the role of BChE in 
lipid metabolism could be the hydrolysis of choline 
esters, which are results of the nonesterified fatty acid 
metabolism and liver lipogenesis (28-30). Considering 
that in obesity the increased lipogenesis from 
carbohydrates leads to hyperlipidemia and to increased 
BChE activity, it could also explain why the energetic 
restriction diet, due to the decreased availability of 
carbohydrates in the organism, decreased BChE 
activity. In our study, after the dietary intervention, the 
BChE activity of the obese women became similar to 
the described mean activity of nonobese women from 
Southern Brazil (4.68 ± 1.51 KU/L) (31).

The fact that the HDL-C levels decreased after 
the intervention can be explained by a possible 
lack of physical exercise (PE) during the dietetic 
intervention, although this is only a nontestable 
hypothesis since we do not have systematized data 
that allow inference of the level of physical activity of 
the women who composed our sample. The lack of 
PE may cause an excessive formation of ammonia that 
leads to fatigue and therefore an even greater decrease 
of PE habits (32) Possibly, other parameters (TG, 
TC, and LDL-C) would need a longer or a stronger 
intervention to decrease their values, in contrast to 
Silva and cols. (33), who demonstrated a significant 
reduction of biochemical parameters after a 12-week 
(PE) intervention in obese adolescents. Considering 
that both interventions decreased BChE activity, it is 
possible that a combination of PE and diet could be 
ideal (33).

The relations confirmed by multiple regression 
analysis between molecular forms of BChE and 
anthropometrical parameters and TC before (G2 on 
TC, β = 0.26 and p = 0.02) and after (G1-A on TC,  
β = 0.28 and p = 0.01) the intervention are mainly due 
to its relation with lipid metabolism, BMI, and WC, as 
related before and in other studies (34-38). As for the 
BChE molecular form’s individual effect on enzymatic 
activity, our results are different from the decreased RA 
of all BChE bands observed by Silva and cols. (33), 
probably due to the higher effect and duration of PE 
intervention. In the present study, only the RA of the 
G4 band showed reduction after the intervention, 
probably because the G4 band is the most abundant 
and therefore responsible for most of the plasma BChE 
activity.

The phenotype frequencies of CHE2 C5- and CHE2 
C5+ are in accordance with the frequency of CHE2 C5+ 
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in a population sample from Southern Brazil (10.3%; 
SD = 0.60; p = 0.89) (16). Previously, the phenotype 
CHE2 C5+ was associated with increased BChE activity 
but with a lower weight (16) and BMI (18). The 
resistance of CHE2 C5+ individuals to BChE activity 
decreased after the intervention compared to CHE2 
C5- individuals, which is in accordance with other 
works, which showed increased BChE activity in the 
CHE2 C5+ phenotype (15,18) and also suggest that the 
intervention did not affect the complex G4 associated 
with the CHE2 protein, highlighting the importance 
of understanding the biochemical interactions of the 
CHE2 C5+ phenotype and BChE activity.

Among the limiting factors of our study was the 
relatively small sample size, which diminished the 
power of the study and may have contributed to 
the nonidentification of effects, especially of smaller 
magnitudes. Another limiting factor may be that we 
did not combine dietary intervention with an exercise 
program to maximize some results. However, our study 
presents original and specific data about the CHE2 C5 
phenotype’s influence on the dietetic intervention’s 
effect on total and relative BChE activity. Other 
studies are still required for a full understanding of 
the interaction between the CHE2 locus products and 
BChE concerning the response to metabolic changes. 
These data helped to increase the knowledge about the 
role of BChE in obesity, showing how much the levels 
of enzyme activity are influenced by diet, independent 
of BMI entering in normal threshold. 

In conclusion, after the 8-week diet, a decrease in the 
BMI, WC, AC, and HDL-C was observed, establishing 
a relation between the dietetic intervention and the 
decrease of plasma absolute BChE activity. However, 
CHE2 C5+ individuals were resistant to this decrease 
in enzyme activity, maintaining a high level of the RA of 
G4, which provides the major portion of BChE’s active 
form, suggesting that the CHE2 locus holds a strong 
biochemical relation with increased BChE activity, 
maintaining its elevated level even after the energetic 
restriction.
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The clinical genetics of 
phaeochromocytoma 
and paraganglioma

P. T. Kavinga Gunawardane1, Ashley Grossman1,2

ABSTRACT
Phaeochromocytoma and paraganglioma are rare catecholamine-producing tumours, recognised 
to have one of the richest hereditary backgrounds of all neoplasms, with germline mutations 
seen in approximately 30% of patients. They can be a part of genetic syndromes such as MEN 2 or 
Neurofibromatosis type 1, or can be found as apparently sporadic tumours. Germline mutations are 
almost always found in syndromic patients. Nonetheless, apparently sporadic phaeochromocytoma 
too show high germline mutation rates. Early detection of a genetic mutation can lead to early 
diagnosis of further tumours via surveillance, early treatment and better prognosis. Apart from this, 
the genetic profile has important relevance for tumour location and biochemical profile, and can 
be a useful predictor of future tumour behaviour. It also enables family screening and surveillance. 
Moreover, recent studies have demonstrated significant driver somatic mutations in up to 75% of  
all tumours. Arch Endocrinol Metab. 2017;61(5):490-500
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INTRODUCTION

P haeochromocytomas and paragangliomas are 
uncommon tumours originating from the neural 

crest-derived chromaffin cells of the adrenal medulla 
and sympathetic/parasympathetic ganglia respectively. 
The highest prevalence of phaeochromocytoma is in 
the fourth and fifth decades, while its incidence is equal 
in men and women.

Malignant phaeochromocytoma is defined 
by the presence of distant metastases in non-
chromaffin tissues, which only account for about 
15-20% of lesions (1). Although a majority of these 
catecholamine secreting tumours are by definition 
non-malignant, most of them secrete an excess of one 
or more catecholamines: epinephrine (adrenaline), 
norepinephrine (noradrenaline) or dopamine, which 
gives rise to a wide array of clinical complications, 
including resistant hypertension, tachyarrhythmia and 
cardiomyopathy.

The genetic nature of these catecholamine 
secreting tumours has been an area of extensive 
research interest over the last few decades, and 
as a result multiple genes have been identified in 
association with phaeochromocytoma as well as 
paraganglioma. Therefore, in contrast to conventional 

teaching of a 10% familial tendency (“the 10% rule”), 
phaeochromocytoma has now been shown to have a 
much higher genetic tendency with more than one 
third of patients harbouring a disease-causing germline 
mutation (2). As these tumours are recognised to have 
one of the richest hereditary backgrounds among all 
neoplasms, most authorities and guidelines currently 
recommend genetic testing of all patients for the 
presence of disease-causing mutations (3). 

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS OF GENETIC TESTING

Genetic analysis in phaeochromocytoma is an extremely 
useful tool in clinical practise as accumulating data have 
shown genetics to be equally valuable not only for 
screening but also for diagnosis and prognostication of 
hereditary phaeochromocytoma. 

Firstly, differentiation between the benign and 
malignant nature of a phaeochromocytoma can 
be a challenge to the managing physician. Genetic 
evaluation can be of assistance in this situation, 
where one can predict a higher tendency towards the 
development of malignant disease with metastases in 
patients harbouring certain mutations (e.g. mutations 
of SDHB lead to metastatic disease in 40% or more of 
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affected patients, or less commonly seen MAX and FH 
mutations) (4,5). In fact, germline genetic forms of 
phaeochromocytoma are often multiple, extra-adrenal 
and recurrent; consequently, regular surveillance and 
strict follow-up is recommended for better prognosis of 
such patients. Secondly, establishing certain hereditary 
syndromes with associated tumours with a high 
malignant potential (e.g. patients with MEN 2 – 100% 
potential to develop medullary carcinoma of thyroid) 
can lead to early diagnosis and treatment of other 
malignant syndromic manifestations in patients and 
relatives. Finally, identification of germline mutations 
of phaeochromocytoma can lead to early diagnosis and 
treatment, offering better prognosis to family members 
via screening and surveillance.

PATHOGENESIS: GENETIC GERMLINE 
HETEROGENEITY

The pathogenesis of the hereditary nature of 
phaeochromocytoma can be described in two main 
clusters (6). The first cluster contains pseudohypoxia-
driven tumours including VHL, SDH, EGLN1 and 
HIF2A mutant tumours. The second cluster contained 
the kinase signalling subgroup including the RET, 
NF1, TMEM 127 and MAX mutant tumours.

The feature common to all cluster 1 tumours is the 
activation of HIFs. Hypoxia inducible factors (HIFs) 
are transcription factors induced as a physiological 
response to cellular hypoxia. In the presence of 
VHL, SDH, EGLN1 and HIF2A mutations, HIFs 
are induced and stabilised, pointing the cell towards 
a pseudo-hypoxic state. Pseudohypoxia occurs when 
HIF pathways are constitutively activated, regardless 
of oxygen levels. This cellular pseudohypoxia leads to 
epigenetic modifications in HIF target genes affecting 
multiple cellular processes including apoptosis, 
angiogenesis, proliferation, migration, and invasion.

The second cluster of genes cause catecholamine 
secreting tumours by way of affecting the kinase 
signalling pathways. Activation of RET proto-oncogene 
in MEN 2 and inactivation of NF1 leads to activation 
of RAS/MAPK and PI3/AKT signalling pathways. 
Similarly, TMEM127 mutation activates the mTOR 
pathway while MAX mutation too has been established 
to affect the downstream mTOR pathway via the MYC-
MAX- MXD1 network.

However, the pathogenesis of phaeochromocytoma 
may not be quite as simple, where there can be significant 

overlap due to high degree of redundancy and cross-talk 
between constituents of these pathways. For example, 
mTOR can activate HIF, while MYC cooperates with 
HIF2α in oncogenesis (6). Furthermore, there is 
increasing evidence that SDH and related mutations 
can lead to the build-up of succinate which can act as an 
oncometabolite causing marked changing in patterns of 
gene methylation. 

FAMILIAL SYNDROMES ASSOCIATED WITH 
PHAEOCHROMOCYTOMA/PARAGANGLIOMA

Multiple endocrine neoplasia-2 (MEN 2)

Multiple endocrine neoplasia-2 is one of the 
earliest syndromes to have been associated with 
phaeochromocytoma and is caused by an activating 
(gain-of-function) germline mutation in the RET 
proto-oncogene located on chromosome 10q11.2. 
This proto oncogene encodes a transmembrane 
receptor tyrosine kinase involved in the regulation of 
cell proliferation and apoptosis (7). 

Sipple first described an association between thyroid 
cancer and phaeochromocytoma in 1961 and since 
then this familial constellation of pathology has been 
studied extensively, including the identification of 
the underlying germline mutation. Clinically, there 
are three main subtypes of MEN 2; 1) MEN2A is 
characterised by medullary thyroid cancer in 95% of 
patients, phaeochromocytoma in 40-50% and primary 
hyperparathyroidism in 20%-30%; 2) MEN2B accounts 
for approximately 5% of MEN syndromes and has 
medullary thyroid cancer in 100%, phaeochromocytoma 
in 50% of cases, a Marfanoid body habitus, and multiple 
mucosal ganglioneuromas; however, it is not associated 
with hyperparathyroidism. 3); the third group is the 
rarest RET proto-oncogene associated MEN2 which 
represents familial medullary thyroid cancer alone 
(8,9). Identification of phaeochromocytoma is vital 
in these patients with MEN2 to avoid perioperative 
hypertensive crisis during thyroidectomy for medullary 
thyroid carcinoma. 

The genetic defect in MEN 2 is inherited in an 
autosomal dominant pattern with high penetrance. In 
MEN 2, clinical heterogeneity has been noted due to 
mutations in several codons in the RET gene: the great 
majority of MEN 2A (now changed simply to MEN2) 
are associated with a mutation at codon 634, exon11 
which codes for the extra-cellular domain of RET, while 
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for MEN 2B (now MEN3) the dominant mutation lies 
in codon 918, exon 16 which codes for part of the intra-
cellular domain. In MEN 2A the RET mutation occur in 
the extracellular domain of the RET and causes ligand-
independent activation of PI3K–AKT, RAS, p38 MAPK 
and JUN N-terminal kinase pathways, resulting in the 
stimulation of cell growth, differentiation and survival. 
On the other hand, MEN2B-related mutations target 
a few codons affecting the catalytic site of the kinase, 
leading to loss of substrate specificity only. Therefore, 
it has been established that the subtle changes in the 
clinical presentation and molecular outcome is due to 
these genetic variations in the mutations (10).

Phaeochromocytomas seen in MEN 2 are frequently 
bilateral, adrenal in localisation and almost always 
benign (11) with the rate of malignant transformation 
being between 1 to 5%. However, it has been reported 
that children with phaeochromocytoma diagnosed with 
MEN2B have a higher risk of harbouring a malignant 
phaeochromocytoma compared to children with 
MEN2A or sporadic phaeochromocytoma (12). 

The biochemical phenotype is also rather 
different in patients with phaeochromocytoma  
associated with MEN2. They commonly overexpress 
phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase which is an 
enzyme that converts norepinephrine to epinephrine, 
leading to hypersecretion of epinephrine in large 
amounts. This is consistent with increased levels of 
metanephrine, which is a catecholamine O-methylated 
metabolite of epinephrine, detected in plasma and 
excreted in urine in these patients (13). Interestingly, 
only half of the patients with MEN2A harbouring a 
phaeochromocytoma present with it, which might 
be explained by earlier presentation with medullary 
carcinoma of the thyroid or family screening (8).

Genetic identification is also important as children 
born with the codon 634 mutation are advised to 
undergo total thyroidectomy before the age of 5 years, 
while with 918 mutations thyroidectomy in the first 
year is recommended.

With other mutations, it is suggested that the 
specific published data on such families are explored for 
prognosis and therapeutic options. 

NEUROFIBROMATOSIS TYPE 1 (NF1)

NF1 or von Recklinghausen’s disease is another 
autosomal dominant disorder, characterized by 
neurofibromas, café-au-lait spots, freckling, Lisch 

nodules, phaeochromocytoma and paraganglioma: 0.1 
to 5.7% of patients with the NF1 gene present with 
solitary and benign phaeochromocytomas (14). 

NF1 is due to an inactivating mutation in the 
tumour suppressor gene NF1, located on chromosome 
17q11.2. The NF1 gene encodes a large, 327 kDa 
protein called neurofibromin, belonging to a family 
of GTPase-activating proteins (GAP). This protein 
downregulates a cellular proto-oncogene, p21-RAS. 
RAS is a major oncogene in human malignancies. It is 
well known to regulate cell growth and differentiation, 
and activates a number of signalling pathways including 
the stem cell factor, mTOR, and MAP kinase pathways. 
mTOR is a crucial downstream signal of both RAS 
and RET pathways, and is aberrantly activated in NF1-
deficient malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumours, 
phaeochromocytomas and paragangliomas (15).

Fifty per cent of phaeochromocytomas in NF1 are 
familial while the rest are due to de novo mutations 
(16). Familial NF1 shows “complete penetrance”, 
where the individual carrying the mutation will be 
almost always affected by it. However, it is highly 
variable in its “expression”, indicating that the severity 
of disease of the affected individuals can vary marked 
within families (17). Since the cloning of the NF1 gene 
in 1990, numerous constitutional mutations of patients 
have been described (Upadhyaya and Cooper 1998, 
NNFF International NF1 Genetic Mutation Analysis 
Consortium, Human Gene Mutation Database 
Cardiff) including cytogenetically visible translocations, 
intronic rearrangements affecting splicing, deletions, 
duplications, insertions; and many different point 
mutations and substitutions (18). Although many 
mutations have been identified in association with 
NF1 there is still no conclusive evidence to correlate 
the genotype with the phenotype or predict clinical risk 
factors with certain mutations (19).

The diagnosis of NF1 is based on multiple cutaneous 
and bony lesions (Table 1).

Patients with NF1 have an increased frequency to 
develop both benign and malignant tumours. Optic 
path gliomas are the predominant type of central 
nervous system tumours. Patients can also develop 
astrocytomas, brain stem gliomas, insulinomas and soft 
tissue sarcomas. 

Phaeochromocytoma is a rare but important 
manifestation of NF1 which usually presents in fourth 
or fifth decade, by which time most patient would have 
developed some form of a cutaneous manifestation 
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of NF1. Mostly phaeochromocytoma in NF1 are 
benign and unilateral; however, they can occasionally 
be bilateral or extra-adrenal and up to 12% of these 
phaeochromocytomas can be malignant (14,21).

capillary haemangioblastomas increases with age where 
70% of VHL patients will harbour multifocal, bilateral 
lesions by the age of 60 (23). Almost all RCC in VHL are 
clear cell carcinoma with a mean age of onset of 44 years.

VHL is caused by a heterozygous germline 
mutation on the VHL tumour suppressor gene on 
chromosome 3p25.5 and contains three exons. The 
VHL gene encodes two proteins, pVHL30, pVHL19. 
They are “substrate recognition components” which 
target HIF1α and HIF2α for proteasomal-mediated 
degradation. Therefore, loss of function of VHL leads 
to inappropriate accumulation of HIF and subsequent 
activation of the hypoxic response, promoting 
angiogenesis, glycolysis and proliferation. This explains 
the predisposition for patients to develop vascular and 
other types of tumours in VHL syndrome (24).

In VHL syndrome, catecholamine-secreting tumours 
develop in 10-20% with a mean age of presentation of 
30 years (25). They are more frequently benign, intra-
adrenal and bilateral. However, rarely mediastinal, 
abdominal and pelvic sympathetic paragangliomas as 
well as head and neck parasympathetic paragangliomas 
have also been reported (26). 

Interestingly, patients harbouring the VHL 
mutation have a lower incidence of hypertension and 
have specifically elevated normetanephrine, in contrast 
to patients with MEN-2 and NF, who show elevated 
metanephrine levels (13,27). 

FAMILIAL CATECHOLAMINE-HYPERSECRETING 
TUMOURS IN SUCCINATE DEHYDROGENASE (SDH) 
GENE MUTATION

SDH is an enzyme complex on the inner mitochondrial 
membrane with 4 subunits, SDHA, SDHB, SDHC, and 
SDHD. This enzyme complex catalyses the important 
oxidation of succinate to fumarate in the Kreb cycle 
with the reduction of ubiquinone to ubiquinol via the 
mitochondrial respiratory chain. 

The four subunits of the enzyme complex are encoded 
by four SDH genes – SDHA, SDHB, SDHC, and 
SDHD. SDHA and SDHB are the hydrophilic subunits 
responsible for the catalytic process of the SDH enzyme 
complex. SDHA is a flavoprotein and SDHB is an iron-
sulphur protein. SDHC and SDHD, on the other hand, 
are hydrophobic and act as the two anchorage proteins. 
Apart from these four proteins a fifth factor, succinate 
dehydrogenase complex-assembly factor 2 (SDHAF2), 
essential for the proper function of the SDHA subunit 

Table 1. NIH diagnostic criteria for neurofibromatosis type 1 (20)

Two or more of the following clinical features must be present:

Six or more café-au-lait macules of more than 5 mm in greatest diameter in 
pre-pubertal individuals, and more than 15 mm in greatest diameter in 
post-pubertal individuals

Two or more neurofibromas of any type or one plexiform neurofibroma

Freckling in the axillary or inguinal regions

Optic glioma

Two or more iris hamartomata (Lisch nodules)

Distinctive bony lesion such as sphenoid dysplasia, or thinning of the long bone 
cortex with or without pseudo-arthrosis

A first-degree relative (parent, sibling, or offspring) with NF1 based on the 
above criteria

VON HIPPEL-LINDAU (VHL) SYNDROME

VHL is a rare (incidence of 1:36,000 in the general 
population) autosomal-dominant inherited syndrome 
associated with the development of a variety of benign 
and malignant tumours. 

Families and individuals with VHL have been 
divided into types 1 and 2, based on their likelihood 
of developing phaeochromocytoma. Patients with 
type 1 VHL have a low likelihood of developing 
phaeochromocytoma, although they are at a higher 
risk of developing other VHL-associated tumours. 
Families with type 2 disease are at an increased risk 
of developing phaeochromocytoma. Type 2 is again 
divided into 3 groups: 2A phaeochromocytoma with 
low incidence of renal cell carcinoma (RCC), 2B 
phaeochromocytoma with high incidence of RCC, 
2C only develop phaeochromocytoma as apparent 
sporadic tumours. These sub classifications are used as 
a guide and are not by any means absolute. In general, 
mutations which lead to complete loss of function tend 
not to be associated with phaeochromocytomas.

VHL-related lesions occur at a wide range of 
ages with the retinal lesions commencing at a very 
young age. Patients need to be screened for CNS 
haemangioblastoma, retinal angioma, clear cell renal 
cell carcinoma, pancreatic neuroendocrine tumours 
(which are seen in around 10%) and middle ear 
tumours regularly. Haemangioblastomas are the most 
common lesions associated with VHL disease, affecting 
60 to 84%, typically occurring in the cerebellum or 
spinal cord (22). The incidence of development retinal 
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(cofactor of flavin adenine dinucleotide), has now been 
recognised. SDHAF2 is encoded by SDHAF2 gene 
which, similar to genetic defects in other SDH gene 
defects can cause familial catecholamine-hypersecreting 
tumours. Apart from catecholamine secreting tumours, 
genetic defects in the SDH complex less frequently 
gives rise to renal cell carcinomas and gastro- intestinal 
stromal tumours (GISTs), and more recently to pituitary 
adenomas (28-31).

The two main functions of SDH are the oxidative 
dehydrogenation of succinate to fumarate in the 
tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) cycle and the reduction 
of ubiquinone in the electron transport chain during 
ATP synthesis. Therefore, the SDH enzyme complex 
plays a vital role in the initial deprotonation step, 
where electrons are derived from succinate oxidation 
via FAD. After the electrons have been liberated from 
the oxidation of succinate, they are tunnelled along the 
Fe-S relay to an awaiting ubiquinone molecule.

The common feature in all SDH mutations is the 
inactivation of the SDH complex which leads to the 
accumulation of succinate and increase in oxygen free 
radical production. Succinate affects HIF stability 
through its effects on post-translational regulation of 
HIFα subunits, an essential step for the recognition of 
HIF for proteasome-mediated degradation. Therefore, 
accumulation of succinate and an increase in oxygen 
free radical production in SDH inactivation leads to 
stabilisation of HIF.

Through similar mechanisms as in VHL, stabilisation 
of HIF-α activate multiple hypoxia-dependent pathways 
leads to epigenetic modifications in HIF target genes 
(DNA and histone hypermethylation). These genes 
that are affected by hypermethylation have been 
implicated in many vital effects on cellular processes 
including apoptosis, angiogenesis, energy metabolism, 
proliferation, migration, and invasion of tumour cells 
(32). Thus, HIF-α stabilisation in SDH mutations 
cause subsequent epigenetic modifications giving rise 
to multiple benign and malignant tumour pathology 
including phaeochromocytomas and paragangliomas.

Interestingly, both DNA demethylation and histone 
demethylation associated with an SDH mutation can be 
corrected by the addition of the  methylase inhibitor, 
decitabine. These findings support a potential reversible 
hypermethylation process in patients with an SDH 
mutation, suggesting a possible therapeutic pathway. 
Moreover, over the last several years, new molecules to 
inhibit HIF2α have been developed, especially in the 

treatment of clear cell carcinoma of the kidney (33). 
PT2385 is one such molecule and it binds to a HIF-2α 
unique protein pocket in the PAS-B domain, and thus, 
prevents the HIF-2α-ARNT dimerization and the 
formation of an active HIF-2 transcription complex. 
The development of these molecules (PT2385 and 
PT2399) have may provide a therapeutic opportunity 
to perhaps successfully treat pharmacologically 
several types of cancers which currently have limited 
therapeutic options (e.g. patients with SDHB-related 
metastatic phaeochromocytoma/paraganglioma) (34). 
In addition, previous evidence suggested that SDH-
deficient cells rely on lactate dehydrogenase A (LDHA) 
for regeneration of NAD+ or pyruvate carboxylase 
for the uptake of extracellular pyruvate and increased 
aspartate synthesis, both raising the possibility that 
LDH inhibition might be selectively toxic to SDH-loss 
cells. Development of these molecules may give the 
possibility of non-cytotoxic metabolite for the treatment 
of SDH-loss in phaeochromocytoma/ paragangliomas.

SDHD MUTATION

Fifteen percent of phaeochromocytoma and 
paraganglioma are associated with germline SDH 
mutations. Inactivating mutations in the SDHD gene, 
autosomal-dominantly acquired, give rise to familial 
parasympathetic head and neck paragangliomas. They can 
also give rise to sympathetic extra-adrenal paragangliomas 
and rarely unilateral phaeochromocytoma. The 
head-and-neck paragangliomas are usually bilateral 
or multifocal. Although, the paragangliomas can 
be recurrent they are rarely malignant (< 5%) (35). 
Intriguingly, SDHD mutations are highly penetrant 
and show maternal genomic imprinting (36). Thus, 
almost all tumours are only seen in the children of 
male-affected parents, and the mutation is inactivated if 
inherited from the maternal side (although it will still be 
genetically transmitted). 

SDHB MUTATION

Germline mutations of SDHB gene are inherited as 
autosomal dominant with the presence of sympathetic 
extra-adrenal paragangliomas, followed by adrenal 
phaeochromocytomas and parasympathetic head 
and neck paragangliomas (37,38). Typically, they 
originate from extra-adrenal locations in the abdomen, 
thorax and the pelvis and are usually solitary tumours 
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with a significantly high malignant potential (30%) 
(4,38). Therefore, all patients with metastatic 
phaeochromocytoma or paragangliomas should 
undergo SDHB mutation testing at the very least. 

The typical age of presentation of paragangliomas 
due to SDHB mutations is 30 years. However, they can 
present at any age, including in childhood. Moreover, 
an SDHB mutation has a poor genotype and phenotype 
correlation due to low penetrance and high variable 
expression, where even identical mutations give rise 
to different types of tumours in location, behaviour 
and severity (4). The predominant biochemical 
phenotype of an SDHB mutation is hypersecretion 
of dopamine alone or dopamine and norepinephrine. 
Therefore, increased levels of 3-methoxytyramine, 
which is a product of dopamine metabolism, could 
help biochemically identify SDHB or other likely 
malignant tumours (13). Apart from biochemistry, 
immunohistochemistry for SDHB too can aid in the 
discrimination between SDHB and other mutations. If 
the phaeochromocytoma or the paraganglioma is due 
to an SDHB mutation, staining the tumour for SDHB 
will be negative with a sensitivity of 100% and specificity 
of 84% for any type of SDH mutation (39).

SDHC MUTATION 

SDHC mutation is located on chromosome 1q21 
and is similarly inherited in an autosomal dominant 
pattern. However, it is rare and gives rise to benign 
head-and-neck paragangliomas as well as sympathetic 
paragangliomas and phaeochromocytomas; these can 
be multiple (40).

SDHAF2 MUTATION

Inactivating mutations in the SDHAF2 gene has 
recently been recognised to cause a rare type of familial 
paraganglioma syndrome which causes head-and-
neck paragangliomas, exclusively in children of fathers 
carrying the defective gene. This point towards a 
maternal imprinting and is inherited in an autosomal 
dominant manner. The mean age of presentation 
is 30 years and studies suggest that screening for 
SDHAF2 is important in patients with head-and-
neck paragangliomas with either a family history of 
head-and-neck paraganglioma, young age of onset or 
multiple tumours in whom SDHB, SDHC, and SDHD 
gene testing was negative (36). 

SDHA MUTATION 

SDHA gene mutation was initially thought to cause Leigh 
syndrome, a neurodegenerative syndrome associated 
with subacute necrotising encephalomyelopathy with 
developmental delay and psychomotor regression. 
However, recently germ-line mutations in SDHA 
were detected in patients with both sympathetic and 
parasympathetic paragangliomas (41).

OTHER GENES RELATED TO 
PHAEOCHROMOCYTOMAS AND 
PARAGANGLIOMAS 

TMEM 127

TMEM127 is a tumour suppressor gene (four exons, 
chromosome 2q11) linked with mTOR (mammalian 
target of rapamycin) kinase pathway which has 
recently been associated with the development of 
phaeochromocytoma. Since the original report, more 
than 30 mutations have been identified in TMEM127. 
Although all variants were detected in germline DNA, 
less than 20% of patients carrying a TMEM127 mutation 
report a family history of phaeochromocytomas, 
suggesting low penetrance of the mutant alleles (42). 
TMEM127 encodes for a transmembrane protein 
which localizes to the plasma membrane and multiple 
components of the endosome machinery, including 
early, late and recycling endosome, Golgi complex and 
lysosome. Once mutated, it is mostly located in the 
cytoplasm, suggesting the localization of TMEM127 
to endomembrane pools is important for its tumour 
suppressor function (42).

MAX Mutation 

The MAX gene is located on chromosome 14q23 and 
encodes for MAX protein. MAX is a low abundance 
basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH) leucine zipper domain-
containing protein that is predominantly found in 
complex with the MYC transcription factor. MYC is a 
common oncogene in many human cancers and MYC–
MAX heterodimers bind to E-box sequences in the 
promoters that binds to genes encoding proteins with a 
wide range of cellular functions, including metabolism, 
growth and angiogenesis (43). Moreover, MAX can 
bind to other transcription factors such as MXD1, 
MNT and MGA which can repress the transcription of 
target genes, ultimately leading to the inhibition of cell 
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growth and promotion of terminal differentiation (44). 
Therefore, MAX can function as both a suppressor 
and activator of genes involved in many oncogenic 
pathways. Thus, a balance between MAX complexes 
with MYC and MAX complexes with MYC repressors 
dictates the output of transcription of E box-containing 
genes as a result of either activation or repression (43). 

Although the mechanism in which a MAX mutation 
causes phaeochromocytoma remains unclear, recent 
studies show that partial deletion and reintroduction of 
MAX results in cell growth arrest supporting the role 
of MAX repressing the oncogenic effects of MYC on 
paraganglial cells (44). 

MAX associated catecholamine-secreting tumours 
can be either adrenal or extra-adrenal. Adrenal tumours 
are often bilateral (67%) with a possible association 
with malignant behaviour. Therefore, mutations in the 
MAX gene should be sought in patients with familial, 
bilateral or apparently sporadic phaeochromocytoma/
paraganglioma (45). 

OTHER GENES 

The actual mutation load of individual 
phaeochromocytomas and paragangliomas is unknown. 
Multiple novel germline mutations have been associated 
with the development of phaeochromocytoma. A 
few well recognized ones are HIF2A (also known as 
EPAS1), KIF1B and EGLN1. 

KIF1B is a rare germline mutation which causes 
phaeochromocytoma and neuroblastoma. Located on 
chromosome 1p36.22, KIF1B belongs to the kinesin 
family encoding a protein that induces apoptosis. 
KIF1B acts in a prolyl hydroxylase domain‐containing 
protein-3 (PHD3) dependent apoptosis pathway that 
occurs physiologically in sympathetic lineage precursor 
cells during development (46). 

Another rare germline mutation causing 
phaeochromocytoma together with congenital 
erythrocytosis is the EGLN1 mutation. EGLN1  
(egl-nine-homolog-1) gene, also termed PHD2, is 
located on chromosome 1q42.1, encodes a prolyl 
hydroxylase, which has a crucial function in the oxygen-
dependent proline hydroxylation of the HIF-α pathway. 
Therefore, through similar pseudohypoxic mechanisms 
as in SDH, EGLN1 mutations can give rise to familial 
paraganglioma (47).

Loss of function of fumarate hydratase (FH), 
which catalyses the conversion of fumarate to malate, 

has been demonstrated to cause accumulation of 
the precursor metabolite, fumarate, Fumarate shares 
structural similarities with succinate. Similar to succinate 
accumulation in SDH mutations, fumarate accumulation 
in FH activates the pseudo-hypoxia driven pathways to 
give rise to catecholamine secreting tumours (48).

Similar to succinate and fumarate accumulation, 
which leads to enzymatic inhibition of multiple α-KG-
dependent dioxygenases in the Krebs cycle, a new 
germline mutation in MDH2 (malate dehydrogenase 
2) has been found to cause phaeochromocytoma/
paraganglioma (with possible metastasis). This 
mutation causes a deletion in the tumour suppressor 
gene prompting a stable silencing of MDH2 expression. 
It has been suggested that suppression of MDH2 leads 
to accumulation of malate which, similar to succinate, 
inhibits the HIFα pathway. This mutation was found 
in patients neuroblastomas, as well as in malignant 
phaeochromocytoma and paraganglioma (49).

Mechanisms underlying phaeochromocytoma are 
astonishingly diverse, with both inherited and somatic 
drivers influencing tumorigenesis through a broad 
range of biological pathways. Apart from germline 
mutations, recent studies have attempted to locate 
somatic mutations in the phaeochromocytoma/
paragangliomas. 

Somatic mutations of the HRAS gene, which is 
one of the most frequently disordered genes in many 
malignancies was isolated in phaeochromocytoma 
by exome sequencing (50). These mutations target 
the signal downstream of the RAS-MAPK pathway. 
Identification of somatic mutations is useful specially 
in the differentiation between malignant and benign 
phaeochromocytoma, which can be quite challenging 
to the managing physician. 

Another well-known somatic mutation is the 
HIF2α mutation. This somatic gain-of-function 
mutation targets the HIF2α-stabilising prolyl sites, 
Pro531, affecting the conformation of HIF2α. This 
conformational change induces downstream targets 
leading to tumour growth. Interestingly, despite the 
somatic nature, patients with HIF2α mutation were 
found to develop somatostatinomas and 50% developed 
early onset or congenital polycythaemia. It seems 
probable that this is due to germline mosaicism (51). 
Interestingly, ophthalmic complications are also being 
recognised in this syndrome.

Recent data have revealed that DNA translocation and 
fusion genes act as a component of phaeochromocytoma 
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tumorigenesis. Moreover, certain germ-line mutations 
as well as somatic mutations and fusion genes can be 
used as markers/predictors of aggressive disease-free 
survival (ADFS), the time until the occurrence of 
distant metastases, local recurrence, or positive regional 
lymph nodes. Apart from germ-line mutations such as 
SDHB, certain somatic mutations including ATRX and 
MAML3 fusion gene were shown to predict clinical 
outcome in patient with phaeochromocytoma (52). 
Certain of these gene products seem to be involved in 
the b-catenin pathway, indicating a separate sub-group 
of this type of tumour. Currently around 75% of all 
phaeochromocytomas and paragangliomas show either 
a clear germline or a likely somatic driver mutation. 

Finally, deep exome-sequencing studies have 
revealed very low frequency germline gain-of-
function mutations in histone methylators such as 
H3F3A and H3K9; this is an area of intense research 
and undoubtedly more will be learnt with clinical 
applicability in the near future.

APPROACH TO GENETIC TESTING IN CLINICAL 
PRACTICE

With the rising number of genes identified in association 
with phaeochromocytoma/paraganglioma, routine testing 
for all known germ-line has in the past been expensive and 

time-consuming. It is also important to remember that the 
majority of these tumours are still sporadic and may not 
carry a germline mutation. Therefore, the suggestion has 
been to employ various predictors to suggest a screening 
process for genetic testing: based on many studies, germ-
line mutations are common in patients with early onset 
disease (< 45 years), bilateral phaeochromocytoma, extra-
adrenal disease (e.g. head and neck paraganglioma), 
multifocal, recurrent or malignant disease and a positive 
family history of phaeochromocytoma. Therefore, 
patients with these features were considered for genetic 
testing (25,53). Then, depending on certain feature 
associated with different mutations one could decide on 
the order of genes to be tested (Figure 1). This decision-
making process could be guided by several other factors 
including presence of syndromic clinical features on 
clinical evaluation, positive family history of syndromic 
features (e.g. a family member with medullary thyroid 
carcinoma suggest possible MEN2), tumour location, 
type of catecholamine produced by the tumour and 
histological evaluation. 

For patients with sporadic phaeochromocytoma 
(without family history or syndromic feature), decision 
making can be aided by several tumour characteristics 
such as tumour location, biochemical phenotype and 
histopathology. A summary of the indicative factors is 
given below:

Figure 1. Decisional flow-chart for genetic testing in patients with a proven phaeochromocytoma/paraganglioma.

Pheochromocytoma/
paraganglioma

Syndromic
features

Relevant
genetic testing

Relevant
genetic testing

Family history
of syndrome

With
metastasis

No metastasis

Adrenal

Extra-adrenal

Head and neck

SDHB SDHD, SDHC, VHL, MAX, NF1

↑metanephrine RET NF1, VHL, TMEM127, MAX

VHL SDHB, SDHD, SDHC, MAX

SDHB, SDHD, VHL, SDHC, MAX

SDHB, SDHD, SDHC

SDHD, SDHB, SDHC

SDHD SDHC, VHL, TMEM 127, RET

SDHD, SDHC, SDHB

↑normetanephrine

↑methoxytyramine

↑normetanephrine

↑methoxytyramine

↑methoxytyramine

↑normetanephrine
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LOCATION OF THE TUMOUR 

Considering the location of the tumour; intra-adrenal 
tumours suggest possible RET, VHL, NF1, TMEM 
127, MAX or rarely KIF1B mutations. In addition, 
bilateral phaeochromocytomas are mostly found with 
these same mutations (11,12,14,21,26,42,45,53). On 
the other hand, SDH mutations cause intra-adrenal 
tumours less commonly; 25% of SDHB-related tumours 
are phaeochromocytomas while the frequency of intra-
adrenal tumours in SDHD, SDHA and SDHC are even 
lower (4,7,36,37,41,53).

Most of the extra-adrenal tumours are due to 
mutations in SDH genes (4,7,36,37,40,53). Apart from 
which, extra-adrenal tumours were also found in rare 
EGLN1 mutation (47). Although, rare extra adrenal 
tumours can also be found in VHL, TMEM 127, NF1, 
and RET mutations as well (11,12,14,21,26,42,53).

Of the extra-adrenal tumours, head-and-neck 
paragangliomas hold a special importance as they have 
a high possibility of carrying an underlying genetic 
mutation. Of the SDH mutations, SDHD-related 
tumours are commonly seen in the head and neck 
region and are usually multiple. Head and neck tumour 
are also seen in SDHB and SDHC mutations; however, 
they are much less common (7,31,53). An even rarer 
cause for head-and-neck paraganglioma is the SDHAF2 
mutation, which should be considered if SDHD, 
SDHB, and SDHC testing is negative (36). Due to high 
rate of an underlying genetic defects, head and neck 
paraganglioma negative for all SDH mutations can be 
tested for VHL and TMEM127 (although the possibility 
is very rare). Sympathetic paragangliomas, which are 
large, solitary tumours located in abdomen, thorax and 
pelvis, are often due to SDHB mutations, while SDHC 
and SDHA can rarely be causal (7,31,36,38,40,41,53).

BIOCHEMICAL PHENOTYPE 

Metabologenomics is another area that can also shed some 
light on the underlying genetic defect. Depending on the 
mutation, tumours show distinct differences in metabolic 
pathways that relate to or even directly impact clinical 
presentation. Therefore, the biochemical phenotype 
can be an important tool when deciding on the order of 
genetic testing in patients. Patient with catecholamine-
secreting tumours due to RET and NF1 mutations secrete 
high levels of metanephrine, indicating epinephrine 
production in the tumour, while patients with mutations 
in the VHL gene exhibited an increased production of 

normetanephrine, indicating norepinephrine production. 
On the other hand, SDH mutations, especially SDHB 
and SDHD mutations, frequently show elevated levels of 
methoxytyramine (an indicator of dopamine production 
and often malignancy) (13). 

HISTOPATHOLOGICAL DIFFERENTIATION 

Finally, histopathological differentiation can be 
a useful tool when planning genetic screening in 
phaeochromocytoma. The presence of malignant 
features can suggest certain genetic defects; 
phaeochromocytomas and especially extra-adrenal 
paragangliomas of malignant nature are associated 
mostly with SDHB mutations (in 30% patients) (4,36-
38,40). Malignant phaeochromocytomas can also be 
not infrequently seen with several mutations including 
MAX (25%) and NF1 (12%) mutations (7,14,21,45,53). 
Malignant tumours are rare (< 5%) in RET, VHL, 
SDHD, SDHC, SDHAF2 and TMEM127 mutations. 
Immunohistochemistry can add to this by negative 
staining in SDHB and SDHA mutations (39,41).

GENE PANEL SCREENING

Most recently, it has become clear that with the large 
number of possible genetic disturbances, simple 
algorithmic screening has become slow and resource 
intensive, and a number of groups have shown the utility 
of simultaneous screening for a whole panel of genes, 
independent of any other background information 
(except where there is clear evidence of a patient’s 
syndromic or family diagnosis). Such panel screening 
was initially with Sanger sequencing, and indeed using 
this approach we identified germline mutations in a 
series of patients with phaeochromocytomas in 25% 
of patients, including 15% of patients with unilateral 
sporadic non-recurrent phaeochromocytomas (54). 
Similarly, Brito and cols. in a meta-analysis identified 
germline mutations in 5% of gene-panelled sporadic 
unilateral tumours (55). With next-generation 
sequencing (NGS), this approach should probably be 
the assessment of choice in all patients presenting with 
phaeochromocytomas and paragangliomas (56). 

FINAL REMARKS

Phaeochromocytomas and paragangliomas have been 
paradigm shifters in genetic studies, being the first 
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human tumour model recognised to carry a genetic 
defect in a metabolic enzyme (SDHD) two decades 
ago. Since then numerous genetic and epigenetic 
changes have been discovered in association with these 
tumours, opening up novel avenues for early and correct 
diagnosis, appropriate treatment and better prognosis 
for patients. These discoveries benefit not only the 
patient but also family members as positive genetic 
screening can lead to early diagnosis through regular 
surveillance. In conclusion, the era of NGS has opened 
up new avenues of rapid and successful diagnosis and 
effective screening. 

Disclosure: no potential conflict of interest relevant to this article 
was reported.
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Mechanisms involved in 
hearing disorders of thyroid 
ontogeny: a literature review
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Luciene da Cruz Fernandes2, Jamile Morais de Albuquerque2, Luciana Lyra 
Casais-e-Silva3, Helton Estrela Ramos4, Crésio de Aragão Dantas Alves5 

ABSTRACT
Endocochlear, retrocochlear and/or central origin hearing damage may be related to the absence of 
appropriate levels of thyroid hormone during morphogenesis and/or auditory system development. 
Hearing disorders related to the thyroid are not well studied, despite speculation on the pathophysi-
ological mechanisms. The objective of this review was to characterize the main pathophysiological 
mechanisms of congenital hypothyroidism and to evaluate the relationship with central and periph-
eral hearing disorders. We conducted a literature review using the databases MedLine, LILACS, Co-
chrane Library, SciELO, Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), Embase, and Science Direct between 
July and September on 2016. We identified the studies that address hearing disorder mechanisms 
on the congenital hypothyroidism. Congenital hypothyroidism may have clinical and subclinical 
manifestations that affect the auditory system and may be a potential risk factor for hearing impair-
ment. Hearing impairment can severely impact quality-of-life, which emphasizes the importance of 
monitoring and evaluating hearing during the clinical routine of these patients. Arch Endocrinol Metab. 
2017;61(5):501-5
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INTRODUCTION

T he development of the auditory system depends on 
the presence of proper levels of thyroid hormone 

(TH) (1). Several proteins and the synthesis of multiple 
enzymes require the normal function of the thyroid 
gland, and hormones are necessary for the structural 
formation of the middle and inner ear (2) as well as 
the central auditory system (3). Therefore, it is possible 
that congenital hypothyroidism may lead to auditory 
damage with endocochlear origin, retrocochlear origin 
and/or central parts of the auditory system (3). 

The THs play an important role in the 
morphogenesis, development and maturation of the 
auditory pathway. Thus, congenital hypothyroidism 
(CH) can be a potential risk factor for hearing 
impairment (HI) (4) if the hormones decrease or are 
absent during the development of the peripheral and 
central auditory system structures (5). 

While the HI incidence in CH individuals is 
currently unknown, studies suggest it may affect 20% 
of carriers (5-7). The rate of hearing disorders in CH 
patients is approximately 100-fold higher than the 
euthyroid population and occurs in approximately 1 
per 1000 births (6). 

Although the CH auditory aspects have been 
investigated in different experimental models involving 
both in humans and animals, the pathophysiological 
mechanisms have not been well explored and are not 
fully elucidated. This lack of information makes it 
difficult to comprehend all the processes involved in the 
possible hearing disorders that this disease may cause. 

The aim of this literature review was to evaluate 
the relationships between CH and both peripheral 
and central hearing disorders. We focused on the 
pathophysiological mechanisms involved with these 
disorders. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Identification and selection of studies

The literature search was conducted using the following 
electronic databases: MedLine, LILACS, Cochrane 
Library, SciELO, Institute for Scientific Information 
(ISI), Embase, and Science Direct. The databases were 
consulted between July and September 2016. The 
databases were mined for literature that specifically 
focused on pathophysiological processes of congenital 
hypothyroidism and hearing in human and animal 
models. The following keywords and descriptors 
were used during the search and were combined 
in a number of sequences in English, Portuguese 
and Spanish languages: hypothyroidism, congenital 
hypothyroidism, thyroid hormone, thyroid gland, 
thyroid ontogeny versus auditory hearing maturation, 
cochlear function, middle olivocochlear system, central 
auditory processing, hearing loss, and hearing test. 
The selected studies were chosen based on their title 
and abstract description. The desired outcomes were 
structural, physiological, and/or biochemical disorders 
of the auditory system due to impaired function of the 
thyroid gland. Papers were excluded from the analysis 
if they addressed hearing disorders in syndromic cases 
associated with hypothyroidism or other hypothyroidism 
conditions that were not caused by abnormalities due 
to the formation or function of the thyroid gland. 

LITERATURE REVIEW

Congenital hypothyroidism

CH is related to defective TH action due to decreased or 
absent hormones. CH is the most common metabolic 
dysfunction in newborn infants. CH affects 1:3000 
to 1:4000 births worldwide (8) and 1:2500 births in 
regions of Brazil (9).

CH etiology is clinically classified as either permanent 
(80-90%) or transitory (10-20%) (10). The causes of CH 
are broadly categorized into dyshormonogenesis in 15% 
of cases and thyroid dysgenesis (TD) in 85% of cases 
(11-14). Dyshormonogenesis is caused by autosomal 
recessive mutations of key molecules regulating thyroid 
hormone synthesis, and thyroid hormone production fails 
in a structurally sound thyroid gland (15). Conversely, 
TD is caused by a wide range of different structural 
malformations in the thyroid that result in a wide variety of 

different CH phenotypes (16-18). TD is subcategorized 
into the following classes: 1) thyroid agenesis, which is 
the most severe form and has a complete lack of thyroid 
tissue (i.e., both lobes); 2) thyroid hemiagenes, which has 
one of the thyroid lobes completely missing; 3) thyroid 
hypoplasia, which is characterized as a smaller gland in the 
normal position; and 4) thyroid ectopia, which involves 
an abnormal positioning but the gland rests along the 
migratory path of the primordium. It is known that 5% 
of thyroid dysgenesis cases are associated with mutations 
of the genes responsible for the development of the 
thyroid follicular cells (e.g., NKX2.1, FOXE1, PAX8, 
and TSHR) and display a complex pathogeny (18,19). 

Untreated CH can result in a profound impairment 
of the somatic growth and central nervous system 
functional differentiation because THs are essential for 
metabolic development, growth, and homeostasis. 

Endocochlear mechanisms of congenital 
hypothyroidism

Animal model studies demonstrated that thyroxin 
(T4) plays an important role in the development of 
embryonic inner ear. In CH cases with maturation of 
the sensory epithelium, the inner ear is injured, which 
suggests there are periods of sensitivity to THs in the 
developing cochlea (20). In humans the critical time 
for hearing maturation corresponds approximately to 
the gap between the embryonic period and the first 
year of postnatal life (21) (Figure 1).

The cellular function of THs, specifically the active 
form triiodothyronine (T3), is mediated by the thyroid 
hormone receptor (TR). TR is a binding transcription 
factor that changes target gene expression (22). The 
action of T3 on the cochlear sensory cells is partially 
caused by differential expression of the TH receptor 
isoforms receptors present in the developing cochlea:  
α (THRA) and β (THRB) (23). The expression pattern 
suggests the cochlea is a direct site of action for THs, 
which can explain several findings of morphological 
abnormalities on the spiral organ in hypothyroid 
rodents (20,24,25).

A delay of THs supply before hearing function 
development starts results in permanent defects on the 
cochlea. The deficits of THs can also lead to permanent 
decreases of the β-tectorin protein levels in the tectorial 
membrane, which is associated with tectorial membrane 
structural abnormalities and cochlear function (26). 

The outer hair cells (OHC) are highly sensitive to 
THs serum levels (26). In cases with low hormone 
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levels in the beginning of hearing function, the OHC 
are poorly differentiated from the other cells in the 
cochlea. This reduces the number of organelles in 
the cytoplasm, including ribosomes, endoplasmic 
reticulum, and mitochondria (27). It is also possible 
to verify an insufficient formation and changes in 
microtubule stability with the rise of filamentous actin 
expression, which increases the stiffness and decreases 
the cell membrane mass. These changes directly affect 
the cochlear amplification process (28).

The patients with hypothyroidism show reduced 
SLC26A4 gene expression. This gene encodes the 
prestin protein that functions as the motor of the OHC 
and regulates the cochlear amplification process (29). 
The reduction in prestin and decreased amplification 
decrease its distribution in the OHCs membrane (30). 
Additionally, the K+ channel encoded by KCNQ4 is 
responsible for endolymphatic potential formation and 
is also significantly decreased in these conditions (31). 

Cumulatively, these factors together with an 
insufficient opening of the cochlea fluid spaces (inner 
spiral sulcus, tunnel of Corti, and Nuel’s space) 
affect the development of cochlear micromechanics 
(32) and damage both the passive and active cochlea 
mechanisms (33). 

There are also descriptions of abnormalities in 
numerous afferent dendrites and growth delays of the 
efferent terminals under the OHCs (34). These findings 
confirm the hypothesis that the absence or decrease of 
THs can cause harmful effects to the peripheral auditory 
system and cochlear function.

Retrocochlear/central mechanisms on congenital 
hypothyroidism

Previous studies conducted in animal models focused 
on central nervous system (CNS) development and 
how the decrease or absence of THs leads to clinical 
signs suggesting stagnation of normal CNS maturation 
in CH cases (34). These findings show an abnormality 
on the myelination process and subtraction of the 
axonal projections of the anterior commissure and 
corpus callosum (35). The abnormalities decrease the 
pyramidal neurons and cause irregular localization 
of the corpus callosum neurons. Additionally, there 
are reduced numbers of microtubules in the neural 
cytoplasm, changes to the distribution of apical 
dendrites of the pyramidal neurons (36), and a delay in 
the cholinergic axons arrival to the hippocampus (37). 

Prior studies of the superior auditory pathway have 
shown reduced levels of the metabolic activity marker 
deoxyglucose in the following regions: the cochlear 
nucleus, superior olivary complex, lateral lemniscus 
nucleus, inferior colliculus, medial geniculate body, and 
auditory cortex. These data suggest the entire auditory 
pathway is sensitive to insufficient TH serum levels (38). 

A possible explanation for these findings may be 
associated with the reduced expression of the type 
2 deiodinase enzymes, which convert the T4 into T3 
hormone in individuals affected by hypothyroidism and 
reduce the amount of T3 for the auditory centres (39).

Studies of the regions located closer to the spiral 
organ show changes on the spiral ganglion that cause 
smaller neurons than found in euthyroid people (40).

The morphology of neurons from the medial 
olivocochlear tract is altered in CH cases. However, 
there are no changes to the neuron population and 
distribution of this tract. If the neurons do not make 
proper synaptic contact with the OHC (34), then they 
can contact other cochlear structures (27,32).

Recent evidence indicates the medial olivocochlear 
tract innervation is more severely affected in the cases 
with hypofunctional thyroid glands because it remains 
at an immature stage compared to lateral olivocochlear 
tract innervation (34). 

Figure 1. The role of T
3
 in human auditory system formation and 

development. In the foetal period, the primary auditory responses and the 
hearing sensitivity progressively matures until early childhood. During the 
first quarter, the embryo depends totally on the mother’s thyroid hormones, 
which are produced in small amounts during the second half of gestation. 
After birth occurs, there is an increase in the T

4
 and T

3
 levels in the 

newborn. Adapted from Ng and cols., 2013 (23).
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Audiological findings of congenital hypothyroidism 

CH causes heterogeneity in the disturbances of the 
auditory structures. Thus, several audiological findings 
are possible. However, the audiometric disturbances are 
frequently described as having the following features: 
sensorineural, bilateral, symmetric, mainly in high 
frequencies, in a varying degree, and are often mild to 
moderate severity (6,7,41-46). 

Conductive hearing loss and tympanometric 
abnormalities in addition to acoustic middle ear reflex 
have also been described in several studies (5,6,7,41-
43). However, these conditions are found less 
frequently and are restricted to cases that are linked to 
any syndrome.

Once the TH is essential for auditory nervous 
system neuromaturation, there is evidence indicating 
a relationship between the presence of symptoms and 
central auditory processing disorders in CH cases (47).

The electroacoustic tests, such as otoacoustics 
emissions (OAE), responsible for high frequency 
sensibility and selectivity show varied results. Therefore, 
it is possible to see an expressive abnormality of the OAE 
(43), signal amplitude reduction (44), and an increase 
in the number of ears classified by the equipment as 
“fail” due to pre-clinical cochlear susceptibility (48). 

The tests used to accurately investigate the 
neurophysiology of the auditory pathway in CH include 
the brainstem auditory evoked potentials (BAEP) 
analysis. The test results show diverse findings, such 
as prolongation of absolute latency of the I (42,49), 
III and V (50) waves and increased interpeak interval 
latency for I-III (50), I-IV (49), and I-V (42). These 
results suggest there are several alteration sites.

CONCLUSION

In considering the reviewed content, it has been shown 
that hypothyroidism, especially in its congenital form, 
is a potential risk factor for hearing impairment. It can 
affect hearing from the peripheral structures to central 
areas that may also lead to inappropriate auditory 
development. These defects can affect the comprehension 
and acquisition of acoustic information. Inappropriate 
auditory development can lead to scholarly, cognitive, 
language, behavioural and/or social emotional 
problems. Therefore, it is critical to monitorand evaluate 
hearing as part of the clinical routine of these patients.

Disclosure: no potential conflict of interest relevant to this article 
was reported.  
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Use of cinacalcet and sunitinib 
to treat hypercalcaemia due to a 
pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor

Hernan Valdes-Socin1, Matilde Rubio Almanza2, Mariana Tomé Fernández-
Ladreda3, Daniel Van Daele4, Marc Polus4, Marcela Chavez5, Albert Beckers1 

SUMMARY
Neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) can secrete hormones, including ectopic secretions, but they have 
been rarely associated with malignant hypercalcemia. A 52-year-old man with a history of diabetes 
mellitus was diagnosed with a pancreatic tumor. A pancreatic biopsy confirmed a well-differentiated 
pancreatic NET (pNET). The patient subsequently developed liver metastasis and hypercalcemia with 
high 1,25 OH vitamin D and suppressed parathyroid hormone (PTH) levels. Hypercalcemia was re-
fractory to chemotherapy, intravenous saline fluids, diuretics, calcitonin and zoledronate. Cinacalcet 
administration (120 mg/day) resulted in a significant calcium reduction. Hypocalcemia was observed 
when sunitinib was added three months later and cinacalcet was stopped. Subsequently, the calcium 
and PTH levels normalized. After six months, we observed 20% shrinkage of the pancreatic tumor and 
necrosis of a liver metastasis. Cinacalcet is an allosteric activator of the calcium receptor agonist, and 
it is used for severe hypercalcemia in patients with primary (benign and malignant) hyperparathy-
roidism. In this patient, cinacalcet demonstrated a calcium lowering effect, normalized hypophospha-
temia, and improved the clinical condition of the patient. The mechanism through which cinacalcet 
improved PTH-rp mediated hypercalcemia is still unclear, but studies have suggested that a potential 
mechanism is the activation of calcitonin secretion. Sunitinib is an oral multi-targeted tyrosine kinase 
inhibitor used to treat advanced pNETs. The hypocalcemic effects of sunitinib have not been previ-
ously described in a patient with pNET. Here, we report for the first time the successful combination 
of cinacalcet and sunitinib in the treatment of a pNET patient presenting with malignant hypercalce-
mia. Arch Endocrinol Metab. 2017;61(5):506-9
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INTRODUCTION

H ypercalcemia of malignancy (HCM) develops 
as a paraneoplastic process in several types 

of cancers, such as lymphoma, breast cancer, and 
lung cancer (1), but it has rarely been described in 
neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) (1-3). In the setting 
of neuroendocrine tumors (NETs), HCM is associated 
with advanced disease, poor prognosis, and decreased 
survival rates (4,5). The most common cause of HCM 
is the tumor secretion of parathyroid hormone related 
peptide or PTH-rp (PTH-rp-oma) (2,5). Pancreatic 
NETs are typically pluripotent, and they have the 
ability to produce several types of hormones, including 
PTH-rp and calcitonin (2-6). When feasible, primary 
tumor surgery should be performed to normalize 
hypercalcemia. Unfortunately, the conventional 
hypocalcemic treatment options (e.g., bisphosphonates, 
corticosteroids, diuretics, hyper hydration) do not seem 

to improve patient survival in these cases. Here, we 
report, for the first time, the successful combination of 
cinacalcet and sunitinib in a pNET patient presenting 
with malignant hypercalcemia. In this case, in the 
setting of pancreatic NET, hypercalcemia associated 
with hypophosphatemia and suppressed PTH levels 
were highly likely due to PTH-rp secretion, although 
serum PTH-rp levels could not be measured. 

CASE REPORT

A 52-year-old-man with a history of diabetes 
mellitus and smoking presented with abdominal pain 
and asthenia for one year. Abdominal computed 
tomography (CT) revealed a 15 cm mass involving the 
pancreas and the retroperitoneum, with splenic and 
hepatic carcinomatosis. The histology of the pancreatic 
lesion showed a well-differentiated pNET positive for 
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AE1/AE3, synaptophysin, and CD56. Chromogranin 
immunostaining was negative. The Ki-67 labelling 
index was 2%. Somatostatin-receptor scintigraphy 
(octreoscan) detected areas of pathologic uptake in the 
liver and pancreas, whereas bone scintigraphy did not 
reveal any skeletal metastatic deposits. Hypercalcemia 
was diagnosed with calcium and ionized calcium levels 
of 3.54 mmol/L (2.15-2.6) and 1.55 mmol/L (1.14-
1.3), respectively. Other bone metabolism abnormalities 
included hypophosphatemia levels of 0.42 mmol/L 
(0.74-1.51), PTH levels of < 4 ng/mL (12-58), 1-25 
OH vitamin D levels of 100 pg/mL (< 85), 25 OH 
vitamin D levels of 9 ng/ml (> 30) and calcitonin (as 
a tumor maker) levels of 1116 ng/mL (< 10). The 
chromogranin A level was 26.9 UI/L (< 23). Urine 
analysis showed hypercalciuria and hyperphosphaturia. 
A bone density analysis showed mild cortical and 
femoral osteopenia. Because surgery was not feasible, 
the patient underwent treatment with several cycles of 
streptozotocin-adriamycin and FOLFOX. The tumor 
mass and calcium levels were partially controlled (2.61 
mmol/L), whereas the PTH concentration remained 
low (19 ng/mL). Three months later, the patient’s 
calcitonin levels were 29 ng/mL, and his calcium level 
increased again (2.94 mmol/L), whereas his PTH level 
was < 2 pg/mL. Treatment with octreotide LAR 30 mg 
sc every 4 weeks was introduced for 3 months, without 
any remarkable clinical impact. Hypercalcemia (total 
calcium 3.17 mmol/L) was refractory to intravenous 
saline fluids, diuretics, recombinant calcitonin, and 
zoledronate. Therefore, compassionate treatment with 
oral cinacalcet (120 mg/day) was attempted. The 
patient’s calcium level gradually decreased from 3.17 to 
2.87 mmol/L and later to 2.65 mmol/L (Figure 1). The 
phosphatemia normalized from 0.42 mmol/L to 0.84 
mmol/L during the cinacalcet treatment. PTH, 1,25 
OH vitamin and calcitonin levels, as well as the tumor 
size, remained unchanged. After a significant clinical 
improvement following a three months of cinacalcet 
treatment (Mimpara© 120 mg per day), sunitinib was 
added (Sutent© 35.7 mg per day) for tumor control 
(Figure 1). Both drugs were well tolerated, without 
any side effects.

One month after beginning the combined 
treatment, the patient’s calcium level decreased to 2.12 
mmol/L. Because of the hypocalcemia, the PTH level 
increased to 78 pg/mL, requiring discontinuation 
of cinacalcet. The calcitonin and 1,25 OH vitamin D 
levels normalized, whereas the positron emission 

tomography (PET) scan revealed a 20% shrinkage of 
the pancreatic tumor and necrosis of a metastasis in 
the VII hepatic segment following the cinacalcet and 
sunitinib treatment. Currently the patient is alive 
and still being treated with sunitinib. According to 
the RECIST (Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid 
Tumors) criteria, the patient has had stable disease for 
the last four years.

Figure 1. Serum calcium levels at the time of diagnosis, during the 
cinacalcet treatment (Mimpara© 120 mg/day PO), and during the 
combined treatment with Mimpara (120 mg/day) and sunitinib (Sutent© 
35.7 mg/day). Cinacalcet was stopped when the calcium levels reached 
2.12 mmol/L. The red line represents the upper normal calcium levels. 
The patient, whose calcium parameters remain normal, is currently being 
treated with Sutent only. 
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DISCUSSION

HCM occurs in approximately 30% of all cancer 
patients. HCM may be caused by different mechanisms, 
including the production of parathyroid hormone-
related peptide (PTH-rp), which is the most frequent 
cause (1-4), and/or 1,25 OH vitamin D by tumor 
cells. In addition, ectopic PTH secretion can rarely 
occur (1-4). NETs often produce ectopic hormone 
secretions, but they are rarely associated with HCM 
(2,5). In this case, an osteolytic lesion and a PTH-
dependent mechanism of hypercalcemia were excluded. 
Unfortunately, we could not determine the PTH-rp 
levels of our patient, and no tumor specimen was 
available for PTH-rp studies. Therefore, it remains 
unproven whether PTH-rp hypersecretion was (at least 
partially) responsible for the hypercalcemia in this case.

Several treatment options are available to manage 
hypercalcemia in cancer patients (5-9). The extracellular 
volume must be restored with intravenous saline fluids 
because patients are frequently volume depleted (1). 
In addition, high diuretic doses can increase urinary 
calcium excretion levels (7). In addition, gallium nitrate, 
calcitonin, and hemodialysis have been used to treat 
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cancer-related hypercalcemia (3). Glucocorticoids are 
frequently used to treat hypercalcemia in hematological 
malignancies. Intravenous bisphosphonates can be 
effective in treating HCM, and they have demonstrated 
extended durations of action and low rates of acute 
phase reaction symptoms (1-3). Denosumab, a human 
monoclonal antibody binding RANKL that inhibits 
osteoclast maturation and activation, is used to treat 
osteoporosis. Denosumab has been approved to treat 
HCM in the United States of America (USA), and it 
should be used in bisphosphonate resistant cases. It has 
been used to treat bisphosphonate-refractory HCM (8).

Cinacalcet is an oral drug that acts as a calcimimetic 
by activating the calcium-sensing receptor (CaSR). 
It is used to treat secondary hyperparathyroidism in 
chronic kidney disease and for severe hypercalcemia 
in patients with primary hyperparathyroidism who are 
not suitable candidates for parathyroidectomy (9). It 
is also indicated for the treatment of hypercalcemia in 
patients with parathyroid carcinoma. CaSR binding 
by cinacalcet results in decreased PTH secretion 
and synthesis, and it inhibits kidney 1,25 vitamin D 
synthesis and calcium reabsorption; in addition, it 
seems to have an anabolic effect on bone formation (9). 
Possibly because of high levels of a putative PTH-rp 
like peptide, the synthesis of 1,25 vitamin D was not 
affected in the above described patient during the 
cinacalcet treatment; however, it normalized when the 
patient was administered sunitinib. In murine models 
of Leydig cell and colon tumors, cinacalcet attenuated 
hypercalcemia without affecting the synthesis of 
PTR-rp mRNA by the tumor. This effect occurred 
in a dose-dependent manner independently from 
the PTH-rp administration in parathyroidectomized 
animals (10). Furthermore, these studies suggest 
that cinacalcet mediates the reduction in calcium 
levels, at least partially, by stimulating the release of 
calcitonin by C-cells. Another possible mechanism 
yet to be investigated could be the calcium lowering 
effect of cinacalcet through enhanced renal excretion 
of calcium (10). 

Hypophosphatemia is also related to HCM, namely 
the decrease of renal reabsorption of phosphates, 
likely due to a PTH-rp-induced effect. In our case 
report, cinacalcet normalized low phosphates levels, as 
previously described in mouse models of HCM treated 
with cinacalcet. This effect has been attributed to an 
inhibitory effect of calcimimetics on phosphaturic 
hormones such as FGF-23 (9,10).

To the best of our knowledge, the hypocalcemic 
effects of cinacalcet have never been documented 
in pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor patients. The 
clinical case we have described is the second case in the 
literature in which cinacalcet was used successfully to 
treat refractory HCM. A previous report described a 
57-year-old male with hypercalcemia and a pulmonary 
tumor secreting PTH-rp (11). In that case, the patient’s 
calcium and PTH-rp levels decreased during combined 
chemotherapy and cinacalcet monotherapy. When 
hypercalcemia recurred after the fourth chemotherapy 
cycle, cinacalcet monotherapy induced a consistent 
decline in PTH-rp levels, thus preventing a further 
increase in serum calcium levels (11). 

Sunitinib is an oral, multi-target, tyrosine kinase 
inhibitor used to treat GIST, advanced renal cell 
carcinomas, and advanced pancreatic neuroendocrine 
tumors. A calcium-lowering effect of this drug was 
observed in a case of metastatic renal cell carcinoma 
and paraneoplastic hypercalcaemia (12). The 
authors observed that there was no reported case of 
paraneoplastic hypercalcemia recovery with targeted 
therapy until their report. We are unaware of any 
report, thus far, that describes the hypocalcemic effect 
of sunitinib in pNET patients.

In the clinical case reported here, the combined use 
of cinacalcet and sunitinib decreased the patient’s serum 
calcium levels to low-normal levels and normalized the 
PTH concentration. Although chemotherapy initially 
controlled the calcium levels at upper normal levels, 
the combined treatment induced a strong calcium 
lowering effect twice. After the commencement of 
combined cinacalcet + sunitinib treatment, the calcium 
levels were significantly lower compared to when 
the patient was undergoing cytotoxic chemotherapy. 
Moreover, the combined cinacalcet + sunitinib 
treatment resulted in a dramatic drop of calcium levels 
(i.e., hypocalcaemia) and induced the occurrence of 
secondary hyperparathyroidism.

CONCLUSIONS

This case report describes the unusual association 
of malignant pNET-associated hypercalcemia, high 
1,25 OH vitamin D, and high calcitonin levels. 
Several treatments options for the management of 
hypocalcaemia have been unsuccessfully attempted, 
finally leading to the compassionate use of cinacalcet. 
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Cinacalcet demonstrated a definite calcium lowering 
effect and improved the clinical condition of the 
patient. Thus, we believe that cinacalcet can enrich the 
pharmacological armamentarium for the treatment of 
HCM. Moreover, sunitinib helped to normalize the 
patient’s calcium and calcitonin levels, with modest 
tumor shrinkage. The precise mechanism of the 
calcium lowering effect of sunitinib remains to be 
elucidated. In conclusion, here, we report for the first 
time the successful use of cinacalcet and sunitinib in the 
management of pNET-associated HCM.
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Instructions for authors

GENERAL INFORMATION 
We emphasize the importance of following these instructions carefully. Failure to do 
so will delay the processing of your manuscript. 
Manuscripts should be submitted solely to the AE&M and should not have been 
published, or be under consideration for publication in any substantial form, in ano-
ther periodical-either professional or lay. 
Manuscripts should be submitted in English. Proofreading by a scientific editing ser-
vice is strongly recommended; the following companies are suggested: Voxmed Me-
dical Communications, American Journal Experts and PaperCheck. Manuscripts that 
successfully complete the peer-review process and are recommended for publication 
will only be accepted and published upon receipt of a certificate proving professional 
academic English proofreading. In extraordinary circumstances, the certificate can 
be waived by editorial decision.
All submissions are initially evaluated in depth by the scientific editors. Papers that 
do not conform with the general criteria for publication will be returned to the au-
thors without detailed review, typically within three to five days. Otherwise, manus-
cripts will be sent to reviewers (most commonly two). 

MANUSCRIPT CATEGORIES 

Reports of original research may be submitted to AE&M as Original Articles or Brief 
Reports. Other special categories of manuscripts are described below. All manus-
cripts must adhere to the word count limitations, as specified below, for text only; 
word count does not include the abstract, references, or figures/tables and their le-
gends. Word count must be shown on the title page, along with the number of figu-
res and tables. The format is similar for all manuscript categories, and it is described 
in detail in the “Manuscript Preparation” section. 

Original Articles 

The Original Article is a scientific report of the results of original research that has 
not been published or submitted for publication elsewhere (either in print or electro-
nically). It represents a substantial body of laboratory or clinical work. In general, 
Original Articles should not exceed 3,600 words in the main text, include more than 
six figures and tables, or more than 35 references. 

Review Articles 

The AE&M publishes Review Articles that show a balanced perspective on timely 
issues within the field of clinical endocrinology. All reviews are submitted upon in-
vitation and are subject to peer review. Articles in this category are requested by the 
Editors to authors with proven expertise in the field. Authors considering the sub-
mission of uninvited reviews should contact the editors in advance to determine 
whether the topic that they propose is of current potential interest to the Journal. 
Review articles should be no longer than 4,000 words in the main text, include no 
more than four figures and tables, and no more than 60 references. The author 
should mention the source and/or request authorization for use of previously publi-
shed figures or tables.

Consensus Statements 

Consensus Statements related to the endocrine and metabolic health standards and 
healthcare practices may be submitted by professional societies, task forces, and 
other consortia. All such submissions will be subjected to peer review, must be 
modifiable in response to criticism, and will be published only if they meet the usu-
al editorial standards of the Journal. Consensus Statements should typically be no 
longer than 3,600 words in the main text, include no more than six figures and ta-
bles, and no more than 60 references. 

Brief Report 

The Brief Report consists of new data of sufficient importance to warrant immediate 
publication. It is a succinct description of focused study with important, but very 
straightforward, negative or confirmatory results. Brevity and clarity are always li-
kely to enhance the chance of a manuscript being accepted for publication. A maxi-
mum of 1,500 words in the main text plus up to 20 references and normally no more 
than two illustrations (tables or figures or one of each) are acceptable for Brief Re-
ports. 

Case Report 

A Case Report is a brief communication presenting collected or single case reports 
of clinical or scientific significance. These reports should be concise and focused on 
the issue to be discussed. They should address observations of patients or families 
that add substantially to the knowledge of the etiology, pathogenesis, and delinea-
tion of the natural history or management of the condition described. Case Reports 

should be 2,000 words or less, with no more than four figures and tables, and no 
more than 30 references. 

We emphasize that only case reports that offer important basic translational or clini-
cal contributions, preferentially together with a review of the literature, will be con-
sidered for publication.

Letters to the Editor 
Letters to the Editor may be submitted in response to manuscript that has been pu-
blished in the Journal. Letters should be short commentaries related to specific 
points of agreement or disagreement with the published manuscript. Letters are not 
intended for the presentation of original data unrelated to a published article. Letters 
should be no longer than 500 words, with no more than five complete references, 
and should not include any figures or tables. 

MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION 
GENERAL FORMAT 

The Journal requires that all manuscripts be submitted in a single-column format 
that follows these guidelines: 

•  The manuscript must be submitted in MS-Word format.
•  All text should be double-spaced with 2 cm margins on both sides using 11-point 

type Times Roman or Arial font.
•  All lines should be numbered throughout the entire manuscript and the entire 

document should be paginated.
•  All tables and figures must be placed after the text and must be labeled. Submit-

ted papers must be complete, including the title page, abstract, figures, and ta-
bles. Papers submitted without all of these components will be placed on hold 
until the manuscript is complete. 

ALL SUBMISSIONS MUST INCLUDE: 
• A cover letter requesting the evaluation of the manuscript for publication in 

AE&M, and any information relevant to the manuscript. Elsewhere on the sub-
mission form, authors may suggest up to three specific reviewers and/or request 
the exclusion of up to three others. 

The manuscript must be presented in the following 
order: 
1. Title page.
2.  Structured abstract (or summary for case reports).
3.  Main text.
4.  Tables and figures. They must be cited in the main text in numerical order.
5.  Acknowledgments.
6.  Funding statement, competing interests and any grants or fellowships suppor-

ting the writing of the paper. 
7.  List of references. 

Title Page 
The title page must contain the following information: 

1.  Title of the article (a concise statement of the major contents of the article).
2.  Full names, departments, institutions, city, and country of all co-authors.
3.  Full name, postal address, e-mail, telephone and fax numbers of the correspon-

ding author. 
4.  Abbreviated title of no more than 40 characters for page headings.
5.  Up to five keywords or phrases suitable for use in an index (the use of MeSH 

terms is recommended).
6.  Word count – excluding title page, abstract, references, figures/tables and their 

legends.
7.  Article type 

Structured Abstracts 
All Original Articles, Brief Reports, Reviews, Case Reports should be submitted with 
structured abstracts of no more than 250 words. The abstract must be self-contained 
and clear without reference to the text, and should be written for general journal 
readership. The abstract format should include four sections that reflect the section 
headings in the main text. All information reported in the abstract must appear in 
the manuscript. Please use complete sentences for all sections of the abstract. 
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Introduction 
The article should begin with a brief introductory statement that places the study in 
historical perspective, and explains its objective and significance.

Materials and Methods 
These should be described and referenced in sufficient detail for other investigators 
to be able to repeat the study. The source of hormones, unusual chemicals and rea-
gents, and special pieces of apparatus should be stated. For modified methods, only 
the modifications need be described. 

Results and Discussion 
The Results section should briefly present the experimental data in text, tables, and/
or figures. For details on preparation of tables and figures, see below. The Discus-
sion should focus on the interpretation and significance of the findings, with conci-
se objective comments that describe their relation to other studies in that area. The 
Discussion should not reiterate the Results. 

Authorship 

The AE&M ascribes to the authorship and contributorship guidelines defined by the 
International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (www.ICMJE.org). Unrestricted 
joint authorship is allowed. A maximum of two corresponding authors is allowed. 
The uniform requirements for manuscripts submitted to medical journals state that 
authorship credit should be based only on substantial contribution to: 
1.  The conception and design, or analysis and interpretation of data. 
2.  The drafting of the article or its critical review for important intellectual content.
3.  The final approval of the version to be published.
All these conditions must be met. The corresponding author is responsible for ensu-
ring that all appropriate contributors are listed as authors, and that all authors have 
agreed with the content of the manuscript and its submission to the AE&M. 

Conflict of interest 
A conflict of interest statement for all authors must be included in the main document, 
following the text, in the Acknowledgments section. If authors have no relevant con-
flict of interest to disclose, this should be indicated in the Acknowledgments section. 

Acknowledgments 
The Acknowledgments section should include the names of those people who con-
tributed to a study but did not meet the requirements for authorship. The correspon-
ding author is responsible for informing each person listed in the acknowledgment 
section that they have been included and providing them with a description of their 
contribution so they know the activity for which they are considered responsible. 
Each person listed in the acknowledgments must give permission – in writing, if 
possible – for the use of his or her name. It is the responsibility of the corresponding 
author to provide this information.

References 
References to the literature should be cited in numerical order (in parentheses) in the 
text and listed in the same numerical order at the end of the manuscript on a separa-
te page or pages. The author is responsible for the accuracy of references. The num-
ber of references cited is limited for each category of submission, as indicated above. 

Tables 
Tables should be submitted in the same format as the article (Word), and not in 
another format. Please note: we cannot accept tables as Excel files within the ma-
nuscript. Tables should be self-explanatory and the data they contain must not be 
duplicated in the text or figures. Tables must be constructed as simply as possible 
and be intelligible without reference to the text. Each table must have a concise 
heading. A description of experimental conditions may appear together with foot-
notes at the foot of the table. Tables must not simply duplicate the text or figures. 

Figures and Legends 
All figures must display the figure number. Sizing the figure: the author is responsi-
ble for providing digital art that has been properly sized, cropped, and has adequate 
space between images. All color figures will be reproduced in full color in the online 
edition of the journal at no cost to the authors. Authors are requested to pay the cost 
of reproducing color figures in print (the publisher will provide price quotes upon 
acceptance of the manuscript). 

Photographs 
The AE&M strongly prefers to publish unmasked patient photos. We encourage all 
prospective authors to work with families prior to submission and address the issue 
of permission for review and possible publication of patient images. If your submis-
sion contains ANY identifiable patient images or other protected health information, 
you MUST provide documented permission from the patient (or the patient’s pa-
rent, guardian, or legal representative) before the specific material circulates among 
editors, reviewers and staff for the purpose of possible publication in AE&M. If it is 
necessary to identify an individual, use a numerical designation (e.g. Patient 1) ra-
ther than using any other identifying notations, such as initials. 

Units of Measure 
Results should be expressed in metric units. Temperature should be expressed in 
degrees Celsius and time of day using the 24-hour clock (e.g., 0800 h, 1500 h). 

Standard Abbreviations 
All abbreviations must be immediately defined after it is first used in the text. 

Experimental Subjects 
To be considered for publication, all clinical investigations described in submitted 
manuscripts must have been conducted in accordance with the guidelines of The 
Declaration of Helsinki, and must have been formally approved by the appropriate 
institutional review committees or their equivalent. 
The study populations should be described in detail. 
Subjects must be identified only by number or letter, not by initials or names. Pho-
tographs of patients’ faces should be included only if scientifically relevant. The 
authors must obtain written consent from the patient for the use of such photogra-
phs. For further details, see the Ethical Guidelines. 
Investigators must disclose potential conflict of interest to study participants and 
should indicate in the manuscript that they have done so. 

Experimental Animals 
A statement confirming that all animal experimentation described in the manuscript 
was conducted in accordance with accepted standards of humane animal care, as 
outlined in the Ethical Guidelines, should be included in the manuscript. 

Molecular Genetic Description 
• Use standard terminology for variants, providing rs numbers for all variants re-

ported. These can be easily derived for novel variants uncovered by the study. 
Where rs numbers are provided, the details of the assay (primer sequences, PCR 
conditions, etc.) should be described very concisely.

•  Pedigrees should be drawn according to published standards (See Bennett et al. 
J Genet Counsel (2008) 17:424-433 - DOI 10.1007/s10897-008-9169-9). 

Nomenclatures 
• For genes, use genetic notation and symbols approved by the HUGO Gene No-

menclature Committee (HGNC) – (http://www.genenames.org/). 
• For mutation nomenclature, please use the nomenclature guidelines suggested 

by the Human Genome Variation Society (http://www.hgvs.org/mutnomen/) 
• Provide information and a discussion of departures from Hardy-Weinberg equili-

brium (HWE). The calculation of HWE may help uncover genotyping errors and 
impact on downstream analytical methods that assume HWE. 

• Provide raw genotype frequencies in addition to allele frequencies. It is also de-
sirable to provide haplotype frequencies. 

• Whenever possible, drugs should be given their approved generic name. Where 
a proprietary (brand) name is used, it should begin with a capital letter. 

• Acronyms should be used sparingly and fully explained when first used.

Papers must be written in clear, concise English. 
Avoid jargon and neologisms. The journal is not prepared to undertake major correc-
tion of language, which is the responsibility of the author. Where English is not the 
first language of the authors, the paper must be checked by a native English speaker.
For non-native English speakers and international authors who would like assistan-
ce with their writing before submission, we suggest Voxmed Medical Communica-
tions, American Journal Experts or PaperCheck.
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FORXIGA® – (dapagliflozina) comprimidos revestidos. Indicações: FORXIGA é indicado como 
adjuvante a dieta e exercícios para melhora do controle glicêmico em pacientes com diabetes 
mellitus tipo 2 em monoterapia ou em combinação com metformina; tiazolidinediona; sulfoni-
lureia; inibidor da DPP4 (com ou sem metformina); ou insulina (isolada ou com até duas me-
dicações antidiabéticas orais), quando a terapia existente juntamente com dieta e exercícios 
não proporciona controle glicêmico adequado. Indicado em combinação inicial com metformina 
quando ambas as terapias são apropriadas. FORXIGA não é indicado para uso por pacien-
tes com diabetes tipo 1 e não deve ser utilizado para o tratamento de cetoacidose diabética 
Contraindicações: hipersensibilidade a dapagliflozina ou aos outros componentes da fórmula. 
Advertências e Precauções: Foram reportados alguns relatos pós-comercialização de ce-
toacidose em pacientes diabéticos tipo 1 e tipo 2 em uso de FORXIGA. Embora uma relação 
causal ainda não tenha sido estabelecida, recomenda-se que pacientes que apresentem sinais 
de cetoacidose incluindo náusea, vômitos, dor abdominal, prostração ou dispneia sejam avalia-
dos quanto a presença de cetoacidose, mesmo que sua glicemia esteja menor que 250 mg/dL. 
FORXIGA® deve ser usado com cautela ou ser temporariamente suspenso em pacientes sob 
risco de depleção de volume, pacientes com hipertensão ou outra doença cardiovascular, infec-
ções do trato urinário, incluindo urosepse e pielonefrite, uso concomitante com medicamentos 
que podem causar hipoglicemia, gravidez, lactação uso pediátrico, uso geriátrico. Categoria 
de Risco na Gravidez: C. Reações Adversas: infecção genital, infecção do trato urinário, 
dor nas costas, poliúria e erupção cutânea. Interações Medicamentosas: (sem alterações 
clínicas relevantes, sem necessidade de ajuste de dose) metformina, pioglitazona, sitagliptina, 
glimepirida, voglibose, hidroclorotiazida, bumetanida, valsartana, sinvastatina, rifampicina, áci-
do mefenâmico. Outras interações: os efeitos da dieta, tabagismo, produtos à base de plantas 
e uso de álcool sobre a farmacocinética da dapagliflozina não foram especificamente estuda-
dos. Interferência com o teste 1,5-anidroglucitol (1,5-AG). Posologia: a dose recomendada de 
FORXIGA, em monoterapia ou terapia combinada, é 10 mg, uma vez ao dia, a qualquer hora do 
dia, independentemente das refeições. Para pacientes em risco de depleção de volume devido 
a condições coexistentes, uma dose inicial de 5 mg de FORXIGA pode ser apropriada. Não são 
necessários ajustes de dose de FORXIGA com base na função renal ou hepática. Apresentações: 
embalagens com 30 comprimidos revestidos de 5 mg e embalagens com 14 ou 30 comprimidos 
revestidos de 10 mg. USO ORAL. USO ADULTO. VENDA SOB PRESCRIÇÃO MÉDICA. SE 
PERSISTIREM OS SINTOMAS, O MÉDICO DEVERÁ SER CONSULTADO. Para maiores infor-
mações, consulte a bula completa do produto. Reg. MS - 1.0180.0404 (FRX013_min).

CONTRAINDICAÇÕES: FORXIGA® é contraindicado 
a pacientes com conhecida hipersensibilidade à 
dapagliflozina ou aos outros componentes da fórmula. 
INTERAÇÕES MEDICAMENTOSAS: em estudos 
realizados em indivíduos sadios, a farmacocinética 
da dapagliflozina não foi alterada pela metformina, 
pioglitazona, sitagliptina, glimepirida, voglibose, 
hidroclorotiazida, bumetanida, valsartana ou sinvastatina.

XigDuo XRTM (dapagliflozina + cloridrato de metformina) comprimidos revestidos de liberação 
prolongada. Indicações: XIGDUO XR é indicado como adjuvante à dieta e exercícios para me-
lhorar o controle glicêmico em adultos com diabetes mellitus tipo 2 quando o tratamento com 
ambos, dapagliflozina e metformina, é apropriado. XIGDUO XR não é indicado para uso em 
pacientes com diabetes tipo 1. XIGDUO XR não deve ser usado para o tratamento da cetoacidose 
diabética. Contraindicações: doença ou disfunção renal moderada a grave (p.ex., níveis de 
creatinina sérica ≥1,5 mg/dL [homens], ≥1,4 mg/dL [mulheres] ou TFGe <60 mL/min/1,73 m2 
ou ClCr <60 mL/min pelo Cockcroft-Gault), inclusive secundária a condições como choque, IAM 
e septicemia; acidose metabólica aguda ou crônica, incluindo cetoacidose diabética, com ou 
sem coma, que deve ser tratada com insulina; história de reação de hipersensibilidade grave à 
substância ativa ou a qualquer um dos excipientes; disfunção hepática. Cuidados e Advertên-
cias: acidose láctica (metformina plasmática > 5 µg/mL - maior risco em idosos, disfunção re-
nal, doença hepática, insuficiência cardíaca congestiva, hipoxemia, desidratação, sepse, inges-
tão excessiva de álcool e uso de contraste intravascular), disfunção renal, disfunção hepática, 
ingestão excessiva de álcool, cetoacidose (maior risco em disfunções pancreáticas como DM1, 
pancreatite, cirurgia pancreática, redução da dose de insulina, redução da ingestão calórica, 
infecções, cirurgias, doenças concomitante e abuso de álcool), níveis de vitamina B12 (risco 
de redução em pacientes susceptíveis), procedimentos cirúrgicos, alterações no estado clíni-
co, medicações concomitantes que afetem a função renal ou a hemodinâmica ou a eliminação 
da metformina, administração de meio de contraste intravascular iodado (aumento do risco de 
insuficiência renal aguda), estados de hipóxia (choque, ICC, IAM, insuficiência renal pré-renal), 
mau controle glicêmico secundário a febre, trauma, infecção ou cirurgias, pacientes sob risco 
de depleção de volume intravascular (idosos, uso de diuréticos), uso concomitante com medi-
camentos que causam hipoglicemia (insulina e sulfonilureias), sepse urinária e pielonefrite, uso 
em idosos, gravidez, lactação, uso pediátrico, câncer de bexiga ativo. Categoria de Risco na 
Gravidez: C. Interações Medicamentosas: com dapagliflozina (sem alterações clínicas rele-
vantes, sem necessidade de ajuste de dose): bumetanida, sinvastatina, rifampicina, ácido mefe-
nâmico; com metformina: medicamentos catiônicos (cimetidina), glibenclamida, furosemida, ni-
fedipino; outros medicamentos hiperglicemiantes (tiazidas e outros diuréticos, corticosteroides, 
fenotiazinas, produtos da tireoide, estrógenos, contraceptivos orais, fenitoína, ácido nicotínico, 
simpatomiméticos, medicamentos bloqueadores do canal de cálcio e isoniazida). Interferência 
com teste do 1,5-anidroglucitol (1,5.AG). Reações Adversas: infecção genital, infecção do tra-
to urinário, poliúria, dor nas costas, dor de cabeça, hipoglicemia, desidratação, hipovolemia ou 
hipotensão, diarreia, náuseas, vômitos, erupção cutânea, redução dos níveis séricos de vitamina 
B12, aumento do hematócrito. Posologia: deve ser individualizada com base no regime atual 
do paciente, desde que não exceda a dose máxima recomendada de 10 mg de dapagliflozina e 
de 2000 mg de cloridrato de metformina de liberação prolongada. XIGDUO XR deve, de modo 
geral, ser administrado uma vez ao dia com a refeição da noite. Apresentações: XigDuo XR 
comprimidos revestidos de liberação prolongada de: 5 mg/1000 mg em embalagens com 14 e 
60 comprimidos; 10 mg/500 mg em embalagens com 14 comprimidos e 10 mg/1000 mg em 
embalagens com 14 e 30 comprimidos. USO ADULTO. USO ORAL. VENDA SOB PRESCRIÇÃO 
MÉDICA. SE PERSISTEREM OS SINTOMAS, O MÉDICO DEVERÁ SER CONSULTADO. Para 
maiores informações, consulte a bula completa do produto. www.astrazeneca.com.br. Reg. MS 
– 1.0180.0407 (XIG006_min).

CONTRAINDICAÇÕES: doença renal ou disfunção renal 
moderada a grave. INTERAÇÃO MEDICAMENTOSA: 
cimetidina.
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